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common ground
(n.) /ˈkɒmən graʊnd/
(idiomatic) A characteristic or interest shared by multiple 
people or systems; any belief, ideas, etc. held in common; an 
agreed basis, accepted by both or all parties, for identifying 
issues in an argument.
Synonyms: area of agreement; commonalities; communion; 
community; commutuality; mutual understanding; mutu-
ality
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ABSTRACT
This research project deals with architectural consequences of increased hu-
man mobility – i.e. migrations. Its aim is to look at the phenomenon from an 
alternative perspective – from the point of view of the anthropological need 
to belong. Thus, the main problem area is the sense of belonging to a place 
and to a community. The goal of the research is to examine how this need is 
aﬀected by migration processes and to define architectural consequences and 
responsibilities in this area. The initial hypothesis is that the need to belong 
exists also in temporary situations and therefore should be addressed by ar-
chitecture. The main re-search question is: What are the needs entailed by 
extreme mobility and how can they be addressed by architecture?
The objective of the research is to arrive at a set of needs of people in motion 
in order to put forward a proposal that addresses them.
In order to examine the problem, anthropological, psychological and so-
cial perspectives have been adopted. Two main concepts of the research are 
mobility and belonging – their intersection is the focus of the thesis. The 
research is divided in 4 chapters. Apart from the Introduction (chapter 1), 
there are two more chapters that provide a theoretical background – chapter 
2, dedicated to mobility, and chapter 3, dealing with belonging. Chapter 4 is 
en-tirely dedicated to case studies, meant to broaden the theoretical knowl-
edge by confronting it with real-life examples. The focal point of the study 
of diﬀerent cases is to derive strate-gies that foster the sense of belonging to a 
place and to a community.
The final part of the research are the conclusions, where answers to the main 
research question and the sub-questions are summarized. The conclusions 
lead to a definition of needs and, subsequently, specific architectural guide-
lines and to the proposal. The proposal takes form of a strategy that can be 
implemented in multiple locations. The execution of the strategy is illustrated 
in the last chapter of the thesis, which is devoted to the prototype designed 
for Barcelona.
Among the findings of the research, the main conclusion is that the need to 
belong exists in temporary situations – accordingly, there are strategies that 
enhance the sense of belong-ing. These findings informed a great part of the 
design process.
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ABSTRAKT
Niniejsza praca magisterska jest próbą zmierzenia się z problemem migracji - 
jej celem jest analiza oddziaływania wzmożonej mobilności na architekturę. 
Wpływ ten został zbadany przez pryzmat ludzkiej potrzeby przynależności 
do miejsca i wspólnoty. Punktem wyjścia do badań jest hipoteza, że potrzeba 
ta występuje również w sytuacjach tymczasowych i przejściowych. Badanie 
ma na celu rozpoznanie, w jaki sposób procesy migracyjne wpływają na po-
trzebę przynależności. Głównym pytaniem pracy jest: Jakie są potrzeby grup 
migracyjnych i w jaki sposób mogą być one realizowane za pomocą ksz-
tałtowania przestrzeni? Odpowiedź na pytanie ma na celu zidentyfikowanie 
potrzeb różnych grup migracyjnych i przełożenie ich na język architektury.
Badania dwóch głównych idei - mobilności i przynależności - prowadzone 
są z perspektywy antropologii, psychologii i socjologii. Praca podzielona 
jest na 4 rozdziały. Oprócz Wstępu (rozdział 1), dwa początkowe rozdziały 
zapewniają tło teoretyczne badania - rozdział 2 poświęcony jest mobilności, 
rozdział 3 natomiast - przynależności. Oba oparte są na przeglądzie liter-
atury. Rozdział 4 zawiera studia przypadków, których celem jest pogłębienie 
wiedzy, zdobytej w części teoretycznej. Wspólnym mianownikiem wszyst-
kich badanych przypadków jest idea przynależności do miejsca i wspólnoty. 
Wynikiem badań jest zbiór strategii, które mogą zostać wykorzystane przy 
kształtowaniu przestrzeni, która spełnia potrzeby osób w tymczasowych 
sytuacjach. Ostatnią częścią badań są wnioski, które zawierają odpowiedzi na 
pytanie główne badania i pytania pomocnicze. Wnioski z badań prowadzą 
do zbioru potrzeb migrantów oraz wytycznych do kształtowania przestrzeni. 
Odpowiedź projektowa przybiera kształt strategii, która może zostać wdrożo-
na w róznych lokalizacjach. Przykładowe użycie strategii jest zaprezentowane 
w rozdziale 5, poświęconym projektowi prototypu dla Barcelony.
Głównym wnioskiem z pracy badawczej jest potwierdzenie hipotezy o istnie-
niu potrzeby przynależności do miejsca i wspólnoty nawet w tymczasowych i 
przejściowych sytuacjach. Ponadto za pomocą odpowiedniego ukształtowan-
ia przestrzeni możliwe jest wzmacnianie przynależności. 
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The first transatlantic flight was not until 1919. It took 23 days and 6 stops 
to make it.1 On April 6, 1924, eight U.S. Army pilots in four airplanes left 
Seattle, Washington, to carry out the first around-the-globe flight. They 
completed the journey 175 days later, after making 74 stops.2 Almost a 
century later, in 2005, the current record for the fastest non-stop, non-
refuelled, solo around-the-world flight was set: it took 67 hours.3 In 2017, 
the duration of a New York-Istanbul direct flight is less than 10 hours. 
1 Ehmann Sven, Robert Klanten, 
Michelle Galindo, Sofia Borges, 
and Shonquis Moreno. The new 
nomads: temporary spaces and 
a life on the move (Berlin: Die 
Gestalten Verlag, 2015) p.7
2 “First Flight Around the World” 
Pioneers of Flight, http://
pioneersofflight.si.edu/content/
first-flight-around-world  (accessed 
26/07/2017) 
3 Cahal Milmo, “Around 
the world. In 67 hours. On 
one tankful”, Independent, 
4/03/2005, http://www.
independent.co.uk/news/science/
around-the-world-in-67-hours-on-
one-tankful-4614.html (accessed 
26/07/2017)
4 Ewen Callaway, “Oldest Homo 
sapiens fossil claim rewrites 
our species’ history”, Nature, 
7/06/2017 http://www.nature.
com/news/oldest-homo-sapiens-
fossil-claim-rewrites-our-species-
history-1.22114 (accessed 
26/07/2017)
5 data from 2015 reports
6 “244 million international 
migrants living abroad 
worldwide, new UN 
statistics reveal”, UN, 
12/01/2016,  http://www.
un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
blog/2016/01/244-million-
international-migrants-living-abroad-
worldwide-new-un-statistics-reveal/   
(accessed 26/07/2017)
7 Adrian Edwards, “Global 
forced displacement hits record 
high”, UNHCR, 20/06/2016 
http://www.unhcr.org/news/
latest/2016/6/5763b65a4/global-
forced-displacement-hits-record-high.
html  (accessed 26/07/2017) 
8 Lluis Alexandre Casanovas 
Blanco, Ignacio G. Galan, Carlos 
Minguez Carrasco, Alejandra 
Navarrete Llopis, Marina Otero 
Vezier, After Belonging: The 
Objects, Spaces, and Territories 
of the Ways We Stay in Transit 
(Zurich: Lars Müller Publishers, 
2016) p.24
CONTEXT
What is “extreme mobility”?
The history of humanity is a history of millions of years of constant mi-
gration – wandering, sailing, marching, exploring, flying and conquering. 
The history of mobility begins with the movement of Homo erectus out of 
Africa, some 1.75 million years ago. While the exact origin date of Homo 
sapiens remains unclear (as of 2017), and is now estimated at 315,000 years 
ago,4 what is certain is the constant migration – caused by such factors as 
changing climate and landscape or inadequate food supply – that has been 
forming the history ever since. Fast forward through the spread of our spe-
cies across continents thousands years ago, the Greeks’ 8th century BC ex-
pansions, the Celtic migrations to Europe, the Great Migrations of the Mid-
dle Ages, the Age of Exploration and the resulting colonialism, the industrial 
era labour and urbanization migrations, and finally – through the atrocities 
of the 20th century wars, which forced millions of displacements around the 
world. At present,5 measured against the world’s population of 7,4 billion, 
the number of international migrants – i.e. those living in a country other 
than where they were born – has reached 244 million,6 out of which 65.3 
million people, or one person in every 113, are involuntary migrants – asy-
lum seekers, internally displaced, or refugees.7 
While migration is clearly part of humanity’s genesis, it seems the phenome-
non has nowadays become ubiquitous, happening faster and in a more com-
plex, and more diﬃcult to manage way. Technological progress and access 
to the internet, (notably to social media), have been jointly fostering this 
turn towards ultra-fast global circulation of individuals, groups and nations. 
With the possibility of living “on the road”, world economies have become 
both entangled, and fuelled by constant movement of people. Yet, volun-
tary circulation is but one of the aspects of mobility – since 2015 the world 
has been witnessing an escalation of the “refugee crisis”, which has been 
recognized as an explicitly European problem – millions of people in exile, 
on the run and in precarious states of transit have become the most urgent 
humanitarian crisis of the present world. The perception of nations, states, 
borders, identities and international relationships is being shifted by the phe-
nomenon of increased global circulation. This reorganization is likely best 
illustrated by the construction of border fences by some European countries 
meant as a means of protection against the uncontrolled influx of migrants. 
On the other hand, the introduction of an “all-African passport” may soon 
entirely redefine what millions of people perceive as “their” territory. All 
these phenomena indicate a moment of a reconfiguration of the notion of 
“belonging” – to a place, to a nation, to communities.
Traditional semantics of attachment and identity seem no longer relevant in 
the world so thoroughly aﬀected by transit and high-speed communication. 
Relationships – with places and people – have also become challenged by 
extreme mobility. Conventional demarcations of inside/outside, citizen/
foreigner, permanent/temporary, known/unknown, here/there and, finally, 
us/them simply appear outdated in their ambivalence.8 This shift aﬀects 
the very perception of space and its elements – namely architecture. Since 
architecture has traditionally represented and materialised the realm of per-
manence, stability and attachment to a territory, how is it aﬀected by the 
redefinition of these concepts?
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Therefore, the question is how – and if – to create bonds with places, 
people, values, objects in the world of temporariness? In the world, where 
attachment and belonging are being redefined by voluntary and forced mi-
grations, wouldn’t it be more accurate to speak of re-attachment or multiple 
attachments?9 What is the role of architecture, product design and urban 
planning in facilitating lives “in transit”? Faced with a life, in which one is 
never going to return home; in which one spends years in detention centres; 
in which one lives in a shared flat with strangers or keeps moving between 
diﬀerent “homes” – what remains of the dwelling as we know it? And, es-
sentially, what is the future of residence in the fragmented, unstable situa-
tion that has emerged?
One of the aims of this research will be to demonstrate how architecture 
(i.e. cities, buildings, objects, strategies, etc.) is entangled in this phenome-
non of increased global circulation. I will try to look at current living situ-
ations – notably urban – with regard to how they respond to the condition 
of mobility. The analyses shall lead to a synthesis of needs of the popula-
tions aﬀected by increased mobility, and to a constitution of a set of cur-
rent problems – i.e. which features of the built environment have become 
irrelevant and insuﬃcient in responding to these needs. As a result, I shall 
propose strategies – urban and architectural – which, in my opinion, can 
address the identified issues.
RELEVANCE AND DELIMITATION 
OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM AREA
Why is it important and what is my focus?
To date, architects and designers have picked up on the issue of global mass 
displacement, intending to address the issue from diﬀerent perspectives and 
with various tools. The ties between architecture and mobility are no new 
idea – likely every modern generation of architects in a way or another en-
gaged with it. Namely, members of a post-war generation, Alison and Peter 
Smithson, announced that: 
“mobility has become the characteristic of our period. Social and 
physical mobility, the feeling of a certain sort of freedom, is one 
of the things that keeps our society together. Mobility is the key to 
town planning, both socially and organizationally, for it is not 
only concerned with roads, but with the whole concept of a mobile, 
fragmented community.”10 
However, the recent intensification of the global circulation phenomena has 
raised the interest, also from the field of architecture. Mobility has become 
a subject of international architectural competitions, world-famous exhibi-
tions, debates, lectures and an important aspect of praxis of most renowned 
architectural firms. To only mention the most significant examples from the 
past two years, mobility was the main focus of the 2016 Oslo Triennale, the 
Finnish and the German Pavilions at the 2016 Venice Biennale, and one of 
the Fuorisalone exhibitions at the 2017 Milan Design Week. Each of the 
exhibitions featured a diﬀerent attitude – the Oslo Triennale aimed to ex-
amine the concept of belonging in the times of temporariness; the Finnish 
Pavilion hosted an exhibition showcasing the proposals for residential solu-
tions fro asylum seekers; the German Pavilion was a result of the research 
9 Ibid., p.29
10 Ibid. p.28
11 Philip Stevens “Shigeru Ban is 
designing 20,000 new homes for 
refugees in Kenya”, Designboom
https://www.designboom.com/
architecture/shigeru-ban-kenya-
20000-homes-kalobeyei-refugee-
settlement-07-25-2017/   
(accessed 20/07/2017)
12 Jessica Mairs, “Refugee tents 
are a waste of money, says 
Alejandro Aravena”, Dezeen, 
30/11/2015 https://www.dezeen.
com/2015/11/30/alejandro-
aravena-humanitarian-architecture-
refugee-tents-waste-money-
emergency-shelter-disaster-relief/  
(accessed 20/07/2017) 
fig.1/ Edward Hopper, Morning 
Sun, 1952, Columbus Museum 
of Art
Hopper’s major interest was 
human interaction with his 
envoronment. Solitary figures 
caught in generic, often repulsive 
interiors illustrate the sense of 
being out of place. Loneliness, 
the sense of detachment and 
indifference reproduced in 
Hopper’s paintings are also 
emotions that belong to transient 
situations.
into refugees’ informal architecture and urbanism - titled “Making Heimat” 
(“homeland”) was posed as a space not only inherited by Germans, but also 
constructed by newcomers; ultimately, the Fuorisalone exhibition, titled 
“Nomad Design” reflected upon the multi-faceted relationship between no-
madic lifestyles and design – hence, some artists concerned themselves with 
migration, producing socially engaged projects, while others created objects 
allowing for a maximum mobility. 
These few examples only prove the complexity and diversity of research 
areas within the concept of extreme mobility. The problem can be exam-
ined through diﬀerent lenses and addressed by various means and at mul-
tiple scales. Emergency shelters, mobile architecture, flexible, light-weight 
products, multi-functional spaces, temporary structures, provisional public 
amenities, development strategies – are but few solutions, conceived by ar-
chitects, designers and manufacturers. Among the areas of concern, one is 
particularly prevalent in the public discussion – that of shelter. At the time 
of writing this chapter, Shigeru Ban, the world-famous “emergency archi-
tect” has just been commissioned to design 20,000 new refugee dwellings for 
the displaced in Kenya.11 Not long before, another “starchitect” specializing 
in socially engaged architecture, Alejandro Aravena, had criticised the tent 
as a solution to humanitarian crises, claiming it to be an unsustainable waste 
of money, and advocated for low-cost, partial, yet permanent solutions that 
residents could complete themselves.12 There are multiple points of view, 
championed by diﬀerent architects – what they have in common, though, is 
the focus on emergency shelters as the ultimate solution to the condition of 
hyper-mobility. Whereas providing low-cost, easily-transportable, rapidly-de-
ployable, sustainable housing for the displaced is definitely one of the most 
urgent needs of humanitarian design of the present day, my research will not 
focus on emergency architecture. I will seek to examine other aspects of mo-
bility – which are also implicitly connected with the field of architecture, yet 
often overlooked in the wider discussion.
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RESEARCH PROBLEM& HYPOTHESES
My central interest within the problem of mobility is how the phenomenon 
aﬀects one’s sense of belonging – both to a territory, and to social groups. 
I seek to examine the challenges that migrants are faced with, and the needs 
that emerge in the context of mobile lifestyles, once the primary need – that 
of shelter – is met. These “secondary” needs are mostly connected with the 
basic anthropological need to belong, which is severely challenged by inse-
curity and temporariness entailed by mobility. My primary hypothesis and 
the point of departure of the research is that the need to belong exists also in 
transient situations. Thus, what I wish to examine is how diﬀerent groups of 
mobile populations deal with the problem of belonging. 
I chose a perspective, wherein all these individuals concerned with transient 
situations equally deserve to be attended, and their situations – to be reflect-
ed upon. Thus, I am approaching the research with a hypothesis, that certain 
common denominators might be established between all groups of migrants: 
voluntary and forced, short- and long-term, and of diﬀerent age and ethnic 
groups. To deal with this variety of cases, I limit my interest to the question 
of belonging. The research problem is therefore: how increased human mo-
bility aﬀects the sense of belonging to a place and to a community within 
diﬀerent migrant groups.
The context of the research is architecture – traditionally a mediator both be-
tween people and spaces, and between individuals. Thus, another hypothesis 
is that architecture is in many ways aﬀected by diﬀerent phenomena related 
to increased mobility. As a result, certain aspects of built environment have 
become irrelevant to the situation shaped by mobility, and insuﬃcient in 
responding to the changing needs. Hypothetically, however, architecture can 
address many of the needs and facilitate processes related to mobility. There-
fore, the research problem is: what are the needs of people in motion, and 
how can they be met by architectural means.
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RESEARCH QUESTION
The primary research question is:
What are the needs entailed by extreme mobility
 and how can they be addressed by architecture?
In order to research the topic, the main question is divided into several 
sub-questions, which will be discussed in the respective chapters:
1. What are the common problems and challenges that people in mo-
tion are facing? (chapter 2)
2. How is the sense of belonging to a place and to a community creat-
ed? (chapter 3)
3. How is the need to belong aﬀected by mobility? (chapter 3)
4. What aspects of the built environment are irrelevant to the needs 
entailed by mobility? (chapter 3)
5. What are the strategies that can be executed in order to raise the 
sense of belonging in the context of mobility? (chapter 3)
prototypes
research start
anthropology
sociology
psychology
mobility
needs
STRATEGY
strategies
strategies
belonging
case studies
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The aim of the research is to arrive at a synthesis of needs of people in mo-
tion and a translation of these needs into the language of architecture.
The next step, after arriving at such conclusions is to propose an architectur-
al strategy that addresses the identified needs. The strategy does not claim to 
be a universal solution to the issues entailed by mobility. In fact, it addresses 
a very limited scope of the problem – its focus is the creation of bonds be-
tween individuals, and between people and places – the sense of belonging. 
The proposal will be formulated as a strategy that can be implemented in 
multiple locations – therefore, it should be viewed as a “toolkit” – a set of 
strategic steps to be undertaken in order to facilitate the creation of attach-
ments in transit, rather than a definite, ready-made design solution for a 
particular location.
Specific goals of the strategy will be explained in the last chapter of this 
work. In general, its main objectives include:
a) the creation of such domestic and urban environments that would facil-
itate a greater inclusion of newcomers within the public realm of the “host 
city”, thus fighting the sense of isolation.
b) Defining architectural means of greater integration of newcomers and 
host communities.
c) Facilitating the process of “domestication” – appropriation of a new 
territory by the newcomers.
METHODOLOGY
Initially, my area of interest encompassed the entire phenomenon of in-
creased mobility. In the course of preliminary analyses, I followed the an-
thropological approach in order to narrow down the scope of the research 
area. Thus, I arrived at the decision to study the relationship between mobil-
ity and the sense of belonging. I approached the problem from the fields of 
anthropology, sociology, psychology, and their various intersections. This was 
the moment, when the research problem was founded.
Establishing the research problem led to the constitution of the next area of 
research – that of belonging. Following the same methods, I studied the con-
cept of belonging – both to a place, and to a community.
The juxtaposition of these two areas – mobility and belonging – led me to 
a constitution of needs, that I shall address within my proposal. Once these 
needs had been formulated, I turned to three case studies in order to acquire 
specific knowledge that I shall refer to in the design process. (fig.3,4)
fig.2/ research methodology 
diagram
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fig.3/ structure of the research 
diagram
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Structure of the work
The research is divided in 5 chapters. Each chapter is opened with a summary 
of its aims and a brief description of the research area that it relates to. Each 
chapter is divided into sections (apart from chapter 3, which is organized in 
3 parts, each of them sub-divided in sections). Apart from the introductory 
chapter (1), there are two parts dealing with the theoretical background – 
chapter 2 and 3. 
Chapter 2 explores the concept of mobility and delineates those aspects of 
the phenomenon that the project is concerned with. The conclusions drawn 
from this part led to decisions regarding the content of the subsequent area of 
study, presented in the following chapter. 
Thus, chapter 3 deals with the concept of belonging – both to a place, and to 
a community. The investigation of both concepts – both from an anthropo-
logical, and architectural perspective – is concluded with a juxtaposition of 
belonging and mobility. The aim of this part is to reflect upon the eﬀect of 
increased mobility on the sense of belonging and to draw conclusions that will 
be the point of departure of the strategy. Following the observations from this 
chapter, the content of the following was established.
The aim of chapter 4 is to examine in greater details some of the issues that 
became apparent in the course of the theoretical research. Thus, it contains 
case studies of 3 references that lie at the intersection of mobility and belong-
ing. Although the chosen referential cases seem to be somewhat unrelated to 
one another, the knowledge acquired in the course of these analyses informed 
a big part of the conceptual work on the proposal. 
Between chapter 4 and chapter 5, conclusions are stated: they include a gener-
al summary of the research, a list of needs and problems and an explanation of 
the strategy. Eventually, chapter 5 is entirely devoted to the proposal – a pro-
totype at a specific site in Barcelona, which illustrates how to use the strategy.
Methodology of graphic representation
The proposal takes a form of a strategy – a series of transformations, that a site 
can undergo in order to become a space of greater interaction, inclusion and 
integration of communities. Thus, rather than showing how the space should 
look, the aim of the strategy is to show, how the space should work. The pro-
posal is not a definite solution, but a sequence of stages of the development – 
it is not their formal aspect that guarantees the success of the strategy. 
Therefore, I have chosen the diagram as the most suitable tool of representa-
tion. The diagram is unlike a picture - it is a visual representation of how 
something works, rather than how it looks. It is a good device for showing 
a space undergoing a process, rather than its final, definite shape. Devoid of 
ornamentalism of a picture, the diagram is a working tool, not an illustration 
– it embodies the essence of the concept and formal aspects become of sec-
ondary importance. Functionalism – understood as a description of activities 
to be accommodated in a space – is the core of diagramming. 
The last part of the work is the prototype – an example of how to execute the 
strategy in a specific location. Graphic representation of the prototype follows 
the same anthropological approach, as the whole research. The central focus 
of the proposal is the creation the sense of community and place by the means 
of spatial design. Accordingly, this is the focal point of graphic representations 
– the essential parts of the design are highlighted by a particular style. Conse-
quently, the elements of secondary importance for the proposal are treated in 
a more casual, vague and indefinite way.
Throughout the book, the most imporatant paragraphs are highlighted by the 
use of a blue backgound.
Note: unless otherwise stated, all translations are my own.
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In this chapter the concept of human mobility will be explained and forms 
of mobile lifestyles will be outlined. The phenomenon, together with the dif-
ficulties it entails will be analysed through an anthropological lens in order 
to establish the most urgent needs of mobile societies that architecture ought 
to respond to. Moreover, spatial (i.e. architectural, urban, etc.) implications 
of increased mobility will be highlighted in order to examine, how contem-
porary architecture is informed by the migratory processes. Finally, the focus 
of the last part of this chapter will be mobility in the context of Spain and 
Barcelona, which has been chosen as the site of implementation of the pro-
totype of the strategy. 
CHAPTER 2
MOBILITY
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“(…) in our postmodern society, we are all – to one extent or another, in body or 
thought, here and now or in the anticipated future, willingly or unwillingly – on 
the move; none of us can be certain that he or she has gained the right to any 
place once for all and no one thinks that his or her staying in one place forever is 
a likely prospect; wherever we happen to stop, we are at least in part displaced or 
out of place.”1
Zygmunt Bauman 
1 Zygmunt Bauman, “Tourists and 
Vagabonds: Heroes and Victims 
of Postmodernity”, Political 
Science Series, No. 30 (1996) 
p.14
2 Dinesh Bhugra “Migration, 
distress and cultural identity”, 
British Medical Bulletin, Volume 
69, Issue 1 (2004), 
https://academic.oup.com/bmb/
article/69/1/129/523340/
Migration-distress-and-cultural-identity 
(accessed 20/07/2017)
3 Casanovas Blanco et al., After 
belonging…, p.252
CONCEPTUALIZATION 
OF MOBILITY
Zygmunt Bauman, a Polish sociologist problematized mobility as immanent 
in postmodernism. In the above quote he refers to the concept of mobility 
in a literal way, but the figurative understanding of mobility as a state of 
detachment and constant fluidity is also implicit in his writing. This research 
likewise aims to investigate the concept of mobility both literally – as a fact 
of changing one’s geographical location – and figuratively – as a general 
condition of an individual, his well-being in the body and mind, related to 
migratory lifestyles.
In the literal sense human mobility is mostly articulated in the form of 
migrations and travels. According to one of the definitions, “migration is 
a process of social change where an individual, alone or accompanied by 
others, because of one or more reasons of economic betterment, political 
upheaval, education or other purposes, leaves one geographical area for 
prolonged stay or permanent settlement in another geographical area.”2 
Correspondingly, all forms of mobility, where no intention of settling 
permanently in one place is involved, are not regarded as migration. Yet, 
there is no universal term that would encompass all these nomadic practices 
of temporary character.
From a historical point of view, the earth’s civilizations and tribes have 
typically been distinguished as either nomads or settlers. As already 
mentioned in the Introduction to Chapter 1, migratory movements have 
also been present throughout European history. Yet, arriving at the present, 
these movements, expressions of human mobility, clearly speed up. In the 
words of the Oslo Triennale curators, “every year, three billion people, or 
almost half the people on earth, fly around in the atmosphere (fig.4) – even 
sometimes halfway around the world and back in the same day for business 
or pleasure – and tens of millions sail around on big cruise ships as tourists.”3 
Then again, nearly a quarter of a billion people are international migrants, 
and 150 million of these are migrant workers (fig.5). These impressive 
numbers can indeed make us realize, that mobility has become the lens 
through which nowadays we perceive reality, rather than just an aspect of 
this reality. 
Thus, the boundary between what had for centuries been regarded as a clear 
opposition: sedentary-migratory, is now becoming blurry. For some, more 
and more possibilities of free circulation, make mobility a lifestyle, rather 
than an element of the lifestyle. For others, natural disasters, wars, and 
insecurity leave no other possibility but to run away. Finally, all the places 
of “arrival” – be it host cities for refugees, tourist paradises or urban hubs 
attracting migrant workers – are not left untouched by the phenomenon 
either. Thus, even those living sedentary lives in a place they call “home” are, 
in a way or another, aﬀected by the increasing global circulation of people. 
Nomadic and stationary lifestyles are never mutually exclusive in our times – 
every nomad settles in a place from time to time, and every settler might feel 
the need to move at some point. 
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MOBILITY IN NUMBERS
 
The UNHCR estimate that 59.5 million people were displaced worldwide 
at the end of 2014: 19.5 million refugees, 38.2 million internally displaced 
in their own countries, and 1.8 million seeking asylum elsewhere. 51% 
of refugees are under the age of 18.5 The first huge wave of migration to 
Europe could be observed in 2015, when thousands of refugees from 
Syria and Iraq reached the continent through Greek territory. Throughout 
the year an estimated number of 885,000 people crossed the EU border. 
However big the numbers already may seem, such an intensive influx shall 
be expected in more or less near future – Africa being overpopulated, and 
the Middle East not getting any close to stability and safety.6 As for now, 
due to the 2016 deal between the EU and Turkey the flow of asylum seekers 
into Europe has been blocked. Although eastern borders are also secured, 
refugees keep reaching the EU through Italy – an estimated number of 
250,000 people is said to have arrived to Europe only in the first months of 
2017. 
And yet, the above numbers only refer to involuntary migration. 
Considering the whole phenomenon of global circulation, these figures reach 
yet another level: “At present, more than 240 million people are living in 
a place where they were not born. At the same time, the number of [short 
term stays] –  less than 12 months – is over one billion.”7 According to the 
World Tourism Organization’s report,8 the numbers regarding international 
tourist arrivals worldwide ranged from 25 million in 1950 to 1186 million 
in 2015. By 2030, according to the forecast, the number will reach 1.8 
billion international arrivals worldwide.
Moreover, taking into account the right to live and work in any EU member 
state,9 that every European citizen has, this circulation can only be expected 
to grow more intensive and complex. 
fig.5/ number of migrants and 
migrant workers
fig.4/ percentage of people on 
airplane flights each year 
“Migration processes are often 
regarded as the exceptions to the 
general rule of being sedentary. 
[…] Only in recent discussion 
has there appeared to be an 
understanding of migration as 
a normal or even crucial part 
of life in modern societies, i.e. 
the modern society as migration 
society rather than a society 
problematized by migration.”4 
world population international 
migrants
migrant 
workers
7,5 billion
world population
3 billion
flights/ year
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TYPES OF PEOPLE IN MOTION
What is the target group of the project?
It would certainly not be possible to establish common denominators 
between all groups of people living migratory lifestyles, considering the 
extreme diﬀerences between their motivations, capacities, character of their 
being in motion, length of their stays, etc. Apart from the sheer fact of 
leading a non-sedentary lifestyle, there is clearly no correlation between the 
condition of being an asylum seeker, and that of a work migrant or a tourist 
on a month-long holiday. Yet, this research seeks to analyse how the needs 
of these diverse groups of nomads can be better addressed by architectural 
means. Therefore, the aim of the following analysis is to demonstrate how 
increased mobility and built environment are intertwined at many levels. 
The primary goal of the investigation of diﬀerent types of mobile lifestyles, is 
to draw attention to the architecture’s role in either facilitating, or impeding 
the creation of bonds between newcomers and their host city. In other 
words, this research aims to attend to all those, who are – for any reason – 
facing the challenge of engaging with a new land and community: migrants 
and refugees, but also to those, who voluntarily lead migratory lifestyles – 
tourists, transient workers, students, even citizens themselves.
In the times of intensification of the ultra-fast communication, it would 
appear somewhat natural to assume that the freedom of movement is but 
one more marker of increased freedom in general – and for some groups 
of people this is certainly the case. Yet, not everyone circulates voluntarily, 
nor under the same conditions. Therefore, in order to identify diﬀerent 
features of social groups aﬀected by nomadism of any sort, we shall first 
categorize them according to certain factors. The authors of “Cross-Cultural 
Psychology” introduce such pairs of features of migratory processes as: 
voluntary-involuntary; and permanent– temporary.10
The categorization is critical to understanding diﬀerent patterns of people’s 
behaviour when faced with a challenge of integrating with a new place and 
society. Migrants’ attitudes, motives, values, and abilities are also highly 
variable, depending on these factors. All these parameters aﬀect the way they 
will engage in intercultural relations and whether or not they will be eager to 
create bonds with the new place.
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Migrants
According to the dictionary, a migrant is a “traveller or worker 
who moves from one region or country to another.”11 Migrants 
are people moving toward employment, accommodation, and 
community. The length of their stay is not determined by 
the definition. Thus, in order to single out those, whose stay 
in a new country is either permanent, or clearly long-term, 
they are often called immigrants. According to the definition, 
immigrants are “people who come to a country in order to 
permanently settle there”.12
The clear distinction between voluntary and involuntary 
migrants (now often called collectively “forced migrants”13) 
had been blurry until the period after World War I, when the 
refugee emerged as a global mass phenomenon and object of 
international law. However, real humanitarian regime only 
developed after World War II – this is when the refugee was 
explicitly distinguished from the migrant due to his need for 
protection.
Refugees
In the United Nations 1951 Convention and Protocol Relating 
to the Status of Refugees, the refugee was defined as “a 
person who owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted 
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a 
particular social group or political opinion, is outside the 
country of his nationality”14 Thus, refugee is a person who has 
been forced to flee his or her country and cannot return home 
or is afraid to do so. Refugees are defined and protected by 
international law and must not be expelled from their arrival 
country. Currently more than half the world’s refugees live in 
cities – they are called “urban refugees”, semi-integrated into 
the population.15
Asylum seekers
The 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights granted 
“everyone” with the right to asylum “in other countries” from 
persecution in their country of citizenship, while the 1951 
Refugee Convention specifically described the refugee’s right 
to asylum. According to the definition, asylum seekers are 
“individuals who have sought international protection and 
whose claims for refugee status have not yet been determined.” 
Once they enter the territory of the country of arrival, they are 
usually accommodated in reception centres, or in temporary/ 
emergency reception. After their asylum application has been 
granted, they are moved to regular housing – to be found 
either on commercial market or in the public sector. 
Short-term migrants
Short-term migrants, as opposed to immigrants, are those, 
whose stays in a foreign country last between 1 and 12 months. 
These temporary participants in a new society travel in a 
variety of roles – as international students, transient workers, 
diplomats, freelancers, etc.
?
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These typically highly educated and well-skilled people tend 
to move as individuals rather than with families or friends, 
(although this cannot, by any means, be considered a rule). 
They tend to provide themselves with accommodation either 
on commercial market, or taking advantage of a variety of 
facilities such as student housing, short-term rentals, etc.
Tourists, travellers
According to the dictionary, a tourist is a person 
who travels for pleasure rather than for business.16 They take 
part in a voluntary and short-term (stays up to 1 month) 
migratory process. Zygmunt Bauman problematized a 
tourist as one who “is welcome everywhere” (as opposed 
to a “vagabond”, who is never welcome anywhere, which 
pushes him to be constantly on the move). According to the 
sociologist, a tourist “lives his extraterritoriality as a privilege, 
as independence, as the right to be free, free to choose”.17 
Recently, travellers have started to distinguish themselves from 
tourists. The split of the two terms puts forward a dissimilarity 
of their characters: the former being increasingly associated 
with package holiday or big ship cruises participants, as 
opposed to the creative and self-sustained practices of the latter.
An interesting sub-group at the intersection of short-term 
migrants and tourists are the so-called “digital nomads” or 
“global nomads”. These contemporary “nomads” lead a highly 
mobile lifestyle, seeking location independence and thus 
questioning the idea of territorial belonging as such. They 
usually perform freelance jobs and temporarily settle down in 
“friendly” locations (be it in terms of climate, economy and job 
opportunities). In most eagerly visited countries communities 
of digital nomads emerge. An increasing popularity of the 
phenomenon can be best observed throughout the Internet, 
with the biggest Facebook group uniting nomads has by mid-
2017 reached almost 50 thousand members. 
An important decision, regarding the next steps of the research, has been 
made as a result of the above investigation: the focus of the project will lie 
equally on members of every group that have been described – regardless 
of the obvious diﬀerences, yet treating them as an illustration of the same 
global phenomenon.
In the following parts of the research I will adopt Hannah Arendt’s notion 
of a “newcomer”18 as a universal (and dignifying) term encompassing all 
migratory groups, regardless of the voluntary-involuntary character of their 
migration and the length of their stay. It is also a means to demonstrate, that 
from the perspective of this research the background of the migrant is of 
lesser importance, than the fact of being a “stranger” in a new place, which is 
the direct focus of the project. I find the word “newcomer” most suitable to 
describe the condition that this research is dealing with.
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DIFFICULTIES 
What challenges are newcomers facing?
The possibility of a free global circulation has an eﬀect on a number of 
aspects of everyday life. Just as the conditions of various mobile lifestyles 
are hardly comparable, diﬃculties resulting from them are also extremely 
diverse. The analysis shall be the point of departure for establishing the set of 
needs of migrants, that architecture should seek to respond to.
Being abroad in an unfamiliar environment leads migrants to confront a 
variety of new places, people, lifestyles and cultures. This may have both 
positive and negative eﬀects, however, whether the experience shall be easier 
or more diﬃcult, highly depends on the type of migration, the host city, its 
society, etc. Clearly, some migrant groups are more privileged in overcoming 
these issues, than others. Nevertheless, analysing these challenges I wish to 
argue, that certain diﬃculties inherent in being a newcomer are common for 
almost all migrant groups. 
In doing so, I took up Marc Augé’s perspective, who points to the 
detachment as an inherent feature of postmodernity: “Paradoxically, while 
being able to move freely around the globe we are somehow unable to 
establish relationships with places. The world of communication is the world 
of loneliness (understood as a negative concept of isolation); new forms 
of solitude have emerged.”19 If human mobility is an inherent feature of 
postmodernity, this diagnosis is also valid in our case. 
In the words of Hannah Arendt, the condition of a refugee is marked by a 
loss of all meaningful aspects of life: “We lost our home, which means the 
familiarity of daily life. We lost our occupation, which means the confidence 
that we are of some use in this world. We lost our language, which means 
the naturalness of reactions, the simplicity of gestures, the unaﬀected 
expression of feelings.”20 Yet, although these conditions are undoubtedly 
most painful in the case of a refugee, it can be argued, that to some extent 
they are inherent in every situation of displacement. 
Psychological diﬃculties
Certain psychological issues (such as anxiety, depression, etc.) can result 
from the stress of the move and adjustment to the new place. For most 
migrants the loss of familiar elements of daily life – friends, family, known 
places, etc. – is the most challenging feeling at the first stage of being a 
newcomer. Another post-migration factor is the loss of social roles, leading 
to temporary isolation from society. Language barriers frequently add to 
the diﬃculties of new migrants. They can create obstacles to social and 
professional integration, and reduce self esteem, creating more social 
isolation.21 When it comes to diﬀerences – those most urgent to handle are 
cultural (daily habits, food customs, etc.). Since customs and rituals act as 
community binders, a newcomer can feel completely isolated and lost. 
One of the most diﬃcult aspects of immigration is finding work 
Qualifications are too often not transferable, so people with high level 
qualifications end up performing under-paid jobs, which adds greatly to 
their loss of self-confidence. Moreover, many immigrants are discriminated 
against in employment, so their self-esteem is also at risk.
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Discrimination, notably against race and skin colour, is yet another stressing 
factor. Immigrants are often negatively stereotyped and these stereotypes 
have negative consequences for well-being.22
Social isolation
Some of the issues described above can lead to a longer sense of social 
isolation. Not being able to fully communicate in a new language, not 
understanding cultural customs, and not having any close friends or 
relatives, can result in a feeling of lack of meaningful aspects of daily life.
Work is an important element enabling interaction with the local 
population. Yet, for most newcomers finding work is the most challenging 
and time-consuming stage of settling. What’s more, retired people, non-
working mothers, etc., have even less chances for such an interaction. An 
American study points out, that due to racial diﬀerences, “new immigrants 
of colour who settle in predominantly minority neighbourhoods often have 
virtually no direct, regular and intimate contact with middle-class White 
Americans.”23 This in turn may impede the pace of learning the language, 
and adopting local customs and lifestyle.
Isolation is probably most clearly visible in the case of refugees, whose 
uneasy backgrounds, often marked by traumatic experiences, make their 
access to the local labour market even more complicated. As a result, their 
integration capacities are much weaker, than those of other newcomers. 
The stills from a recent movie “Swedish Theory of Love” (fig.6,7) illustrate 
another diﬃculty - that the level of integration highly depends on the host 
society’s openness. In the movie, immigrants who have recently arrived in 
Sweden and learnt basic Swedish are instructed that they should practice 
their new language skills in day-to-day situations. Yet, what they realize, is 
that for weeks they haven’t come across a single Swedish person that would 
like to interact with them. 
Whereas the newcomer – at least in most cases – is curious to find out about 
the host population, in order to create new relationships, learn the language, 
etc., from the point of view of the existing community he or she has no 
identity, that would attract their attention and curiosity. For a long period 
following the arrival, newcomers are in fact “nobodies” in the eyes of locals.24 
Curiously though, the problem of social isolation concerns locals just as 
much. “We live in a super-disconnected city that has tons and tons of 
people, but it can feel really lonely here,” one resident of a Brooklyn co-
living residences told the Times.25 This “urban solitude” has been a growing 
phenomenon, immanent in city life, ever since the by and large migrations 
to cities began. (fig.10)
fig.6, fig.7/ Gandini, Swedish 
Theory of Love 
The stills feature a conversation 
between a fresh immigrant 
and  a volunteer Swedish 
teacher. The student is aware, 
that only speaking to native 
Swedish speakers will help 
him to improve his fluency. 
However, he concludes, he has 
never seen a Swedish person 
that he could interact with in 
a real life situation. Although 
Sweden is one of the most 
active European country when 
it comes to welcoming refugees, 
there is barely no interaction 
between locals and newcomers. 
The isolation of immigrants is 
such, that even practicing their 
language skills becomes hardly 
possible.
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Sense of temporariness
People who had experienced the most extreme conditions of living – that of 
a refugee camp – tend to be more indiﬀerent towards what and where their 
next step might be. As long as it shall be outside the camp, they are ready to 
call any new territory their next “home”. Their rootlessness enables them to 
consider any place home, but at the same time it might be the reason why 
the process of inhabiting and appropriating this new place is so challenging. 
Mac McClelland, who investigated the Kilis camp in Turkey, mentions this 
in his article: “When I asked one teacher, a 20-year-old (…), if she thought 
she’d stay long, she shrugged and said, ‘Ten years?’ After that, she’d go live a 
normal life somewhere. Where? I asked. She shrugged again. ‘Anywhere.’”26
Another diﬃculty resulting from the refugee experience is their detachment 
from urban life. Lengthy stays either in exile, or in asylum centres make it 
even more diﬃcult for individuals to re-integrate with their new environ-
ment, once their displacement is over. Thus, they represent one of the most 
vulnerable social groups, susceptible to urban inequalities and for whom 
finding a way in a market- and profit-oriented society may be extremely 
challenging. 
Placelessness and lack of occupation
Numerous reports both from refugee camps, and from asylum centres point 
out the lack of occupation and sense of not being in any particular place that 
their inhabitants suﬀer from. Once again reports from the Kilis camp in Tur-
key make it very clear, that although all primary needs of its inhabitants are 
being satisfied, the sense of leading a meaningless life is one among the most 
unbearable feelings of its inhabitants. They admit that besides the comforts, 
the cleanliness, and the impressive facilities of the Kilis camp, nobody likes 
living there. They call themselves unhappy because of the temporary charac-
ter of the situation they are in, at the same time making it clear, that living 
like this would not be possible if it was meant to be permanent. Curiously, 
the main reason that is mentioned is the feeling of lack of purpose:
“Rouba Bakri, who told me Kilis was a perfect camp, acknowl-
edged that keeping her spirits up was diﬃcult. ‘We’re trying our 
best,’ she said. ‘We’re visiting relatives, volunteering, trying to keep 
busy. But it is nothing like a home.’”27
Similar accounts of daily life in one of the Swedish asylum centres, quoted 
by Patrick Kingsley in his “New Odyssey” point to this lack of meaningful 
daily occupations, as the most diﬃcult experiences to deal with28: 
“His [Hashem’s] life immediately gets better after reaching Sweden. 
Now his only concerns are loneliness and boredom. He is counting 
down until his asylum interview, which has been scheduled for 
August. By the lake, that he visits every day, there is a rock. He 
develops a new ritual – he spends a couple of minutes sitting on the 
rock, staring at the landscape over the lake. Then he calls his wife 
on Viber. Sometimes he goes to a nearby library, just to kill monot-
ony.”29
From the next paragraphs we learn that there are no books in English, not to 
mention other languages, in the library. Thus, the long months spent in the 
asylum centre appear as bare existence – several months without occupation, 
meaningful interpersonal contacts, in isolation from the local community, 
and separated from his family.  
fig.8/ Edward Hopper, Hotel 
Room, 1932, Museo Thyssen-
Bornemisza
A lonely figure sitting in an 
anonymous, indistinctive hotel 
room, portrayed by Hopper, 
represents the overwhelming 
sense of temporariness and 
placelessness immanent in the 
state of transit.
fig.9/ Jarmusch, Permanent 
Vacation
The still from Jim Jarmusch’s 
movie captures a young man, 
strolling the streets of New 
York without a destination, 
nor a specific purpose. He 
speaks of himself as a tourist 
on a permanent vacation. 
Throughout the movie we 
watch him detached from his 
environment, never settled, never 
truly belonging to any place he 
passes by.
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fig.10/ Edward Hopper, 
Nighthawks, 1942, Art Institute 
of Chicago
Urban solitude is a phenomenon 
immanent in living in a big city. 
It concerns immigrants and 
locals alike. However, increasing 
migration processes foster the 
sense of social isolation and 
loneliness. 
Inequalities 
As most part of migration happens towards cities, newcomers often 
experience the same inequalities, as the local population – structural 
and socioeconomic injustice and exclusions. These conditions are more 
challenging in the case of newcomers, considering the language and cultural 
barriers they must deal with. Thus, even though on one hand increased 
mobility can be a marker of growing global wealth and the freedom of 
liberal economies, it is not really the case for all migrants. In the case of the 
poorest, mobility fosters these inequalities, pushing thousands of migrants in 
precarious states of transit. 
Another area of concern related to mobility is the most basic need of every 
human being – i.e. that of shelter. The issue of dwelling will be discussed in 
greater depth in chapter 3. 
Invisibility
All the diﬃculties may be ultimately summed up by the notion of 
“invisibility”. It has to do with their “being nobody” for the host society, 
their lack of identity and social roles, and the indiﬀerence of the locals; but 
also with their residing in non-central urban areas, their lack of meaningful 
occupations, etc. All these conditions lead to an entire lack of contact 
between the locals and the newcomers, where the locals tend to ignore 
the increasing influx of immigrants, and the newcomers are too lost to 
make themselves “visible” for their hosts. This, in my opinion, is the most 
dangerous aspect of being a newcomer. For as long as immigrants remain 
“invisible” and have no meaningful identities, the process of integration 
remains jeopardized.
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INTEGRATION POLICIES
How to fight the diﬃculties?
“(…) behaviour does not occur in a vacuum but is aﬀected by the 
larger culture and society, as well as the local community and its 
institutions. Thus, the social climate and receiving environment 
into which immigrants arrive help shape their experience in and 
adaptation to the new territory.”30
A successful integration is key to avoid tensions between newcomers and 
their host community; well-implemented integration strategies can help to 
overcome the initial diﬃculties that I have described in the previous section. 
Conversely, the lack of such policies can lead to the “radicalisation” of 
migrants.31 It might appear somewhat obvious with regard to such a widely-
discussed issue as that migrations. Yet, integration strategies are still far from 
being successful and wisely-implemented.
Policy makers emphasize the need for providing “early assistance to refugees, 
including language and job-related training, civic integration courses and 
skills assessments in reception facilities.”32 Active participation of newcomers 
seems to be the key element of integration. This may be particularly 
challenging in the case of asylum seekers in the countries, where the asylum 
process lasts long months – this risks to be the time without any meaningful 
interactions, resulting in social isolation of the newcomers. Thus, what is 
important is to facilitate this waiting time by providing ways of participation 
from the very beginning of the person’s stay. 
Another aspect of a successful integration, that is often mentioned, is the 
potential for the host city itself – the benefits of greater inclusion of newcomers 
are thus mutual. Michael Berkowitz, the managing director at the Rockefeller 
Foundation, and president of its ‘100 Resilient Cities’ initiative points out 
that integration of immigrants can gain the city new talented citizens and 
workers.”33 Apart from this important aspect, there are numerous other profits 
for the host community.  
Integration, from the point of view of anthropology and cultural studies, 
is one of the strategies of acculturation. Acculturation is a process that 
individuals undergo in response to a changing cultural context (namely – as 
a result of migratory events). In the process of acculturation two cultures, 
having come into contact, may experience some changes – acculturation can 
thus be thought of as second-culture learning. What is important to note, is 
that the process of acculturation aﬀects both groups that come into contact. 
At an individual level, domains that might be subject to changes include: 
language, religion, entertainment, food and shopping habits. Other, less 
tangible spheres, include behavioural patterns and attitudes.
In order for the process of acculturation to begin, the sine qua non 
condition of “continuous and first hand interaction between cultures” must 
be met. Conversely, short-term, accidental contact does not provide enough 
groundwork for acculturation. It is also favourable for the process if both 
groups are aware of the purpose, length, permanence and general rules of the 
interaction. 
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The process is highly dependent on each migrant’s preconditions – it will 
clearly happen diﬀerently in the case of a refugee, and in that of a migrant 
worker or international student. Apart from individual preconditions, the 
process of acculturation depends on whether the situation is permanent 
or temporary. In the case of temporary members of the new society, “the 
process of becoming involved (…) is complicated by their knowledge that 
they will eventually leave, and either return home or [settle in] another 
country. Thus there may be a hesitation to become fully involved, to 
establish close relationships, or to begin to identify with the new society.”
There are 4 strategies of acculturation: assimilation, segregation, integration, 
and marginalization. Integration occurs, when individuals adopt the cultural 
norms of the host culture, while maintaining their culture of origin. Since 
the goal of this thesis is to propose architectural solutions for a multicultural 
social mix, that promote greater inclusion of newcomers, the most suitable 
strategy to follow is that of integration.34
ARCHITECTURAL IMPLICATIONS 
OF MOBILITY
How does mobility aﬀect architecture?
Increasing international human mobility has a great impact on both rural 
and urban environments. Yet, since most of the worldwide population lives 
in cities and numbers are still rising, it is mostly the city that becomes the 
“laboratory for new ways of living together, not despite our diﬀerences, 
but because of our diﬀerences”, to use Bauman’s words.35 However, despite 
the potential for new ways of cooperative living, that the sociologist seeks 
in contemporary cities, increased global circulation also entails numerous 
issues and challenges, that directly aﬀect the built environment. Many cities 
experience the ongoing eﬀects of capitalist globalization, a part of which are 
the challenges directly imposed by the increase of cross-border mobility.36 
Aﬀected areas include infrastructure, architecture, and city planning and the 
problems that I will try to outline stem equally from all branches of mobility 
– tourism, short- and long-term migrations, refugee crisis, etc.
Tourism
Although there are many implications of tourism both at the level of 
architecture, and of urban planning, from the point of view of this research 
likely the most interesting area is the phenomenon of “home sharing”. 
Home-sharing platforms are increasingly popular new forms of cohabitation 
in transit. Such applications as: Airbnb, Couchsurfing, Homestay, etc. enable 
travellers, digital nomads, short- and long-term migrants to stay at privately-
owned residential spaces in return for various services.37 Airbnb, arguably 
one of the most successful contemporary start-ups,38 is an application that 
connects people seeking temporary accommodation with those oﬀering one. 
Prices are usually much lower than those of oﬃcial accommodation, which 
makes the service incredibly popular. It would not be an exaggeration to say 
Airbnb has transformed the way millions of people stay in transit (since it 
launched, more than 60 million people have used its services). Conversely, 
Couchsurfing is a global community enabling travellers to use “a couch” 
of home-owners for free. Thus, unlike Airbnb, Couchsurfing is in fact a 
social network platform, where accepting someone’s invitation to use their 
couch implies also some sort of social interaction with the host. In the case 
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of other home-sharing platforms, like for instance Wwoof, in return for 
accommodation (and often food) the guest is expected to help the host out 
with some daily tasks, such as gardening, etc. 
Regardless of the terms and conditions of the exchange, home-sharing 
platforms are revolutionizing the way people stay in transit and challenge 
the relationship between commerce, residency, and ownership. From the 
architectural point of view, they also challenge the traditional understanding 
of the concept of “home” – for what used to be one’s ultimate refuge (i.e. 
home, bed, etc.) has now become a commodity (fig.11)  
The social impact of such networks as Couchsurfing and Wwoofing can be 
generally assessed as positive – they foster the non-material interpersonal 
exchanges. Converesley, the way Airbnb aﬀects cities’ housing conditions 
has been widely criticised. To use the words of the Oslo Triennale curators, 
“reports point out that the service exacerbates housing shortages and masks 
how rental prices have risen so high that many people cannot aﬀord to pay 
them without, paradoxically, the supplemental income from renting out 
their own homes.”39 
In order to fight these tendencies, some cities are putting forward strategies 
promoting the concept of sustainable tourism. Among cities struggling with 
negative consequences of tourism, Copenhagen has recently declared the 
“end of the era of tourism as we know it.”40 The strategy to be implemented 
in 2020 promises “something much more interesting and personal: a future 
of hosts and guests and the shared experience of localhood.” The innovation 
behind the strategy is that it actually acknowledges the fact of mobility 
shaping daily lives. In fact, the strategy goes one step further than that – it 
assumes that this situation, since it cannot be reversed, should be creatively 
used and taken advantage of. Thus, the policy makers suggest looking for 
synergies between locals and those in transit, making them collaborate with 
each other, rather than exploit one another. What is being proposed is the 
change of the paradigm – it is not the place that should be the main tourist 
attraction, but the people, who are able to provide „emotional or personal 
connection to the destination”. Thus, the new, sustainable way of traveling 
should be based upon a “harmonious interaction between visitors and 
locals”. 
From the point of view of my research this strategy is interesting in two 
ways: first, because its aim is to reflect upon the phenomenon of mass 
tourism, rather than fight it.  Acknowledging the social potential of tourism 
is an important perspective in the discussion on increased human mobility. 
Secondly, it validates the hypothesis, that the need of belonging (to a 
place and a community) is relevant also in the case of short-term mobility, 
i.e. tourism. In this case this search for belonging could be illustrated by 
travellers looking for “a sense of localhood, looking to experience the true 
and authentic destination – that which makes a destination unique.”41
“Ghettoization”
The process of ghettoization has both the spatial dimension – that 
of becoming an isolated and underprivileged urban area – and an 
anthropological one – the segregation of a group, by diminishing their 
power.42 In the case of migrations, ghettoization of cities is a process related 
to the saturation of city centres, which often results in underprivileged 
social groups – namely immigrants – being located either on the outskirts, 
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or in poorer urban areas (fig.12). This in turn may lead to an isolation 
from the local community, which puts integration at risk. Numerous 
big cities are currently suﬀering the eﬀects of refugees, immigrants and 
other disadvantaged citizens being “clustered together” – this process is 
clearly negative both for the newcomers, and for the structure of cities. 
This phenomenon adds greatly to the “invisibility” of immigrants in the 
structure of a society. From the point of view of this research an important 
observation is that while conceiving strategies for integrating newcomers 
with locals, a critical step is a sensible choice of locations. This way the 
problem of ghettoization and the resulting invisibility of newcomers may be 
partially overcome.
Emergency architecture
Another spatial implication of increased mobility is the emergence of 
“temporary shelters” as an architectural typology and the development of 
refugee camps into quasi-urban structures. Likely the best illustration of the 
phenomenon is IKEA’s “Better Shelter” – a container-like shelter designed so 
that it can be shipped as a flat pack, assembled without additional tool and 
equipment and to last 3 years (fig.14). In march 2015 IKEA announced that 
UNHCR ordered ten thousand Better Shelters to be shipped immediately 
for the following summer. This somehow validates the typology of 
emergency housing as something more than temporary. Unlike ephemeral 
tents, these simple houses seek to be as time- and conditions-resistant, 
as possible. Actually, by doing so, Better Shelter confirms the state of 
“placelessness” and being in transit as a way of living of thousands of people 
around the globe.
Mobile architecture
As I have already briefly mentioned in the introductory chapter, the primary 
and most obvious intersection of architecture and mobility is mobile 
architecture as such – “living in motion” in its pure form. Although mobile 
architecture is far from being a contemporary invention, it has recently 
made its way into the world of “serious” architecture. In response to growing 
homelessness, precariousness of populations in transit, over-population of 
cities, and increasing density of urban areas, architects and designers have 
engaged with the themes of mobility and flexibility of shelter. Manufacturers 
alike are responding to these changes by conceiving objects, furniture, 
household goods and shelters which are smaller, lighter in weight, mobile, or 
multi-functional. On Dezeen, under the tag “mobile architecture” there are 
dozens of entries, featuring designs of mobile cabins, roaming market stalls, 
micro-living prefab huts, sleep-boxes for public spaces, urban camping ideas, 
any hundreds more.43 The increasing interest of architects and designers in 
this informal ways of inhabiting space illustrates a change of paradigm of 
residence we are currently experiencing – under the social, economic and 
technological conditions of our times, the costly, long-term, non-flexible 
residential investments as we know them are becoming irrelevant and 
insuﬃcient. fig.12/ suburbs of Paris
„Ghettoization” concerns almost 
all densely populated cities, 
where housing shortage and 
elevated rent prices push the 
underprivileged groups out of 
the centres. Suburbs, with their 
genereic multi-storey housing are 
typical residential areas of many 
migrants.
fig.11/ Airbnb website
Airbnb’s famous motto - „belong 
everywhere” - has shifted the 
perception of what we call home 
and transformed the ways we 
belong to places. In the picture, 
another motto is featured: „wake 
up at home, anywhere in the 
world”. Airbnb and similar 
platforms convince its users that 
belonging can be purchased with 
a few clicks on their computer 
screens. Both the notion of home, 
and that of place have become 
entirely commodified.
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Spatial re-definitions and new typologies
Nomadic lifestyle has clearly become an object of architectural and designer 
debate. Most recognized practices have been putting forward their proposals 
on how to deal with life in transit and reflecting upon the ways it aﬀects 
spaces we inhabit. The results have been already presented in various 
publications, dealing with the intersection of architecture and mobility. 
“The New Nomads. Temporary spaces and a life on the move” is one of such 
publications, where this intersection is examined at diﬀerent levels.44 One of 
the observations is the spatial redefinition as a consequence of increasingly 
popular life on the move: 
“these changes entail not just the blurring of traditional roles 
and relationships but a blurring of activities, spaces, and spatial 
programs. (…) the separation of domestic rooms according to 
functions does not make much sense anymore: the kitchen has 
morphed into the living room, the bed has become a desktop, and 
the bathroom a spa. What amenities does a living room need if the 
inhabitants conduct daily video conferences there?”45
With regard to increased human mobility, traditional functions of spaces 
appear as no longer valid. Since the boundary between areas of life – notably 
work and home life – is becoming increasingly blurry, spatial parameters 
of those areas call for a re-definition as well. Mobile lifestyle often entails 
resorting to the economy of sharing – co-working spaces, shared workshops, 
public laundries have become indispensable elements of space for those 
on the move. New typologies have emerged and prove to be indispensable 
– such as self-storage facilities, wherein nomads can safely deposit their 
superfluous possessions in order to be even more location-independent 
(fig.13). It is hardly possible to make a clear demarcation between the 
spheres of home and work, both at the level of space (working from home, 
etc.), and that of time (unconventional working hours, etc.). What’s more, 
in today’s mobile society, the distinction between private and public spheres 
is also increasingly blurred. All these phenomena render architectural 
paradigms outdated and call for a reflection on how to make these spaces 
more flexible at the same time providing maximum privacy where necessary, 
and maximum integration of people for whom it is not so easy to “live 
together” due to the mobile lifestyle.
An essential aspect of these reflections is dwelling – how it has become 
irrelevant in its traditional form and how it might be redefined in order to 
be more accurate in responding to the needs of people on in motion. I will 
discuss these issues in chapter 3.
fig.14/ IKEA’s „Better Shelter” - 
flat-packed and mounted
The invention of the world 
biggest furniture company has 
entirely redefined the notion of 
home. This portable emergency 
house can be assembled in only 
4 hours.
fig.13/ a self-storage facility in 
downtown New York
Increased mobility entails an 
emergence of various new 
typologies, which greatly affect 
the cityscape.
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fig.15/ percentage of foreign 
residents of Barcelona
fig.16/ comparison of the 
number of citizens of Barcelona 
and yearly visitors
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MOBILITY IN THE CONTEXT 
OF BARCELONA
Spain and migrations
Spain’s connection with global circulation of people is twofold: on the one 
hand, being the third most popular tourist destination in the world (next 
to France and the USA), it attracted 68,2 million visitors in 201546 (its own 
population being approximately 46,5 million). It is also home to as many as 
4,5 million foreign-born people (as of 2016), which accounts for over 9,8% 
of the total population. On the other hand, its involvement in the post-2015 
refugee situation has been very weak, compared to some of the most active 
European states. 
Between 2002 and 2014, Spain received an accumulated immigration inflow 
of 7.3 million, making it the second-largest recipient of immigrants in 
absolute terms among OECD countries, following the United States. The 
vast majority of migrants came from Europe (3.4 million), Latin America 
(2.5 million) and Africa (1.3 million, many from Morocco).
When it comes to refugees, in 2015 nearly 15,000 people formalised their 
request for international protection in Spain. The state pledged to take in 
about 16,000 asylum seekers from other EU countries after the biggest 
strike of the refugee crisis in 2015. Unfortunately, the Government only 
granted the status of refugee to 220 people, and subsidiary protection to 
800, while denying any kind of protection to 68.5% of the people. In 2016 
the situation got slightly better – still, out of over 15,5 people who applied, 
only 6,9 were granted asylum. As of March 2017, the number of those who 
are still waiting for their applications to be processed was 5,505.47 Of those 
asylum seekers who arrived in Spain, 40% were female. 
Barcelona
According to the document released by the Municipality of Barcelona in 
January 2016,48 citizens of foreign countries accounted for 16,6% of the 1,6 
million Barcelona population and reached the level of nearly 267,8 people. 
Curiously, those arriving from non-EU countries outnumbered EU citizens 
more than twice – 69% of the newcomers being from outside of Europe. 
However, the biggest national group of immigrants (as of 2015) were 
Italians, followed by Pakistani. (fig.15)
The biggest part of Barcelona’s immigrants lives in Eixample (18%) and 
Ciutat Vella (16%). In the case of El Raval, a neighbourhood of Ciutat 
Vella, immigrants account nearly for a half of inhabitants. When it comes 
to age, most immigrants are aged between 25 and 39 (46%). Almost 40% 
of the foreign population of Barcelona has a university degree. More than 
90% work in the service sector, the second biggest area of occupation being 
construction (6%). However, when we observe the same parameter at the 
level of the region – Catalunya – almost 13% work in agriculture, and 71% 
– in service. 2014 data shows significant inequalities in salaries – while the 
median of a yearly salary of a Spanish citizen was nearly 30 thousand euros, 
and of a EU citizen – more than 26 thousand, that of a non-European 
immigrant – only between 14 and 16 thousand, depending on their 
countries of origin. When it comes to dwelling, foreign citizens are owners 
of 1,8% of Barcelona’s apartments.
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Another study, although slightly less up-to-date (2011), provides some 
more detailed statistical information on immigrant housing standards 
in Barcelona.49 It asserts that the “immigrant population is located in 
poorer households and there is a clear relationship between immigrant and 
substandard housing.”50 It emphasizes the position of women as those who 
suﬀer these conditions to the biggest extent. The study also points to the 
phenomenon of rooms rental, which had been previously only limited to 
students, but became popular with all immigrant populations, who cannot 
access decent housing. As the authors observe, “this type of residential 
occupancy causes such problems as overcrowding”,51 notably in the case of 
cohabitation of extended families within very limited surfaces.
As mentioned in the previous section of this chapter, in many cases increased 
mobility entails extensive tourism, which – in most critical cases – can 
become barely manageable. Barcelona, one of the most popular cities among 
tourists worldwide, has been facing multiple issues related to mass tourism. 
Short-term visitors have become to overwhelm the city and its residents. 
In 2016 the 1,6 million city was visited by roughly 32 million visitors, 
about half of which were day-trippers (fig.16). The ways this phenomenon 
aﬀects the city’s life are uncountable. Yet, one of the most serious troubles 
are related to housing – namely the property speculation, which is pricing 
residents out of the city. As a result, some parts of Barcelona are at risk at 
becoming entirely phantom areas, inhabited by immigrants (wealthy ones, 
who can aﬀord it) and visited by tourists (fig.18). In order to tackle the 
problem, a new law was put forward in early 2017, known as a special urban 
plan for tourist accommodation. The law would limit the construction of 
hotels and stop licenses being issued to new tourist accommodation rentals. 
Currently there are 75,000 hotel beds and about 50,000 beds in legal tourist 
apartments, plus an estimated 50,000 illegal ones. This phenomenon, in 
turn, results in an incredible housing shortage and one of the highest rents in 
the whole country. In a survey carried out by the city council in October on 
what residents perceived the city’s biggest problems, tourism was second only 
to unemployment.52 Ada Colau, the mayor of Barcelona,53 has made it clear, 
that Barcelona is at risk at suﬀering the same fate as Venice if it continues to 
grow at the current pace.
Despite its hostility against tourism that is growing unmanageable, the 
population of Barcelona is not only friendly, but also somewhat firm 
in expressing its views, when it comes to refugees. As mentioned in the 
paragraph on mobility in the context of Spain, the government has so 
far failed to meet its pledge to take in an agreed number of refugees. The 
reaction from the side of Barcelona was explicit – an estimated of 160,000 
people marched through the city in February 2017 under the slogan volem 
acollir (“We want to welcome them”), urging the state to immediately obey 
its declaration. (fig.17) What’s more, when the mayor announced the launch 
of a register of families willing to open their home to refugees, thousands of 
Catalans emailed their details to the list. Barcelona makes part of a network 
of “safe cities”, whose goal is to assist some of those arriving in Europe in an 
independent manner from the oﬃcial state actions. Yet, so far “Barcelona has 
[only] been disappointed by the low number of arrivals to Spain”.54
 
fig.18/ anti-tourist poster, 
Barcelona
Hand-made posters hang around 
the whole city of Barcelona. 
The citizen-led rebel initiative 
is aimed against mass tourism, 
flooding the city. Posters, graffiti, 
leaflets, are some of the visual 
weapons that are being used.
fig.17/ pro-refugee march in 
Barcelona
More than 160,000 people 
joined the pro-refugee march 
in Barcelona in February 2017. 
They urged the state to take 
in more refugees - Spain had 
accepted just 1,100 refugees of 
the over 17,000 it has pledged 
to take in.
CHAPTER 3
BELONGING
The aim of this chapter is to examine the second central concept of 
the research – that of belonging. The study has been divided in 2 parts 
– belonging to a community and to a place. This part is based upon a 
literature survey and its aim is to look for sources of the sense of belonging, 
in order to juxtapose it with the notion of mobility and to analyse the 
consequences of this intersection. With regard to the findings, the 3rd part 
is an overview of specific strategies for belonging under the condition of 
mobility. This part is based upon an analysis of real-life cases, supported by 
theoretical knowledge where necessary.
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PART I/ COMMUNITY
According to the dictionary definition, there are two dimensions embedded 
in the notion of community – a spatial, and a social one.1 The term refers 
either to a group of people inhabiting one area, or to a group of individuals 
united by their common interests, beliefs, norms, identity, etc. Although 
bigger groups – nations, virtual communities, etc. – may also be referred to 
as communities, the area of interest of this thesis is limited to the micro-lev-
el of the concept. Thus, the focus will be on the sense of community and 
strategies for belonging – i.e. the experience of community rather than its 
structure.
CONCEPTUALIZATION 
OF COMMUNITY
One of the key concepts related to the sense of community is social capital. 
According to Robert Putnam, social capital consists of “networks, norms, 
and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual 
benefit”2 within a community. It also refers to knowledge, obligations and 
expectations within that group. The level of social capital determines the 
„thickness” of a locality and is generally considered a sine qua non condition 
of building community participation. Although there is no definite tool for 
measuring social capital, many studies attempt to do it by asking the ques-
tion: “Do you trust the others?”.3 For social capital to occur, mutual trust is 
indispensable. 
The strength of social bonds that link members of a group to one another 
and to the group as a whole, contributes to the level of social cohesion – the 
willingness of a group’s members to cooperate with each other in order to 
prosper and protect the group. The denser the social network of an individ-
ual, the stronger his/her sense of belonging to the community – i.e. when 
one’s friends are also friends with one another, a relational feedback loop 
is established. In case of such a dense personal network, an individual has 
higher chances of feeling a real member of a community. Likewise, in neigh-
bourhoods populated by such people a greater sense of community is able to 
occur. Conversely, neighbourhoods characterized by sparse and fragmented 
social bonds do not tend to foster the sense of belonging to a community.4
Robert Putnam distinguished between two types of social capital: “bond-
ing,” which occurs within like-minded groups, and “bridging,” happening 
between acquaintances or individuals loosely connected, that span social 
groups, such as class or race. Since bonding capital is characterized by homo-
phily (i.e. high levels of similarity between individuals), the strong connec-
tion makes this type of bonding good for providing social support, personal 
care, assistance in the case of an emergency, etc. Conversely, bridging capital 
“requires that we transcend our social and political and professional identi-
ties to connect with people unlike ourselves”. Thus, there is a certain spirit of 
adventure inherent in bridging social capital, yet it proves to be the type of 
bonds that enable individuals to advance in a society. Studies also prove that 
bridging ties provide more employment opportunities than bonding ties.5
There is an interesting study of Japanese communities, that proves that so-
cial capital fosters the group’s resilience – the ability to recover from shocks, 
5 Mark S. Granovetter “The 
strength of weak ties”, American 
Journal of Sociology, Vol.78, 
issue 6, 1973
fig.19/ Prinzessinnengärten, 
community garden in Berlin
For “ibasho” to be felt, relation-
ships must occur in an informal 
and voluntary manner, creating a 
network of support. 
The communal space of the 
Berlin garden has been entirely 
constructed by the community, 
which is also responsible for its 
maintenance, curating events and 
animating acitivities.
6 Daniel P. Aldrich, “Recovering 
from disasters: Social networks 
matter more than bottled water 
and batteries”, The Conversation, 
14/02/2017 https://
theconversation.com/recovering-
from-disasters-social-networks-
matter-more-than-bottled-water-
and-batteries-69611 (accessed 
30/07/2017)
7 Emi Kiyota, Yasuhiro Tanaka, 
Margaret Arnold, Daniel 
Aldrich, “Elders Leading 
the Way to Resilience”, The 
World Bank, 2015 http://www.
ibasho.org/web/wp-content/
uploads/2015/03/150318Elders-
Leading-the-Way-to-Resilience-
Conference-Version.pdf (accessed 
30/07/2017)
including natural disasters. The authors of the survey studied 130 towns 
in Tohoku, Japan, in order to learn why the mortality rate from the 2011 
tsunami varied so greatly – in some cities no one was killed, while in oth-
ers, up to 10% of the population lost their lives. What they found out, was 
that apart from physical infrastructure (shelters, first aid kits, material help, 
etc.), the ability of self-organization within a group is what matters in case 
of an emergency. “(…) Communities with more ties, interaction and shared 
norms worked eﬀectively to provide help to kin, family and neighbours. (…) 
Residents literally picked up and carried many elderly people out of vulnera-
ble, low-lying areas. In high-trust neighbourhoods, people knocked on doors 
of those who needed help (…).”6
Under the conditions of increased global mobility, the notion of social capi-
tal (especially the bridging ties, which enable a diverse group od individuals 
to build mutual trust) is particularly important as a tool for overcoming so-
cial isolation. Stronger social capital allows for collective action and decision 
making, mobilization, and it enhances self-reliance. Therefore, it seems es-
sential to provide conditions for these ties to appear, especially in the context 
of increased mobility, which makes the process more diﬃcult and time-con-
suming.
Whereas there are many more aspects of belonging to a community that 
could be studied in greater detail, I will focus my attention on an idea that 
particularly inspired the development of the research. The Japanese concept 
of “ibasho” describes a “place where one feels a sense of belonging and pur-
pose and is accepted as oneself.”7 An important feature of ibasho is that it 
refers to a physical place (the literal definition in Japanese being “location”) 
– a place where one feels at home – but it also has the anthropological di-
mension – that of social relationship associated with the place. For ibasho to 
be felt, relationships must occur in an informal and voluntary manner, cre-
ating a network of support. I shall refer to the concept of ibasho again when 
talking about specific strategies for belonging later in this chapter.
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COMMUNAL ACTIVITIES
What sustains the sense of belonging to a community?
Rituals, events, communal activities are what helps to maintain and 
strengthen bonds within almost all traditionally defined communities. They 
are habitual activities, shared by and relevant to the majority of a group’s 
members. Their role is twofold: primarily, they reaﬃrm the identity of each 
individual. Besides, they strengthen the group’s cohesion.
According to an American sociologist, David Brain, “Community is some-
thing we do together”.8 It implies the need for activities that sustain the 
communal spirit – these may include education, health care, business, recre-
ation, and spiritual celebration. Most of all, however, people working togeth-
er with shared understandings and expectations are what provides a place of 
strong community. It would not be possible to address the whole spectrum 
of social practices that enhance social cohesion, as these include such a va-
riety of forms as: worship rites; rites of passage; birth, wedding and funeral 
rituals; traditional games and sports; kinship and ritual kinship ceremonies; 
settlement patterns; culinary traditions; seasonal ceremonies; practices spe-
cific to men or women only; hunting, fishing and gathering practices and 
many more. Yet, for a deeper understanding of the patterns that help to keep 
members of groups close to each other, it seems useful to study some of the 
most archetypical cases.
To begin with, John Brinckerhoﬀ Jackson provides us with a vernacular con-
ception of community-enhancing practices: “it seemed to me that the men 
of the village were always aware that they were involved in sharing the land: 
the water, the grass, the sand, the forest.”9 Thus, it is through sharing the 
land, and the immanent duty to take care of it, that bonds people of a village 
together. He also refers to celebrations with an “extended family” as a way of 
a temporary appropriation of space. 
“Hospitality […] is a celebration of the super-family, and the 
best celebration is that which is staged outside the home. The 
graduation party, the wedding reception, the grandparents’ 
anniversary, the family reunion, take over the school gymnasium, 
and for the time being the super-family uses it as if it belonged to 
them and no one else.”10 
Thus, celebrations not only bring members closer, but also express their pos-
session – even if temporary – of the communal land.
A big part of these celebrations is definitely food-related. The English word 
“convivial” derives from the Latin “convivium” – a feast, a getting together at 
the table. The symbolism of breaking bread is arguably the noblest concept 
that food culture has consolidated. The act of getting together at the table 
not only entails sharing food, but has great eﬀect on social relations (fig.20). 
Although traditionally sharing meals is associated with nuclear and extend-
ed family, its role as a key element of social cohesion has been a subject of 
numerous studies. The results11 highlight the bonding potential, that lies in 
sharing time at the table – reducing social isolation, enhancing friendships 
and adding to the feeling of being useful to a wider community.
12 Jamie Mackay, “Why we 
need to bring back the art of 
communal bathing”, Aeon, 
26/08/2016  https://aeon.
co/ideas/why-we-need-to-bring-
back-the-art-of-communal-bathing 
(accessed 30/07/2017)
13 Ibid.
An interesting – yet nowadays not that widely discussed – element of tra-
ditional communal life are public baths. It is worth noting that historically 
bathing was essentially a communal and social activity. Viewing bathing and 
washing as an individual practice is a relatively new idea. In ancient Asia, 
the practice was a religious ritual believed to have medical benefits related 
to the purification of the soul and body. For the Greeks, the baths were as-
sociated with self-expression, song, dance and sport, and the practice was 
highly ritualized. Yet it was the Romans who raised bathing to the level of 
art: their baths in many ways resembled community centres – places to eat, 
exercise, read and debate included. Because the bathing process took so long, 
conversation was necessary. The thermae had many attributes in addition 
to the baths – libraries (The baths of Trajan, of Caracalla, and Diocletian all 
contained rooms with niches in the walls, assumed to have been, rooms for 
poetry readings, and places to buy and eat food. 
The high level of cohesion was fostered by the physical aspect of the practice 
of bathing – based on a principle, that being physically present with one 
another makes us more aware of ourselves, and others as biological organ-
isms. The Roman baths were entirely democratic structures – they brought 
together people who would otherwise remain separate, and placed them in a 
situation of direct physical contact. 
There are very limited examples of communal bathing in the contemporary 
world, and most notable ones are Finnish – where the sauna is a place to re-
lax with friends and family, and a place for physical and mental relaxation as 
well. Another case is the Japanese Sentō – public baths, which social aspect 
some Japanese still find important. According to the theory, physical prox-
imity brings emotional intimacy, termed skinship in pseudo-English Japa-
nese (fig.21).
Yet, there are advocates of going back to the tradition of communal bathing, 
who find untapped potential in the physical proximity. Especially in the con-
text of dense urban areas:  “the ghostly figures that slide past on trains and 
buses can, in such a space, cease to appear as abstract ideas or numbers and 
become human once again”.12 Besides the physical aspect of being together, 
what is essential especially in the concept of Roman baths, is their utter egal-
itarianism – they were places, where people of diﬀerent social classes, races 
and ages would wash side by side. It seems particularly relevant in the con-
text of migrations, and a natural approach to the problem of diversity. “Re-
introducing bathhouses (…) could be a means of tackling the loneliness of 
living in contemporary megacities. These would not be the luxury spas (…) 
but real public spaces: cheap, multi-purpose and accessible to all.”13
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fig.21/ Torii Kiyonaga , 
Bathhouse women, after 1780
In many cultures bathing was 
considered a form of socializing. 
Being phisically close to other 
human beings is believed to 
strenghten the sense of being part 
of a community.
fig.20/ Hiroshige Ando, 
Enjoying the cool of evening on 
the riverbed of Shijo,  1834
The woodblock print, part of the 
series Famous Views of Kyoto, 
illustrates the ritual of sharing 
meals in Japan in the ukiyo-e 
period. The „convivium” is not 
only an act of communal eating, 
but a time for discussions and 
enjoying one another. Unlike in 
many European cultures, eating 
outdoors is a natural element of 
life of communities.
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spaces, social relations and well-
being in East London, (Bristol: 
The Policy Press, 2006)
DESIGN FOR COMMUNITY - THEORY 
How can physical features of space enhance the sense of community?
Among contemporary architectural theories focusing on the sense of com-
munity, one particularly worth noting is that of Jan Gehl. In his acclaimed, 
once revolutionary, theory of “soft edges” he emphasizes the critical role of 
a sensible design of the in-between spaces – sidewalks, front yards, ground 
floor facilities, public greenery, etc. – in order to bring activity to public 
spaces. He divides outdoor activities into three main categories – necessary, 
optional, and social, and argues that the latter can only occur in a good 
physical environment. Social activities happen spontaneously and require 
the presence of other users of public spaces. Whereas, in brief terms, social 
activities happen every time two people come into contact, Gehl points out 
that they are generally more superficial and passive in city centres. Lastly, he 
emphasizes the role of physical character of a space of encounter, which can 
either facilitate or make the activity more diﬃcult. Thus, the architect’s role 
is to provide spaces for this contact to occur freely. Hence, the concept of 
“soft edges” – the spaces at the intersection of private and public. According 
to Gehl’s theory, well-designed edges of buildings are critical for spontane-
ous interaction to occur. Examples of such a design might include: places 
to sit in front of buildings, private spaces (such as kitchen, living room) 
overlooking public realms, front yard collective gardens, collective rest are-
as in immediate proximity of private houses, etc.14 From the point of view 
of my research, an important conclusion to be drawn from “Life between 
buildings” is that two elements fostering social activity are equally important 
– the physical character of space, and having a reason, or purpose, for those 
activities. 
At the scale of the city, Jane Jacobs’s analysis15 is also very insightful. Jacobs 
argues that in order to create lively neighbourhoods, certain conditions must 
be met: a functional diversity in order to ensure the presence of people who 
go outdoors at diﬀerent times; a diversity of building typologies; a suﬃcient 
density of people both at daytime, and at night; short blocks, allowing for 
frequent turns and possibilities of crossing paths. She also emphasizes the 
importance of “secondary uses”. While primary uses are those which bring 
people to the area – anchorages (workplaces, dwelling; certain places of cul-
ture and education; museums, libraries – to an extent), secondary uses are 
those that emerge in the area in order to serve the people that are drawn by 
the primary uses. They are indispensable for creating a thriving neighbour-
hood. However, it is essential that they are responsive to human needs – and 
since these are constantly changing, the functions must also be very reactive.
Thus, it seems that while physical character of space is essential to either fa-
cilitate, or impede interactions, it is the encounters, that keep the space alive 
and create memories of place. A 2006 study of East London’s neighbour-
hood provides insightful evidence for this. The authors of the study “Public 
spaces, social relations and well-being in East London”16 set out to investi-
gate the relationships between people and public spaces in a hyper-multi-
ethnical area of London. The results of the survey tend to confirm Gehl’s 
theory of social interactions. Two types of interaction in public open spaces 
were discussed: casual social encounters, such as chance meetings on a street; 
and organised social events and activities, for instance, a carnival in a park. 
Respondents tend to have favoured informal interaction over organised ones: 
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“These encounters often helped to maintain loose ties between neighbours 
and familiar strangers but could also provide the first step towards friend-
ships.”17
Altogether, main architectural features that aﬀect social interaction include, 
among others:
1. A diversity of purposes/ reasons for a casual interaction with 
strangers/ low-intensity acquaintances – these may include pub-
lic gardens, private gardens which are visually linked with public 
realms, amenities such as benches attached to “public faces” of 
buildings, small local shops and cafes, outdoor tables, etc.
2. Conversely, a diversity of places, where occupants can freely linger – 
place where one can enter, and feel comfortable enough to stay, with 
no particular reason
3. Spaces of collective action – ideally multi-purpose space that can 
accommodate a variety of events, community gatherings, parties, 
trade, etc. However, even such amenities as markets, if sensibly de-
signed, can accommodate a variety of events, if necessary
4. A general sense of familiarity – functions and typologies that en-
hance the “sense of place” and help occupants to identify with the 
neighbourhood
5. Proximity of these facilities – the key aspect of design for communi-
ties seem to be accurate distance: in order for the casual interactions 
to occur, there needs to be suﬃcient density of amenities that facil-
itate them. Walking distance shall be considered as a maximum for 
the organized events to be successful.
6. Facilities that are responsive to the needs of community and foster 
bottom-up initiative rather than an imposed one.
SPATIAL PRECEDENTS 
OF COMMUNITY LIVING
How to live together?
In this famous work, „How to Live Together?”, the French literary theorist 
and philosopher, Roland Barthes, focuses on the concept of “idiorrhythmy” 
– a productive form of living together in which one recognizes and respects 
the individual rhythms of the other. 
A planned residential community, where three or more biologically unrelat-
ed people choose to share a common residential structure, designed to have 
a high degree of social cohesion may be defined as an “intentional commu-
nity”. Members of such a community may share social, political, religious, 
moral, etc. views, although it is not a sine qua non condition. The high 
degree of social cohesion is typically achieved through the policy of sharing. 
Examples of intentional communities include: collective housing, eco-vil-
lages, communes, kibbutzim, ashrams, monasteries, housing cooperatives, 
etc. Since in most cases communal living entails some sort of personal limi-
tations, in order to accommodate to the needs of the whole group, commu-
nities tend to document their own regulations in a more or less oﬃcial way. 
Obeying these is the principal condition of the well-being of the communi-
ty, thus it is favourable if members share the world-view.
18 Dogma, “LIVING AND 
WORKING: How to Live 
Together” https://architecture.
mit.edu/sites/architecture.mit.edu/
files/attachments/lecture/Tattara_
living%20and%20working_intro.pdf 
(accessed 30/07/2017)
Although many of these models proved unsuccessful, it would be a mistake 
to consider them as mere utopias. There are still lessons to be learnt from 
these attempts to find alternative ways of living together. Even if some of 
them failed to respond to the need of communal living, primarily they testi-
fy to this very need.  
Monastery
A monastery is a complex of buildings comprising dwellings and workplaces 
of monks and nuns. The rules of communal life are determined by religious 
obligations. Monasteries are generally envisioned as self-suﬃcient commu-
nities – depending on the location, this may be achieved through manufac-
turing, agricultural production, selling goods, but also thanks to donations. 
Monasteries are self-governed and a daily schedule of activities is imposed 
upon all members. Depending on the type of order, the proportions between 
the communal and solitary life vary, although in general monks share meals, 
work, recreation and praying time among the entire community.
The spatial arrangement of buildings generally illustrates the communal 
way of living, although sizes and typologies vary greatly, depending on the 
order. The introverted space of the cloister gives a sense of sharing. Private 
and communal realms are clearly separated, although the level of privacy in 
some monasteries is far from elevated. (fig.22) In the archetypical catholic 
monastery – Benedictine Monte Cassino in Italy, dormitories were large 
rooms, divided by fabric into individual areas. In a Carthusian monastery, a 
cell is a small house for one person where a monk lives and works. The space 
of a monastery is an egalitarian one, since all of the monks live in the same 
conditions.18 
The connection with the local community is essential – depending on the 
type, monasteries have various ways of creating such bonds. Most of them 
provide one or more types of service – these may include education, chari-
ties, housing, hospices, etc. Since they are usually involved in some sort of 
production – manufacturing, brewing, gardening, etc. – selling their pro-
duce is also away of interacting with a society.
Phalanstery
Phalanstery was a community, ideally consisting of 500–2000 people 
working together for mutual benefit, developed in the early 19th century 
by Charles Fourier. Its ultimate objective was to transform work into pleas-
ure – making inhabitants happier and more productive. Thus, Fourier di-
vided the day into slots of 1.5 hours in order to diversify activities and make 
labour more interesting. His reasoning was pragmatic – time, energy, money 
and labour could be used more eﬃciently when chores and daily activities 
were managed collectively. Namely, instead of each family owning a kitchen 
and wasting time cooking, a collective kitchen could save everyone’s time, 
energy, and personal space. Social ideals of the Phalanstery were progressive, 
seeking to empower women by freeing them from their gender roles.
Spatially, the building was designed to integrate urban and rural features. 
The Phalanstery was conceived of as a threefold building, wherein the central 
part would comprise spaces for quiet activities, such as dining and meeting 
rooms, libraries and studies. One wing was designed for labour and noisy 
activities, while the other contained a caravansary, with ballrooms and halls 
for meetings with guests (who would have to pay an entrance fee, aimed to 
sustain the autonomous economy of the community).
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Kibbutz
Kibbutz is a collective community in Israel, based on agriculture. The first 
kibbutz, Degania, was established in 1909. Kibbutzim began as utopian 
communities – the original concept was based on self-sacrifice for the sake 
of group foundations. The policy of sharing was pushed to such an extreme, 
that members co-owned almost all material goods – tools, clothing, income, 
gifts. Kibbutzim promoted a progressive social thought – gender equality, 
right to education, rejection of the patriarchal model, etc. To solve the issue 
of parenting – traditionally viewed as private task – communal children’s 
houses were created for children to spend most of their time among others. 
Up until recently, members ate meals together in the communal dining hall. 
This was seen as an important aspect of communal life, but so were daily 
tasks, such as work. (fig.23)
In kibbutzim, the collective social vision was also translated into spatial 
organization. The central area is a large lawn and the public facilities (the 
dining hall, the culture house, the library, the members’ club), which are 
situated around it, like an “agora”. This centre, together with the garden and 
the space in between the houses accounts for a significant part of social in-
teraction.19 The early arrangements provided very little privacy – the whole 
community resided in one cell with outdoor washing amenities; later, family 
units were also allowed. 
The crisis of the kibbutz movement followed an increasing stratification and 
inequality due to the growth of capitalistic practices (initially each kibbutz 
member had received an equal budget according to his or her needs, regard-
less of what job they held). The balance between individual values and values 
of the kibbutz was lost, aﬀecting work motivation and jeopardized social 
cohesion.
Hippie communes
Communes played an integral part of the 1960s American hippie move-
ment. One of the most notable, San Francisco based, was The Friends of 
Perfection Commune, founded in 1967 and referred to as the “Kaliflower” 
commune. Among the principles were shared property and labour and the 
liberation from commercialism. Resource sharing and cooperation were key 
aspects of the community life (fig.24). Many members saw their commune 
as their family, gave their savings to the group and quit outside jobs in order 
to work inside the community. Some commune tasks included gardening, 
cleaning, cooking, running the Free Print Shop, maintaining a free store, or 
delivering the newsletter or food to other communes. In terms of housing, 
it was a common practice to occupy old Victorian houses adjust them to the 
needs of the commune.20 
Co-housing
Cohousing is an intentional community of private homes clustered around a 
shared space. Each household is provided with its private amenities, comple-
mented by extensive communal areas – such as community house, laundry, 
gardens, etc. The beginnings of cohousing date back to 1960s, when the 
Danish became tired of the traditional model of housing and the dominant 
bourgeois lifestyle. The concept of cohousing derives from an observation 
that quickly changing lifestyles – and, consequently, the ways of dwelling – 
have been a crucial factor weakening the sense of belonging, both to a place, 
and to a community. An important goal of cohousing is to create bonds with 
the city, and in this regard it diﬀers from most aforementioned intentional 
21 “A Space for Everyone”, 
The Collective, https://www.
thecollective.co.uk/coliving/old-
oak#coliving-spaces (accessed 
30/07/2017)
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31/07/2015 https://www.nytimes.
com/2015/08/02/realestate/the-
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31/07/2017)
communities.
When it comes to spatial arrangements, the focal point of the community 
is generally a common house where communal meals are eaten several times 
a week; the culture of sharing is promoted by the design of the site and its 
intimate scale, which foster frequent interaction and close relationships. Co-
housing residents choose their own desired level of engagement in the com-
munity life. I shall study the case of cohousing in chapter 4 in greater detail.
Millennial co-living 
Contemporary co-living companies draw on the concept of co-working, 
which has lately gained enormous popularity. The idea is roughly a “dorm 
for adults” – wherein residents have their own “micro-units” built around a 
common living space for cooking, eating and hanging out – shared with oth-
er residents. In other words, they rent a room that comes with opportunities 
for social interactions. The private space is of a rather substandard size. This 
inconvenience is compensated for by generous communal areas – “kitchens 
and lounges on every floor, communal entertainment spaces and luxury fa-
cilities including a gym, spa, cinema room, library, restaurant, bar, curated 
retail outlets, events spaces, roof terraces and more.”21 Communal activities 
are also managed by the companies – scheduled programs include medita-
tion sessions, potluck dinners, massages, nutrition counselling, and morning 
dance parties, etc. 
The model now exists in many cities – such as London, New York, San Fran-
cisco – but also in „digital nomad-friendly” destinations, such as Bali. Rent 
– referred to as “membership” – ranges (as of 2016) from approximately 
£1000 in London, to $1600 in New York. Rent is all-inclusive and compris-
es bills, internet connection, cleaning service, gym card, etc. Such a co-living 
model seems perfect for short-term migrants due to the casual lease arrange-
ments, with short, 30 days’ contracts available.
Although the authors of various co-living investments claim that the projects 
follow the standard model of co-housing communities, this is not really the 
case. Primarily because of the commercial character of the contemporary 
co-living – this “new way of living”, is in fact a commodified old way of 
living. For membership in the community is strictly determined by one’s 
financial capacities. Thus, the “highly curated community of likeminded 
others”22 is in fact a group of people pursuing a similar lifestyle, which en-
ables them to pay such a rent. While traditional co-housing models aim to 
promote social inclusion and view heterogeneity of the community as an 
asset, this “new” model advocates homogeneity. In a long term, this exclusive 
model of millennial-filled compounds leads yet to another form of “ghettoi-
zation”. What is also entirely opposed to the principles of co-housing is that 
decision-making, management, and maintenance of the communal good 
should be a communal task. In the case of the commercialized co-living all 
these tasks are taken care of and are included in rent (fig.25). This clearly 
does not strengthen social cohesion, nor does it help to develop one’s social 
skills. In this regard the residential model resembles a hotel, wherein one is 
not an inhabitant, but a guest. Thus, these co-living spaces ultimately rein-
force the self-centred, disconnected status quo of the digital era – essentially 
by rendering life more convenient: no decision-making, no compromise 
skills, no daily chores are expected of a resident. Conversely, in intentional 
communities these daily tasks are precisely what teaches residents how to live 
cooperatively.
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fig.23-26/ different aspects of 
communal living according to 
typologies: monastery, kibbutz, 
commune, contemporary co-
living
fig.22/ plan of a carthusian 
monastery
The spatial organization evokes 
the communal character of 
monastery life - monks’ cells (15) 
and gardens (16) are located 
around a shared court. All the 
communal rooms are grouped 
in one part of the cloister. The 
private and communal realms are 
clearly separated. 
fig.23/ women of a kibbutz at 
work
Communal work has been 
viewed as one of the esssential 
aspects of keeping the community 
of a kibbutz together. Work 
was not only meant as a self-
sufficiency obligation, but an 
element fostering the group’s 
cohesion.
fig.24/ Vinterberg, The 
Commune, 2016
The still from a recent Danish 
movie Kollektivet (commune) 
illustrates one of the most 
important aspects of living in a 
commune - decision-making. 
In the case of a commune, the 
layers of privacy are vaguely 
separated, and the communal 
spaces take up most of the house. 
Therefore, in order to make sure 
every member of the group feels 
comfortable, all decisions must 
be made in a democratic way. 
Such spaces of the house as 
kitchen, dining and living rooms 
are typically where most of the 
group life takes place.
fig.25/ common dining room of 
a contemporary co-living - Old 
Oak in London
Unlike in the case of traditional 
communities, in contemporary 
co-living all shared areas are 
taken care of by the managing 
companies. Hence, residents are 
in fact users of these spaces, and 
not curators - no chores need to 
be performed by them since they 
are included in rent.
23 term coined by Benedict 
Anderson in his work on modern 
nationalism, more in: Casanovas 
Blanco et al., After belonging…, 
p.16
24 Neal, Neal, The (In)
compatibility of Diversity and 
Sense of Community…
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COMMUNITY/ MOBILITY 
How is the sense of community aﬀected by mobility?
As I already mentioned in chapter 2, under the condition of increased mo-
bility, people are faced with various psychological, sociological, economic, 
etc. challenges. In this section I aim to locate those diﬃculties within a wider 
context – that of a community and to discuss how the sense of belonging 
to a community may be weakened by migratory processes. The situation of 
increased influx of newcomers and migratory movements within a society 
strongly jeopardizes social capital and cohesion. The sense of belonging to a 
community ceases to be a natural feeling in the context of migration, where-
in “imagined communities”23 have taken the role of traditional communities 
– such as families, religious groups, groups of friends, etc. Social practices, 
rituals and festive events are also strongly aﬀected by migratory phenomena, 
which additionally weakens social cohesion. The creation of bonds thus be-
comes subject to negotiation every time individuals find themselves in the 
situation of “forced proximity” with strangers. Bridging social capital be-
comes particularly important, as more and more social groups feature a great 
diversity – be it ethnical, cultural, religious, etc. 
Various studies prove, that heterogeneity and the sense of community are 
negatively related.24It might be so, because in a natural way human be-
ings connect with each other according to the criteria of homophily i.e. 
like-minded others and proximity, i.e. others living nearby. Therefore, one of 
the biggest challenges that transient lifestyles presents to communities is the 
increasing diversity that needs to be carefully managed. An interesting no-
tion in this context is that of “xenia” (guest-friendship) – hospitality shown 
to a stranger/ unknown foreigner/ outsider to the community – or indeed 
by them as a host – that of showing the necessary mutual respect, generosity, 
and courtesy. Far from being a legal term, it nevertheless shows the possi-
bility of arriving at tighter bonds step by step – wherein on of the first steps 
might be that of “xenia”.
One of the important challenges that migratory processes present to social 
cohesion is the sense of temporariness. While people are not sure of the 
length of their stay in a place, they are less eager to create permanent bonds. 
As I already explained, the sine qua non condition of social capital is the 
voluntary participation of all members of a community. Thus, the emergence 
of bridging social capital may be severely impeded by people’s awareness of 
the temporariness of their stay.
Another important factor of the loss of community ties is the lack of com-
mon practices, resulting mostly from the diversity of members. While ritu-
als, events, communal activities are responsible for a big part of cohesion in 
traditional communities, the lack of those may lead to isolation. A danger-
ous outcome of this isolation is that while members of a community do not 
have enough opportunity to get to know each other, xenophobic behaviours 
may occur. 
Communal activities are also crucial for people to be recognizable. As I 
already mentioned, one of the most dangerous results of high-intensity mi-
gration is the loss of social identities, which may lead to the feeling of “being 
nobody” for the local community. This, in turn, may impede one’s will to 
25 Catherine Clement et al., 
Connections and Engagement. 
A survey of metropolitan 
Vancouver, (Vancouver: 
Vancouver Foundation, 2012)
26 Ibid. p. 32
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integrate and to acquire new social roles and identities. Thus, communally 
undertaken practices – namely outdoor events, rituals, etc. – are of twofold 
importance. Firstly, they let members of a community of newcomers get to 
know each other, and secondly, they make them visible within a larger com-
munity of locals.
There is an interesting study of these challenges, conducted by the Vancou-
ver Foundation in 2012. The survey, “Connections and Engagement”25 ex-
amined various interpersonal patterns in Vancouver metropolitan area, and a 
big part of the findings is related to immigration. The results tend to confirm 
the aforementioned hypotheses – a general loss of community bonds can be 
observed, also as a result of an increased influx of newcomers. 
One of the issues mentioned by respondents is the superficiality of inter-
action: “Newcomers describe people here as polite but distant. People who 
moved here years ago tell stories about feeling alone for a long time”. Neigh-
bourhood connections – while being cordial and gentle – are not very deep: 
“We say hello, we may know each other’s first names, but it generally doesn’t 
go much further than that”. People point to the lack of communal habits, 
such as dinners with colleagues, going out together with their neighbours, 
etc.
Curiously, when asked about the reason for not connecting with others, they 
mostly point to the fact of “never seeing one another”. Moreover, they high-
light the feeling of having little in common with the community members, 
or even that the others don’t want to know them. 
Another finding confirms a hypothesis presented in chapter 2 – that of hav-
ing no social identity that would attract other members of a community: “it 
is not language that presents the biggest barrier to participation. Instead, the 
most often cited (…) barrier is the belief that they don’t have much to oﬀer 
to others.”26
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PART II/ PLACE
CONCEPTUALIZATION 
OF PLACE
Place
The French anthropologist, Marc Augé, defines a place as a space which is 
“historical, relational, and concerned with identity”.27 Thus, a place is in 
fact an anthropological space – filled with „individual identities, language, 
references, [and] unformulated rules”.28 A place is a point of reference for 
its users, and a part of their identity – as such, it is charged with emotions 
and memories. According to the phenomenology geographer Yi-Fu Tuan, a 
space becomes a place once it is given meaning by humans, once “we see it as 
something to be perceived, apprehended, experienced”.29
The Latin notion of “genius loci” is often applied to describe the “sense of 
place” – its spirit, inherent character, its identity. John Brinckerhoﬀ Jackson 
mentions the vernacular understanding of „genius loci”, which follows the 
classical definition: 
 “In classical times it meant not so much the place itself as the 
guardian divinity of that place. It was believed that a locality - a 
space or a whole community - derived much of its unique quality 
from the presence or guardianship of a supernatural spirit. The 
phrase thus implied celebration or ritual, and the location itself 
acquired a special status.”30 
In contemporary usage, however, the term refers to the “distinctiveness” of a 
place – its spirit, understood as the unique atmosphere and character (name-
ly: the “London-ness” of London, etc.)
Liminality
Liminality defines the state of being “betwixt and between” – here and there 
simultaneously, neither in a place, nor in another. The spatial dimension of 
liminality includes all these spaces of transition, wherein one is in between 
places – namely while crossing borders. Liminal spaces can range from bor-
ders to no man’s lands and disputed territories, to crossroads and airports. 
While experiencing liminality, one can wonder: Which direction am I 
headed in? Which group am I part of? Do I belong here? How long will I be 
here?  
In the context of mobility, liminality seems to be an interesting lens through 
which we can analyse inhabited space. For the sense of being “in-between” is 
immanent in migratory lifestyles. Moreover, increased circulation adds great-
ly to the production of spaces which lack their own identity – i.e. non-plac-
es. This invasion of the world by “non-place” results in a profound alteration 
of awareness: something we perceive, but only in a partial and incoherent 
manner. 
fig.26/ highway overpass in 
northern Spain
Spaces of transit are typically 
viewed as liminal - they 
don’t generate the sense of 
identity, nor place. Airports, 
hotel rooms, shopping malls 
are all examples of liminal 
spaces. Global human 
circulation entails an increase 
of such spaces in our closest 
environments.
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Non-place
The concept of a “Non-place”, coined by Marc Augé, refers to spaces of tran-
sience, where human’s presence is defined predominantly by anonymity.31 
Non-places are all these intermediate spaces that either enable quick transit 
(such as highways, airports, stations, grade separated intersections), or them-
selves accommodate people, although not in a permanent way (e.g. shopping 
centres, means of transport, refugee camps, hotels, etc.). In this regard the 
concept of a non-place is analogous to that of a liminal space. (fig.26)
Another important feature of a non-place is its contractual character, where-
in the user’s role is limited to that of a customer – only holders of a valid 
plane ticket are eligible for using the departures lounge of an airport. There-
fore, the experience of a non-place resembles that of a passenger rather than 
an active member of a community, and the identity of the user is largely 
aﬀected by the “contract”. People in non-places are either objects, observed 
from afar, or observers.
Augé argues that non-places are immanent in supermodernity and as such 
are the real measure of our times. From the point of view of architecture, it is 
essential to note the diﬀerence between communication, interaction, which 
are traditionally identified with places, and anonymity, solitude, resulting 
from the ubiquity of non-places. Thus, being in constant transit through 
non-places (unlike places concerned with identity such as homes, workplac-
es, spaces of worship etc.), people are always, and never, truly at home.32 
fig.28/ Barceloneta Market, 
Barcelona
Distinctiveness is an imporant 
feature of buildings and spaces, 
it helps the community to 
identify with them. According 
to Gordon Cullen, whose 
publication “Townscapes” is 
quoted by Gehl in “Life between 
buildings”, “distinctiveness” of 
the physical aspect of a place 
fosters the feeling of the “sense 
of place”. Gehl adds that 
distinctiveness is a key element 
of, what he calls, “A Pleasant 
Place in Every Respect”.39
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A SENSE OF PLACE
How is belonging to a place created?
Maria Lewicka, a Polish architectural historian in her analysis of post-war 
forced resettlements within the Polish territory, points to two important 
factors of the sense of belonging: the length of stay and a knowledge, that 
the new home is a going to be a permanent one.33 John Brinckerhoﬀ Jackson 
seems to share her view: „Most of us, I suspect, would say, that a sense of 
place, a sense of being at home in a town or city, grows as we become accus-
tomed to it and learn to know its peculiarities. It is my belief, that a sense 
of place is something that we create in the course of time. It is the result of 
habit or custom.”34 Thus, the sense of belonging emerges when one spends 
enough time in the place and gets to know it at deeper levels. However, the 
sense of belonging does not arise in many cases, wherein a suﬃcient amount 
of time has been spent in a place – namely in refugee camps, or in a place, 
where one does not want to remain but is forced to. 
Jackson points to the critical role of a community in the process: 
“I’m inclined to believe that an average American still associates 
the sense of place not so much with architecture or a monument 
or a designed space, as with some event, some daily or weekly or 
seasonal occurrence which we look forward to or remember and 
which we share with others, and as a result the event becomes more 
significant than the place itself.”35 
Since his focus is on vernacular types of space, he highlights the importance 
of such recurring events and special days as “ploughing, planting, harvesting, 
honouring the local saint”.36 Thus, rather than by the spatial character of the 
place itself, the sense of place can be fostered by the community’s activity in 
that place. The London’s survey also highlights the role of social networks as 
a principal source of attachment to place – wherein the level of attachment 
depends directly on the intensity of social bonds associated with this particu-
lar space.37
However, it is important to note, that belonging is not only concerned with 
social spaces, but also with the physical dimension. Studies point to the 
“distinctiveness” of a space as an important factor, enhancing the sense of 
place. The study of East London’s communities highlight “certain physical 
and social characteristics, such as the layout of housing, (…) that could dis-
tinguish, (…) the area from other places. Certain public spaces – like a local 
market – were also perceived as unique assets that played a key part in the 
borough’s place identity.”38 (fig. 28)
The Oslo Triennale curators emphasize the role that architecture has always 
played in the construction of the sense of belonging.40 However, they also 
challenge the notion of belonging to a place as such – suggesting that “the 
feeling of belonging has become directly proportional to the lack of a privi-
leged and protective “to which” to belong”.41 Therefore, acknowledging that 
traditional ways of defining belonging are no longer relevant in the reality 
marked by increased circulation, a question arises: how to achieve the sense 
of place under this condition of temporariness?
An important concept, that highly influenced my perspective and informed 
some initial decisions of the project, is “placemaking”. The practice may 
be defined as a “collective process of spatial designing with the objective 
42 Frank Lohrberg, Lilli Licka, 
Lionella Scazzosi, Axel Timpe 
(eds.), Urban Agriculture Europe 
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of improving the land use and the quality of life and to (…) appropriate 
the space”.42 Apart from improving the quality of public space, the goal of 
placemaking practice is strengthening the connection between people and 
the places they share. Placemaking facilitates creative patterns of use, paying 
particular attention to the physical, cultural, and social identities that define 
a place. (fig.27) The practice promotes a gradual character of development 
– its supporters argue that it is actually beneficial to experiment with short 
term, easy to accomplish improvements that can be tested and refined over 
many years43. 
fig.27/ Communal courtyard in 
a pre-fab estate in Szczecin
The garden is an initiative of 
the local community living 
in the neighbourghood. 
The garden is made for 
people and by themselves. 
There are allotments, where 
everyone is welcome to plant 
vegetables, relax spaces, 
a big community table and 
areas dedicated to workshops 
and other group activities. All 
structures are DIY constructions, 
made collaboratively by the 
neighbours.
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HOME
 “(…) the house is one of the greatest powers of integration for the 
thoughts, memories and dreams of mankind.”44
Gaston Bachelard
In his classical theory, Martin Heidegger establishes the relationship between 
being and dwelling. By the means of a linguistic analysis he claims that hu-
manity is inherently tied to dwelling. For “dwelling” comes from the Old 
Saxon “wuon”, the Gothic “wunian”, and is related to the German “bauen”, 
which is “to build”. It indicates remaining, or staying in a place. “Wunian” 
more specifically means “to be at peace, to be brought to peace, to remain in 
peace.” Thus, we dwell in a place when we are at peace in that place, when 
we exist there in freedom. Dwelling contains a certain emotional state of 
being attached to it. However, the act of dwelling is a mental state of being, 
not necessarily a physical one – Heidegger refers to a truck driver on the 
road being “at home”. 
Home is by far one of the central aspects of human’s existence in the world, 
and as such it performs a twofold role. Most importantly, home shelters 
one’s intimacy, setting boundaries between what is outside, and inside. It 
satisfies basic needs – those related with physiology, security, etc. Secondly, 
it allows for one’s self-expression in the world – it reflects one’s personality, 
along with his views, tastes and values. 
Another traditional, yet quite diﬀerent from the aforementioned, conceptu-
alization of “home”, is provided by John Brinckerhoﬀ Jackson. The author 
highlights the role of a single house as an indicator of a family’s belonging to 
a bigger entity – that of a community: 
“If I had been asked to define a vernacular dwelling, I would have 
thought of those Spanish-American village houses and said that it 
was a house which depended on its immediate environment for the 
satisfaction of daily needs.”45
Thus, the traditional concept of home engages with such notions as stability, 
attachment, rootedness, protection, family bonds, etc. Home as a place is 
charged with emotions, memories, it is defined by its inhabitants as much 
as by its physical form. Homeliness – an inherent feature of a home – is 
grounded in intimacy, familiarity and cosiness it provides.
However, these basic concepts are relatively new with regard to dwelling 
– they only emerged in 17th century Holland, dominated by a bourgeois 
culture. Since then privacy became the key aspect of residence – by the 19th 
century almost all communal spaces had been eliminated and a home be-
came a family’s “fortress”. It was in the context of industrialization, that the 
domestic space was meant to oﬀer the illusion of a safe refuge for personal 
aﬀectivity outside the realm of work. This was also when public and private 
spheres became explicitly separated – especially all physiological needs were 
recognized as disgraceful, calling for spatial separation. Thus, bathrooms, 
toilets, bedrooms were granted their own rooms, as we currently know them. 
However, the process of refinement of internal divisions went on throughout 
46 Homi Bhabha, “The World and 
the Home”, Social Text 31/32 
(1992) pp.141-53
the entire 20th century – informed by the empowerment of the nuclear fam-
ily on one hand, and the increasing independence of an individual, on the 
other. On the threshold of the 21st century, home appeared as an egocentric 
structure, rather than a family-oriented one. 
Non-home
In his essay titled “The World and the Home”, Homi Bhabha uses Freud’s 
concept of the uncanny, which he translates into “unhomely” to describe the 
sense of “home” under the conditions of postmodernity. The state of “unho-
mely” is not that of lacking a home, but the realization that “(…) the border 
between home and world becomes confused; and, uncannily, the private and 
the public become part of each other, forcing upon us a vision that is as di-
vided as it is disorienting”.46 (fig. 29)
The notion of a “non-home” is linked with Bhabha’s “unhomely” at many 
levels. Coined by a Polish sociologist Magdalena Łukasiuk, the concept is 
based upon Augé’s non-place. A non-home is a human habitat, temporary 
or permanent, that can be described as “easy to move in, easy to move out”. 
A non-home satisfies three needs – secures one’s private possessions, allows 
for a minimum privacy and puts an individual in a wider social context. Yet, 
unlike with a home, an inhabitant of a non-home does not identify with it. 
Inhabiting a non-home diﬀers from the traditional model in almost every 
possible way: dwelling is no longer a way of “being in the world”, but rath-
er a complex task, calling for creativity, openness, and, above all, requiring 
time. “Making a home” is a process of appropriating, negotiating and ad-
justing space in order to feel more “homely”. The task of “making a home” 
becomes embedded in the practice of dwelling aﬀected by increased global 
circulation.
fig.29/ Antonioni, Eclipse, 1962
Traditional residential architecture 
often impedes the creation of 
community bonds. The lack 
of communal spaces results in 
neighbours not knowing each 
other. This may be particularly 
inconvenient in the case of 
newcomers, not knowing anyone 
in their new cities.
Vis: Rzut “dom”
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HOME AWAY FROM HOME
How is dwelling aﬀected by mobility?
“We live in a particular, paradoxical era, where the possibility of 
global circulation is contrasted with opposed needs of those, who 
want to stay in one place, those who wish to move, those who hope 
to go back to what they call “home”, and finally those who do not 
welcome newcomers and those, who do not feel welcome.”47
Marc Augé
The traditional understanding of home – that involved with stability, per-
manence, and intimacy – is currently being challenged by the conditions of 
global circulation of people, goods and information. Being “at home” has 
thus entirely diﬀerent definitions nowadays and the sense of belonging is no 
longer bound to one’s residence, territory or nation. In the context of mi-
grations, the permanence of home has also been destabilized. The “crisis of 
belonging”48 refers to such areas of life as residence, property, social identity, 
etc. 
Paradoxically however, although the transient lifestyle strongly aﬀects the 
ways we belong to places, it does not seem to have aﬀected the very need for 
belonging. Under these conditions “home has become an idea more than a 
place, an idea that we carry with us (…). It is a collection of memories, (…) 
of experiences and people, not a collection of things.”49 To only mention one 
example, material status symbols such as cars are losing their value, while 
people turn to more intangible goods, such as knowledge, and other imma-
terial possessions. 
Residence in its traditional form has become insuﬃcient to accommodate 
the needs of a society of extreme mobility, mainly in that its spatial charac-
teristics enhance isolation, rather than act against it. According to UNHCR, 
“In urban areas, many refugees share accommodation or live in non-func-
tional public buildings, collective centres, slums and informal types of set-
tlements. Conditions are often substandard (…).”50 Besides, the process of 
finding accommodation in many cases is overwhelming: It can be diﬃcult 
to rent a property without a job, references; new immigrants from poorer 
countries often cannot aﬀord rent, bonds, and furnishing. But this refers to 
other types of migrants alike – the “non-home” character of inhabited spaces 
concerns all those in transient situations. Therefore, an essential question 
related to the loss of the traditional sense of attachment to a place is how do 
we belong to a place in the world full of non-places?
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There is a very insightful study conducted by Polish sociologists, Marcin 
Jewdokimow and Magdalena Łukasiuk, titled “Non-home. Sociological 
Monograph of Migrant Dwelling”51, which is an attempt to study the phe-
nomenon of shared migrant flats from an anthropological perspective. As the 
title suggests, the aforementioned term of a “non-home” has been applied to 
describe the phenomenon of inhabiting a space, which never truly becomes 
a home.
A migrant dwelling is usually a shared flat, rented collectively by strangers, 
usually coming from diﬀerent countries. This “collective” is very diﬀerent 
than that of nuclear families or even communes, as the members are rarely 
united by more, than inhabiting the same flat. Since the flat has been de-
signed as a shelter for a nuclear family in such a way to satisfy its needs and 
to facilitate the family-specific tasks and activities, it is not capable of accom-
modating other social constructs in the very same way.
Among the observations, the authors highlight an important feature of mi-
grant residence – its temporary character. Since the rented space is non-per-
manent, investing time, energy and money in order to make it homely seems 
pointless. Another research confirms this observation: “unstable living situ-
ation (…) can aﬀect the way a person relates to the inhabited place. His/her 
will to create permanent bonds with the place may be weaker considering a 
possibility of being „moved” to another place soon.”52 Even if an inhabitant 
wishes to feel more “at home” in his migrant flat, the adjustments he makes 
only apply to his private space – i.e. his own room. All such spaces of a flat, 
which do not belong specifically to a person are usually impersonal – i.e. the 
living room, kitchen, dining room, etc. Frequent changes of roommates also 
make an integration more diﬃcult, and permanent bonds are almost impos-
sible to emerge. The flat itself thus becomes a transient space – accumulating 
personal traces of all its inhabitants, yet not genuinely belonging to anyone. 
In this regard such a flat resembles a non-place. 
Another conclusion the sociologists make, is that due to increased migration, 
home has been commodified, and in now frequently regarded as no more 
than a financial asset. Dwelling thus becomes pragmatic – the value of the 
house lies in its physical characteristics, such as the level of comfort, floor 
surface, layout, its location, etc. In the words of the sociologists, a migrant 
flat resembles a market, where experiences are “traded” and not co-lived. All 
this adds to an emotional emptiness of a non-home.
In the case of flat-sharing, even though there is an apparent boundary be-
tween what is private – i.e. one’s room – and what is common, the actual 
level of privacy is not as high, as in the case of home. Since such spaces as 
bathrooms, kitchen, balcony, lounge, and such appliances as the fridge, 
washing machine, etc. are all shared, their usage must be negotiated. This 
particular case of sharing, while not actually sharing can be illustrated by the 
usage of the fridge, wherein such products as milk, butter, etc., are typically 
found at each of the shelves. (fig.30) While some of the rules of this 
co-habitation might be explicitly articulated – for example: “don’t use the 
washing machine at night” – most of them are only tacitly assumed. The 
physical structure of a shared flat strongly mediates residential practices and 
relations between flatmates. 
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In the case of refugees, who have recently gone through the traumas of ex-
ile, the situation is even more complicated. Those, who are lucky to have 
family or friends in the country of arrival often initially move in with them. 
This often results in cramming the family into a relative’s spare bedroom, 
or sleeping everyone on the floor or sofa in the living room. Sharing insuﬃ-
ciently small spaces, living out of suitcases can add to stress of both sides.53
The study of migrant flats, presented by the Polish sociologists, proves that 
the non-homes are particular illustrations of Augé’s non-places. Non-homes 
do not generate a genuine sense of belonging, and their physical aspect often 
fosters the sense of isolation. Similar patterns of exclusion can be observed at 
larger scales – that of a block of flats, and of a neighbourhood. 
The same pattern can be observed at the scale of a block, made of flats 
grouped around quintessential non-places – entrance halls, staircases, land-
ings, elevator’s halls, roofs. All these transient spaces essentially have one 
role – functional. And, while this layout was well-founded at the time, when 
a nuclear family was the point of reference, nowadays it clearly adds to the 
growing isolation of inhabitants. Since these spaces, due to their physical 
shape, are not able to accommodate meaningful interactions, they become 
no more than transit areas, where neighbours say “hi” and turn away.54 There 
is not enough gradation of levels of privacy – what is missing is the inter-
mediate stages. The spaces between entirely private, and the outside world is 
precisely where newcomers (especially them) could get involved in various 
interactions.
Spatial organization of a neighbourhood is particularly critical for new-
comers. In integrated neighbourhoods, people are more likely to come into 
contact with diverse others, increasing their opportunities for meaningful 
relationships. Yet, the position of a conventional block within the urban 
structure does not foster this sort of interaction. Since there is no interme-
diate area between the “private” – (i.e. the block), and the entirely public 
(i.e. the street), people who do not know their neighbours, do not get much 
chance to get involved in any sort of interaction. Once again, instead of the 
intermediate levels of privacy – that could belong to the community – the 
non-private, and the non-public remains actually no one’s. 
CONCLUSIONS
What I would primarily like to argue is that, by the means of introducing a 
gradation of levels of privacy, spontaneous and planned interactions could 
be enhanced – at the level of a flat, of a block, and of the neighbourhood 
alike. One of the key aspects of this endeavour is a precise definition of what 
functions should belong to the realms of entirely private, group, communal, 
and entirely public. It is my belief that such a redefinition of ways of using 
certain spaces could be a way of addressing the needs of the most vulnerable 
dwellers – namely newcomers. “Home” in the context of migration 
should reach beyond the aspect of “shelter” – it should be an actual tool 
for connecting with the local community and with each other. It should 
facilitate the recreation of one’s social network, dissipated by migrations. 
Ultimately, it should be a place, where one can achieve the utmost privacy, 
while having the opportunities for a genuine, non-forced socialization with 
others.
fig.30/ Stefan Buchberger, 
modular fridge unit
The winner of the 2008 Electrolux 
Design Lab competition designed 
a fridge for people sharing a 
flat. The fridge consists of a base 
station and up to four stackable 
modules. The modules allow each 
individual user to have his or her 
own refrigerator space that can 
be locked up in order to keep 
one’s food entirely safe.
The fridge is a pertinent 
illustration of the concept of 
flat-sharing, wherein daily 
routines and activities need to be 
constantly negotiated between 
non-related inhabitants of the 
flat.
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PART III/ STRATEGIES
In the final part of this chapter I aim to study particular strategies that foster 
social cohesion, empower newcomers, and help them to belong to a place 
in transient situations. While much of the work should be performed at 
the public level by the means of integration policies, etc., this analysis will 
focus on the potential benefits of non-institutional, voluntary collaboration 
between members of local communities and newcomers. While analysing 
diﬀerent strategies for creating bonds between these two groups, I will look 
for benefits of such an interaction not only for the newcomers, but also for 
the existing community. This approach illustrates one of my hypotheses – 
that by the means of right architectural and urban strategies it is possible to 
generate synergies established as a consequence of mobility, which will have 
positive impact on both the local and the arriving communities. 
In order for these synergies to appear though, it is essential to recognize a 
newcomer as an asset, not a threat to the stability and security of a society. 
From the point of view of social transformations, migrants – regardless of 
their backgrounds – can be of real value. Primarily, most of them are in a 
productive age, so they can get involved in various actions. Secondly, the 
greater the social mix, the bigger the variety of skills and talents – also these 
quasi-forgotten, vernacular, sustainability-oriented, etc. These competences, 
complementary to those popular among the locals, can be bartered in the 
course of shared initiatives. The fresh perspective and high adaptability and 
creativity of immigrants can be beneficial as well.
Apart from the untapped potential within the newcomers’ communities, 
another important actor is the local community itself. The collaboration 
between the two should be mediated by NGOs, local activist groups, vol-
unteers, etc. Such an external support can help to overcome certain initial 
diﬃculties (with communication, cultural diﬀerences, etc.), supervise the 
strategies, and reach out to the city council whenever necessary.  
COMMUNITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES
What are the activities that strengthen community bonds?
Whatever strategy is to be implemented, the sine qua non condition is the 
cooperative eﬀort of all members of a community. For the primary goal is 
integration, it should be acknowledged that any sort of interaction might 
by critical. Apart from the need for collaboration between local and arriving 
community members, I believe that synergies can be generated by the sim-
plest means, or, following Barthes’s perspective – through the lens of every-
day: food, things, places. Thus, the primary goal of community building 
in the context of migrations should be to overcome this arbitrary division 
of us/them, and the easiest way of so doing is through opening up to those 
most basic elements of everyday life. For the real social “transition” takes 
root in simple gestures of everyday life: growing food, bartering knowledge, 
exchanging non-material capital.
However, since diversity is not exactly an asset for cohesion, it should be 
55 William Morris, “A Factory As 
It Might Be”, first published in: 
Justice, April-May 1884
56 Jackson, A Sense of Place, a 
Sense of Time, p.143
facilitated by accurate tactics. Primarily, this can be achieved by setting com-
mon goals – for instance a collaborative building of a new community café. 
While the goal draws people together, and the collaborative process enables 
rich interactions, the potential issues related with diversity are of minor im-
portance. Moreover, a stronger sense of belonging to a community is often 
related to having a sense of purpose and a drive to help others – i.e. feeling 
useful. In turn, people who feel a part of their neighbourhood are more like-
ly to participate in communal events.
Wor k
“(…) in the days when we shall work 
for livelihood and pleasure and not for “profit”.55
William Morris
Morris’s perspective seems particularly useful in the context. For it is obvious 
that most newcomers, sooner or later, need to find jobs. However, the ulti-
mate goal of work in this context shouldn’t be that of accumulating physical 
capital, but that of maximizing the entrepreneurship of newcomers. For, as I 
have already stated before, one of the biggest issues of some migrant groups 
is that of lacking meaningful occupations and the feeling of being useless 
to the local community. Therefore, along with the obvious need of being 
financially-independent, work should be considered as a means of fighting 
this invisibility. Being appreciated and valued for one’s skills can help to raise 
self-esteem and build confidence in the new environment.
John Brinckerhoﬀ Jackson mentions another important social potential of 
work – that of enhancing social cohesion. He emphasizes the importance of 
being familiar with one’s neighbours in order to know their skills, talents, ca-
pacities. Thus, when a person is in need, he/she knows, which door to knock 
on. This way skills and tools can be freely transferred within a community 
on a barter basis, which develops social networks.
„But when we note the other, less spectacular home industries, we 
discover that they are in fact more numerous. […] they do chores 
and provide services that the modern family has neither the time 
or talent to cope with. […] There is a man on Maple Street who 
will take care of your problem when he gets home from work, you 
will find him in his garage. You will find, on another emergency 
occasion, a man who can mend furniture or who can put your 
power mower in shape. And elsewhere, a woman who bakes and 
decorates birthday cakes, another who sells medicinal herbs, yet 
another who is a part-time babysitter or instructor in classical 
guitar. In order to find them it is essential to be familiar with the 
neighbourhood.”56
Thus, we might say that the role of work in creating bonds is threefold. 
1. It empowers a person, taking advantage of his/her skills and talents, makes 
him/her visible and valuable. 
2. The variety of skills that newcomers possess is profitable for the develop-
ment of the arrival city itself – especially if these are long-forgotten, yet use-
ful manual skills. This helps to enhance the variety of the host city. 
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3. Sharing and exchanging favours and skills is a great tool for social co-
hesion, it helps to build trust and develop more complex social networks. 
(fig.31)
Gardening
A particular case of working together is gardening. Since I will elaborate on 
the topic more in the next chapter, I will only briefly outline its beneficial 
features here. There are various opportunities for urban gardening – gardens, 
vertical farms, food co-operatives, orchards, etc. Yet, the essential aspect 
is the communal character of these spaces – community gardening helps 
to improve neighbourhood, build a sense of community, and connect to 
the environment by planting and harvesting fresh produce and plants. The 
authors of “After Belonging” refer to an Oslo example, where a Norwegian 
architectural oﬃce has proposed a collective orchard as a tool for cohesion 
and connecting with the land. In their words, „in asylum seeker centres there 
is a dualism between the need for intimacy and the need to take part in (…) 
collective life. The orchard works both as a collective space and a possible es-
cape from the dense living quarters”.57 Thus, apart from providing free fruit 
and acting as an area of collective action, the orchard’s role is also that of a 
quiet retreat. It seems essential in a situation, where suﬃcient privacy cannot 
be provided by one’s residential conditions. The activists in Torshov, Oslo, 
(the transit centre’s location) have observed the emergence of new collectives, 
which became possible through the harvest. (fig.34)
Another particular example of work may be community organizing. Organ-
izing – understood as banding together to solve a problem – is a major way 
that communities unite. The main goal of activism is to keep communities 
as self-suﬃcient and independent, as possible. Thus, most of the tasks ought 
to be performed by the members, ideally in a collective manner. The East 
London study notes that “self-organised community events were attributed 
far greater social significance than ‘institutional’ events”.58 In order to keep 
this non-institutional character of community organization, the structure of 
the group should be as horizontal, as possible and – most importantly – in-
clusive.
Food
Food – all the activities from gardening, harvesting, cooking, communal eat-
ing, culinary workshops – seems to be one of the most powerful tools for the 
shift in the discussion on migrations. Helping transform refugees’ roles and 
the perception of them in society from the role of guest to that of the host, it 
also fosters the cohesion among newcomers and help them to establish bonds 
with their new territory. Food and kitchen become a cultural space of diver-
sity, sharing and participation in a wider society. There are endless examples 
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across all Europe, showing how stereotypes and fears can fade away over 
common tables and chopping boards. 
An inspiring story, wherein food was one of the main focuses, is the Turkish 
society’s reactions to the mass migrations from Syria that began in 2011. 
Since the conflict in Syria didn’t show any sign of coming to an end, the host 
society started discussing new urban spaces where they were able to define 
their own struggles through the struggles of refugees. Thus, a transnational 
women’s solidarity platform was established around the concepts of kitchen 
and garden. The initiative – run by a collective of local women and endorsed 
by artists and NGOs – aimed to shift the perception of refugees. Garden and 
kitchen became a platform for interaction, participation and self-suﬃciency. 
The external support was turned into tangible socio-economic capital – “not 
defined by finance, but by voluntary labour devoted to a common imagina-
tion”.59
Food also became a widely-recognized tool of creating interpersonal bonds 
and as means for cultural exchange in European cities, notably those expe-
riencing the most intense influx of migrants, such as Berlin. Restaurant and 
cooking groups whose food is served by refugees are part of projects in Berlin 
using meals to build bridges between Berliners and recent immigrants. There 
are numerous refugee-run cafés especially in the most multi-ethnical parts 
of the city – Sharehaus Refugio is one of them, serving coﬀee and home-
made cakes (fig.32,33); there are dozens of stalls selling African and Middle 
Eastern meals at the Markthalle Neun street market; finally, there are several 
refugee cooking projects, ranging from workshops, to cooking sessions and 
shared meals. Some of the initiatives are genuinely bottom-up: Anna Gyulai 
Gaal, a Hungarian journalist, hosts dinners for up to 10, cooked by Syrian 
refugee women in her own apartment. The reason for starting these sessions 
was a realization that kitchen used to be a culturally-important place in 
traditional Syrian houses. Yet, the refugee and transit centres, where Syrian 
women are temporarily staying lack any sort of such amenities and women 
of the community miss their cooking habits and rituals. Another illustra-
tion of the power of food-related practices is the “Kitchen on the run”60 – a 
mobile kitchen and dining room in a container. Ready to embark on a 
Euro-tour, the kitchen will be stopping at diﬀerent cities to encourage host 
communities to share meals with migrants. Designed by Berlin architecture 
students, it aims to “provide room for encounters and the discovery of com-
mon ground in order to reduce prejudices”61
A similar, yet already turned into a permanent venue, initiative is Polish 
“Kuchnia Konfliktu” (Eng. Conflict Cuisine).62 Operating in a food-truck, 
the goal of the project is to fight stereotypes – a “place where cultures meet 
at the table”, as they describe themselves. The tiny bar is entirely run by ref-
ugees from diﬀerent countries (hence the “conflict” in the name) – such as 
Nepal, Algeria, Pakistan, Chechnya – who cook their traditional meals and 
sell them at reasonable prices. The curators of the project seek to empower 
their stuﬀ – the Kitchen’s Facebook profile is full of photos of their cooks, 
and visiting their bar is a great opportunity to chat with them in person. 
Apart from the bar they are involved in a number of initiatives – events ca-
tering, culinary workshops, fundraising events, activities for refugee children, 
etc. The project has gained enormous popularity since its opening in 2016, 
which hasn’t been an easy task in the context of Polish xenophobia and stere-
otypes dominating the refugee discourse.
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Gifts/talent exchange
Music, dance, gardening, craftsmanship, mechanics, any skills or knowledge 
sharing provide excellent opportunities for community-building. Service 
oriented activities invite individuals to strengthen relationships and build 
rapport as they help one another. 
The concept of alternative trading methods seems particularly relevant in 
the context of migrations. While there is often no economic capital to be 
exchanged, what ca be “traded” is time, skills, knowledge, services, favours, 
etc. The authors of “Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes” refer to this 
concept as “The Local Exchange Trading System” – in their words it “does 
for the community, what the permaculture garden does for plants: it maxim-
ises their interconnectedness, in this case, the needs and abilities of people in 
a community. Some people oﬀer skills or products that others require, and 
they in turn oﬀer another skill or product”.63
Education
The role of education in the context of migrations is to provide tools for the 
newcomer to become self-confident in their new societies, particularly to 
the most vulnerable migrant groups. Education might concern various areas 
of life, depending on the specific needs. Although most of the educational 
process should ideally be managed institutionally – as is the case in Paris, 
where courses for immigrants are state-provided – there is a wide range of 
educational activities that can be carried out as bottom-up initiatives. In this 
regard, the skill-trade model mentioned above is probably the most fruitful. 
(fig.35)
One of the most urgent educational needs at the beginning of one’s stay is 
likely language learning. As Patrick Kingsley demonstrates in his “New Od-
yssey”, the role of language courses is in fact a very complex one. Apart from 
the obvious benefit, it also acts as a bridge between the groups of strangers 
– the newcomers, and the locals. As Kingsley witnesses in the case of the 
Swedish transit centre, where his protagonist resides, both sides alike show 
the same need for interaction. 
“Waiting for his [Hashem’s] asylum decision becomes unbearable. 
Time passes terribly slowly – until the day, when some locals start 
giving Swedish classes in one of the church’s rooms. It is not an 
institutional, governmental project, but a bottom-up initiative, 
taken up by some retirees. There are 3 Eritrean, one Afghan, and 
himself in Hashem’s group, so communication is hardly possible. 
However, Hashem discovers that those classes are far more than just 
language practice – It is also about being in contact with people 
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– he explains. He gets to know real Swedes, who are also, just like 
themselves – the refugees – somewhat lonely. This way, both sides 
gain meaningful, new contacts. Hashem makes friends with one of 
them, Kerstin, who lives in a small wooden hut in the forest. After 
she asks him to help her to repair her computer, the bond between 
them gets tighter; Hashem starts paying her regular after-class, 
tea-drinking visits. Her house doesn’t look like any other house that 
Hashem has ever seen before.”64
Arts&culture
Art can be a powerful tool for giving the floor to migrants, who otherwise 
do not get many opportunities to express themselves. It is probably the best 
strategy for making migrants more visible. Due to a wide variety of forms of 
expression – ranging from music, to visual arts, theatre, happenings – and 
to a range of forms of publication – from exhibitions, to open-air perfor-
mances, from concerts, to magazine publications, finally from auctions to 
street-art – artists have the privilege to be seen, heard, and felt. Thus, all sorts 
of cultural activities are powerful tools for building bridges between the new-
comers, and the host communities. The market potential of arts is neither to 
be underestimated – the material profit from artistic practices can help to es-
tablish one’s self-suﬃciency. Artistic forms of self-expression are also relevant 
in the context due to their potential for reconciliation of past traumas, and a 
means of relaxation. They also address the need for meaningful occupations, 
which I have already mentioned as one of the biggest challenges. Ultimately, 
artistic activity reinforces one’s sense of agency and can help promote one’s 
native culture, adding to the sense of pride of one’s country of origin and 
its cultural wealth. It is a great field of exchange – through workshops, lec-
tures, exhibitions, etc. – culture from diﬀerent corners of the world can be 
explored.
Australian “Refugee Art Project”65 was conceived to help refugees who come 
to Australia and who are locked up indefinitely in Australian detention cen-
tres. The project focus is conducting art workshops with people in the centre 
and with refugees in the community, from which a number of exhibitions 
and publications have materialized. The contributors come from Afghani-
stan, Sri Lanka, Iraq, Iran, Syria, the Kurdish regions of the Middle East and 
Burma and include adults and children alike.
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fig.31/ Members of the 
community during the 
construction of Espai Txema in 
Barcelona
Collaborative work is one of 
the most successful tools for 
creating interpersonal bonds and 
domesticating the place.
fig.32,33/ Sharehaus Refugio, 
Berlin 
Sharehaus is a living community 
for newcomers, operating in a 
5-storey block in Berlin. Residents 
have their private rooms, but 
meal praparations are held 
communally. Members of the 
community offer skill exchange 
to the locals. They operate a 
café, organize events and run 
workshops. The roof garden 
is one of the spaces where the 
residents come in contact with 
the locals. Cooking, sharing 
meals and learning new kitchen 
skills are the activities that bring 
people together.
fig.35/ Migrant children learn 
to read in one of the camp’s 
makeshift classrooms in Calais, 
France
fig.34/ asylum seekers in a 
transit centre in Torshov, Norway
The initial lack of occupation, 
identified as a huge problem was 
addressed by the Norwegian 
architects from Eriksen Skajaa 
Arkitekter office, who proposed a 
regeneration of the surrounding 
orchard and prepared a manual 
of a handmade juice press that 
could be assembled and used by 
the residents. 
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COMMUNAL SPACE
What physical features of space strengthen community bonds?
As Marc Augé noticed in his Melbourne lecture, “identity needs space and 
time”.66 While “time” is clearly antithetical to migration, “space” can become 
a powerful tool even in transient situations. The book on new nomadism, 
which I have already referred to before, also mentions communal life as one 
of the central concerns of architecture of the future: 
“future architectural setups have to care about topics like 
communal interaction, sharing, multi-generational housing, 
integration of urban indoor farming, and nomadic buildings. 
(…) the necessity of slowing down and „analogue” activities like 
walking, bicycling, and the construction of simple homes as tools 
for nomads to stay connected. grounding both mind and body 
(…)”.67 
Another perspective that I consider crucial for the understanding of how 
this “space for communities” should be, is that related with the concept of 
ibasho, which I mentioned earlier in this chapter. Ibasho – i.e. a place where 
one feels the sense of belonging, feels at home, and a part of the network – is 
a place created and maintained by participants who shape it to fit their needs 
and the needs of other community members. Thus, it can be described as 
a place “for people and by people”. It is therefore a particular example of a 
“third place” – “social surroundings separate from the two usual social en-
vironments of home and the workplace”.68 However, what distinguishes an 
ibasho from a third place, is that a typical third place would be a Starbucks 
café staﬀed by paid employees, whereas an ibasho – a non-profit café run by 
the community members. This perspective is very close to my understanding 
of the “common space” and informed a substantial part of the design pro-
cess. 
It also leads us to the discussion on the notion of “common(s)”. In order 
to explore the concept, I would like to go back to John Brinckerhoﬀ Jack-
son’s definition of “vernacular space”, which resembles the notion of “com-
mon(s)”:
“For that is what distinguishes vernacular space from territorial 
space: it belongs to us. We have no legal title to it, but custom, 
unwritten law tells us we can use it in meeting our daily needs. 
Vernacular space is to be shared, not exploited or monopolized. It is 
the literal sense of the term common ground, a common place.”69
The definition of “common(s)” is reflected in the reports from Istanbul’s 
2013 citizen-led occupation of the Gezi Park: “Despite all their diﬀerences, 
the citizens of Istanbul were united in claiming what they commonly under-
stood to be theirs: the tree, the park and more.”70 The story is insightful, as 
it makes us realize that the notion of common(s) cannot be defined by the 
means of the traditional dichotomy of private/public. It is essentially an ur-
ban space that is co-created by the community as a result of collective eﬀort. 
A place for everyone, which before belonged to no-one. Although the inter-
ventions might be ephemeral in form, they seek to attain long-term transfor-
mations. Thus, it is also a place “for people and by people”. To continue with 
the illustration of the Gezi Park occupation, “people occupied [it] with tents, 
workshops, a library, an infirmary, a warehouse, a kitchen, a café, a TV and 
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radio station, (…). Free film screenings, book readings, and yoga classes be-
came daily activities there. (…). Another small adjacent public park, closed 
by the municipality some time earlier, was incorporated into Gezi Park and 
made into an organic garden.”71 The community building strategies, applied 
in this temporary situation, led to permanent improvements across the city: 
“After the Gezi Park protests, people started organising forums in parks in 
their own neighbourhoods. (…). Everybody who was concerned about their 
city was welcome to come – whether local residents or passers-by.”72 Thus, it 
is by the “common(s)” that the genuine resilience and resistance of Istanbul 
citizens was generated.
There are numerous examples of communities taking over their common(s), 
somewhat claiming their “right to the city”, to use Harvey’s words.
“To claim the right to the city in the sense I mean it here is 
to claim some kind of shaping power over the processes of 
urbanization, over the ways in which our cities are made and 
remade, and to do so in a fundamental and radical way.”73
It can be witnessed for example in Madrid, in the phenomenon of “citi-
zen laboratories” created “in situ” in vacant plots. Not resulting from any 
top-down urban-planning strategies, these collaborative initiatives actively 
redefine the notion of urban commons. The challenge is to use the existing 
potential, neighbourhood resources, and to address the local needs by a close 
collaboration with the community. It seems to confirm what studies have 
been highlighting: that the “commitment to the local area and its people 
often influenced the use and experience of public open spaces”.74 In the case 
of Madrid many of the experiments proved successful and became perma-
nent elements of the cityscape – such as the Campo de la Cebada (fig.37,38), 
which came to life in 2010 in a vacant plot. What was initially an area 
dedicated to social and cultural activities with gardens and sports fields, has 
evolved to now include exchange services, workshops, open-air events, etc. 
The initiative has been self-managed by the community from the very begin-
ning.75 
To sum up, certain conditions are needed to develop the urban commons: 
1. space (ideally vacant plots allowing for some experiments) which is 
neither public, nor private; 
2. tools – digital and technical skills to actually produce the space, but 
also materials; 
3. labour – this is where the collaboration is the warranty of success.
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However, the impact of oﬃcial, council-led initiatives should by no means 
be underestimated either. As studies show, there are numerous public fa-
cilities that are extremely successful in fostering the sense of belonging to 
a place and community. These can be considered the strategic areas, which 
should be designed with an utmost consideration to community matters. 
Among these spaces, the role of a neighbourhood market is often highlight-
ed. In the case of the East London survey, the local Queens Market was 
considered the “multicultural heart of the borough, not simply because of 
the range of international products and the users it attracted, but because it 
encouraged casual encounters between diﬀerent ethnic groups who would 
otherwise not come into contact.” Along with market, what was mentioned 
as arenas of encounters was the open-air residential spaces.76 
Whereas these places facilitate casual interactions, there are also spaces ded-
icated to particular forms of spending time, such as clubs, association halls, 
day centres, which provide essential sites of engagement. Curiously, spaces 
that have gone transformation, in order to better meet the needs of the lo-
cals, were also mentioned as welcoming and open places: “A Sikh temple oﬀ 
Green Street was used by the market campaign group for its public meet-
ings”.77
Finally, an important objective is triangulation - a process by which the 
spatial disposition of objects in public spaces provides a linkage between 
strangers. For example, if a bench, a bin and a bicycle rack are placed with 
no connection to each other, each may receive a very limited use. Thus, the 
challenge is to arrange elements of everyday use together, along with other 
amenities such as a coﬀee table. This way, they will naturally bring people 
together - triangulate. This principle can be also applied on a broader level 
- when functions of public interest are arranged so that they form a group,  
more activity will occur than if these facilities were located separately.
CONCLUSIONS
After analysing diﬀerent aspects of belonging in the context of increased 
mobility, the primary conclusion is that problems and needs entailed by 
this condition are of twofold nature and concern 2 scales – that of a city 
(or neighbourhood), and that of a residence. Thus, the strategy that I am 
proposing as the final outcome of the research will evenly address these two 
areas of needs – translating them into the language of architecture. Specific 
conclusions will be presented after the final step of the research, chapter 4.
fig.36/ Temporary structure in 
the centre of Finisterre, Spain
The structure, occupying the 
central square of the village 
seems to have no function. Yet, 
its ambiguous character offers 
endless possibilities to creative 
users. In the picture there are 2 
young girls using the space as a 
gymnastics arena. In the course 
of the afternoon, more and more 
children join them.
fig.37/ Campo de la Cebada, 
Madrid
Campo de la Cebada, which 
came to life in 2010 in a vacant 
plot, was initially an area 
dedicated to social and cultural 
activities with gardens and sports 
fields, has evolved to now include 
exchange services, workshops, 
open-air events, etc. The initiative 
has been self-managed by 
the community from the very 
beginning.
fig.38/ Campo de la Cebada, 
Madrid community event
This chapter is dedicated to 3 referential cases – although seemingly 
unrelated, the common denominator is their focus on creating the sense of 
community. The aim of the case studies was to deepen the conceptual and 
practical knowledge on certain strategies. The methodology was primarily 
gathering theoretical background of each idea. Secondly, a specific example 
of each concept was studied – either by the means of literature survey (i.e. 
videos, photographs, interviews, articles, academic works, etc.), or a personal 
visit (backed-up by in situ interviews, sketches, notes, photographs, etc.). 
The outcome of this study is a “toolkit” – a set of conceptual, spatial and 
functional guidelines to be implemented in the proposal.
CHAPTER 4
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“Living together is only possible if there is always the possibility to 
be alone.” 1 
Pier Vittorio Aureli, 
Martino Tattara (DOGMA) 
1 Nicholas Korody, “Living to-
gether is only possible if there 
is always the possibility to be 
alone. – Dogma studio’s hard-
line look at architectural soli-
tude”, Archinect, 27/07/2016 
http://archinect.com/features/arti-
cle/149959097/living-together-is-on-
ly-possible-if-there-is-always-the-pos-
sibility-to-be-alone-dogma-studio-s-
hard-line-look-at-architectural-solitude 
(accessed 31/07/2017)
2 Charles Durrett, Kathryn McCa-
mant, Creating Cohousing. Build-
ing Sustainable Communities 
(Gabriola Island: New Society 
Publishers, 2011) 
CASE STUDY I/ COHOUSING
THEORY 
History
The development of the present model of cohousing is ascribed to the Dan-
ish, who, in the 1960s realized that the traditional model of housing became 
insuﬃcient and not satisfactory to the changing social needs – first experi-
ments towards collaborative housing were primarily meant to respond to the 
domination of bourgeois lifestyles. First communities called their approach 
bofællesskab, which translates as a „living community”. Later on the term 
was given its current name – cohousing – and popularized in North America 
by a pair of architects, Kathryn McCamant and Charles Durrett, who had 
visited several Scandinavian cohousing communities, studying their spatial 
features.
The concept of cohousing derives from an observation that quickly chang-
ing lifestyles weaken the sense of belonging to a place and community. As 
observed by the pioneers of cohousing, a traditional, multi-storey apartment 
building lacks the common facilities that enhance social bonds. Such tan-
gible concerns, as daily childcare, aging, growing costs of maintenance, a 
desire to build more sustainably, etc., may have been as crucial to the emer-
gence of cohousing, as the anthropological need to be part of a community. 
The pioneers of cohousing aimed to create an inclusive, democratic model, 
wherein a variety of social, ethnic and age groups could feel “at home” – un-
like in the market-oriented urban housing, which tends to be exclusive. 
Principles
Cohousing is an intentional community of private homes clustered around a 
shared space; each household is provided with its private amenities, comple-
mented by extensive communal areas – such as community house, laundry, 
gardens, etc. – and appliances, such as lawnmowers, vehicles, etc. Cohousing 
residents choose their own desired level of engagement in the community 
life. Nevertheless, cohousing cultivates a culture of sharing and its design 
and intimate scale promote frequent interaction and close relationships. 
According to the classical definition by McCamant and Durrett, the main 
objectives of cohousing are:
1. participatory process
2. design that facilitates community
3. extensive common facilities
4. complete resident management
5. non-hierarchical structure
6. separate income sources 2
In many respects, cohousing principles challenge the traditional housing 
model. The diﬀerences are most clearly illustrated by points 2, 3, and 4. 
The main focus of the design in the case of cohousing is to foster social en-
counters – both spontaneous, and planned. Thus, there are spaces entirely 
dedicated to the communal function. It also implies clear spatial separations 
between private, group, communal and public spaces. Conversely, in tra-
ditional multi-storey buildings, the notion of a communal space is hardly 
existent (as I already mentioned in chapter 3). The space outside the realm of 
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one’s apartment technically belongs to no one and its role is purely function-
al. As a result, the sense of identity is mostly limited to one’s private space. 
In the case of cohousing, residents are welcome to identify equally with their 
private, semi-private and communal areas – the choice between occupying 
more the private, or the communal space is an essential aspect of cohousing. 
Yet, a basic level of participation in the community life is a must – commu-
nal spaces are being collectively managed and taken care of. Residents are 
not “users” of their spaces, but “curators”, which may be one of the reason of 
the greater sense of belonging to the place. Providing the freedom of choice 
seems critical to encouraging residents to invest more of their free time in 
the life of community. Thus, the main aspect of social cohesion in commu-
nities is working together, cooperation, managing, etc. – all the activities 
directly linked with the task-oriented character of cohousing. Conversely, 
in a traditional urban block, the role of an inhabitant is limited to paying 
their rent and respecting general social norms – no further involvement is 
expected from him. Cohousing inhabitants constitute a real, democratic 
community based on a participatory model – run for and by people. Finally, 
at the urban level, as I already mentioned in chapter 3, a typical block does 
not promote interaction, whereas one of the main goals of cohousing is to 
build bridges between residents, and the society. Thus, public facilities, run 
and managed by the residents, are usually included in the model – these may 
include cafés, club rooms, day-care centres, libraries, etc.. 
fig. 39/ woodblock print, ukiyo-e 
period
In traditional towns, work 
and home life were intricately 
interetwined, often with a 
workplace or a shop on a ground 
floor and a living space above. 
An example of such a typology 
is the Japanese machiya, a 
traditional wooden townhouse 
found throughout Japan. 
Machiyas often occupied narrow, 
deep plots, with a workshops or 
a store at the front of the building 
allowing for the residents’ 
constant connection with the 
public.
4 Ibid. p.32
3 Durrett, McCamant, Creating 
Cohousing..., p.265
Spatial features
Danish cohousing has taken many forms – typologies have varied from indi-
vidual houses clustered around a courtyard, attached houses along a pedestri-
an street, to rehabilitated factories, hospitals, schools and other vacant build-
ings, but even high-rise buildings. Thus, it is not the type of a building that 
makes a place suitable for cohousing – what is important, are the specific 
spatial guidelines that need to be followed. These spatial parameters facilitate 
the process of creating bonds between residents and between the cohousing 
community and the society.
a. Size
The parameter that is often neglected in the design of housing, is the size of 
communities (and the notion of community is, itself, one of the most un-
derestimated aspects of housing design)(fig.40). While the general interest 
(of developers, governments) is limited to the usual concern of square meters 
per person, the aspect of well-being with regard to the number of co-inhab-
itants is overlooked. Yet, studies have shown, that in order to make members 
of a community feel equally comfortable, their number must be limited. If 
we analyse the number of members in school or university groups, the result 
is on average the same and reach between 20 and 35 individuals. This group 
size has been proved to be the most comfortable in terms of social interac-
tions both for children, and for adults. Thus, an average cohousing accom-
modates from15 to 34 households, keeping in mind, that an adult is able 
to relate closely to 4 or 5 others – those will be his closest neighbours, his 
“second family”. If the group is too big, members risk to become strangers to 
each other. Up to 40 individuals is considered to be the limit of humans’ ca-
pacity to remember names and basic facts about others, which enables casual 
interactions between each and every member of a community. According to 
McCamant and Durrett, the optimum size of a cohousing shall be between 
20 and 50 adults.4
b. Layout
Considering that physical design is capable of choreographing certain behav-
iours, spatial arrangement of cohousing areas is critical to facilitate a social 
atmosphere. Unlike in conventional residential buildings, it is mostly the 
common space that shapes the living environment and becomes the link 
with the surrounding neighbourhood. Cohousing should be designed in 
such a way to facilitate spontaneous and planned interactions, at the same 
time providing each resident with the necessary level of privacy. 
The physical sign of privacy is each housing unit, while the public realm is 
represented both by outdoor and by indoor communal spaces: main pedes-
trian street (or streets), courtyards, and ultimately, the community house, 
where all the most important community-strengthening functions are locat-
ed. The challenge lies in a mindful design of each of these areas, but also of 
all the transitional spaces in between – such as pathways, alleys, corridors, 
halls, staircases – that can be turned into assets to communal living. Ideally, 
circulation between key points of the community should be limited to a 
small number of paths in order to enable accidental meetings of residents. 
They should be also equipped with furniture and other amenities allowing 
for spending more time there.
Gehl’s notion of “soft edge” is one of the most important aspects of cohous-
ing design. For, according to the architect, most of the life happens at the 
boundary between the private and – in this case – the communal. The edges, 
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featuring a semi-private character, should be easily accessible both from the 
outside, and from the inside of private units, paved in a distinctive way, and 
equipped in such a way to facilitate casual interaction. The point of “soft 
edges” is explained by McCamant and Durrett in such a way:
“if two people want to continue talking for more than 2 minutes 
there is always somewhere close by to sit down for a longer 
discussion. The design reinforces the natural social nature of 
people.” 5
c. Layers of privacy
As Aureli and Tattara stated in their research project, unless an individual 
has means to retreat in solitude, he cannot enjoy collective living. Therefore, 
due to the communal character of spatial organisation of cohousing, a clear 
division of spaces – i.e. public, collective, semi-private and private – is es-
sential for residents’ comfort. Layering from public to private is a method of 
defining “implied” boundaries. The first layer – public – is the area of entire-
ly accessible facilities (ground floor stores, workshops, etc.), all these spaces 
that a community chooses to share with their neighbours. This layer should 
be concluded by the community house – from where the communal spaces 
stretch. From now on, there are the layers on the scale between the collec-
tive, semi-private and the entirely private. The sequence can be marked by 
various artefacts: furniture, plants, knee-high vegetal fences, etc. Apart from 
visual marks of layers of privacy, acoustic separation is crucial, as it provides 
each individual with the maximum level of privacy, which in turn can en-
courage one to leave their private space and socialize with others. (fig.43)
d. Link with the neighbourhood
The relationship with the neighbourhood is viewed as mutually beneficial. 
While the neighbourhood profits from many cohousing initiatives and 
events (be it a market, workshops, individual commerce selling handmade 
products, public kindergarten, etc.), the cohousing community gets an op-
portunity to blend in an existing urban tissue, and share their goods (crops, 
handicraft, skills) with a wider audience.(fig.41) Thus, all public facilities 
that a community wishes to share with the neighbourhood should be located 
in such a way, that they establish a clear relationship with the public realm. 
They should be easily supervised from the community house/ room, at the 
same time being accessible directly from the outside. 
fig.41/ Group ativities in Can 
Masdeu community, Barcelona
The community living in Can 
Masdeu organizes various 
activities, such as workshops, 
discussions, etc. where 
neighbours are invited. The link 
with a wider community is a key 
element of cohousing.
fig.40/ The Old Oak collective 
living, London
Size of the building plays a 
critical role in the well-being of 
its future community. In the case 
of millenial co-living schemes 
(see chapter 3), this parameter 
is overlooked - the residence can 
accommodate hundreds of young 
people. Such a big number 
of community members may 
strongly impede the creation of 
bonds between them.
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Key elements
Although cohousing shouldn’t be considered a finite spatial structure, but an 
open model, there are indispensable elements, which greatly add to the com-
munal character of space. 
a. Common room/space/building
Common house is the ultimate physical manifestation of the community 
model of dwelling. Therefore, unlike in typical housing, where the focal 
point of the design process is an individual unit, designing cohousing calls 
for a careful planning of this shared facility, as further well-being of the 
group may depend on its spatial qualities. The authors of “Cohousing Cul-
tures” go so far as to state, that “in fact, the success of a cohousing depends 
upon the common realm.”6 Depending on the typology, the common space 
might take a form of a detached house, a room a sequence of rooms. What-
ever its form, some basic principles of its design should be respected in 
order to make it an eﬃcient, integrating place. This is where all the essential 
events take place: community meetings, common dinners, parties, often it 
also comprises children’s play areas and communal facilities, such as laundry 
or storage. Therefore, the common house must be an integral part of each 
resident’s life and be designed in such a way, so that every user feels equally 
comfortable. The space should be a physical manifestation of cohousing 
principle of democracy and equality. 
Furthermore, its location is crucial. The common area should be accessible 
from all housing units and should have clear connections with the outdoor 
public area. Ideally it should be located either in the centre of the commu-
nity, or constitute a focal point in another way. Either way, the location of 
the common house should be such, that natural daily routes of residents pass 
through it. If there is enough space, the common house can be expanded 
with secondary functions, such as guest rooms for visitors, teenagers’ flats, 
library, co-working space etc.
b. Communal kitchen
According to McCamant and Durrett, “in the high-functioning cohousing, 
residents talk of common meals as the highlight of their cohousing expe-
rience”.7 Common cooking is just as important as the meals themselves, it 
plays an important integrating role, stitching relationships over collectively 
performed tasks. Therefore, although all housing units are equipped with 
their own kitchen and dining rooms, the role of the communal kitchen is 
critical. 
c. Main pedestrian area& nodes
The non-vehicle character of cohousing sites imposes a need for a carefully 
planned pedestrian layout. Alleys, along with the common house, provide 
essential gathering points for the community. The main pedestrian area is 
typically a centrally-located alley, with rows of houses adjacent to it on both 
sides. McCamant and Durrett note that: “the street will not encourage inter-
action unless it is a size that feels full when people are in it but is not over-
whelming when people are not”.8 Therefore, 3 most important aspects of the 
pedestrian area are: its central location, its size and its furnishing. Besides, a 
cohousing should ideally have “a central node or a plaza that oﬀers people 
opportunities for seeing or being seen.”9 Apart from the central space, more 
intimate gathering nodes should be located along the pedestrian street, so 
that close groups of neighbours can socialize in the proximity of their houses 
– these informal nodes are typically associated with 5 to 9 houses.
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d. Communal facilities 
Such facilities as laundry, workshops, libraries, etc. double as informal meet-
ing places. Hence their central location (often in the common house). This 
way daily chores instead of isolating individuals from social life, unite them. 
Thus, because of the fluency of space within the common room, while chil-
dren are playing in their zone, a parent can be doing laundry, chatting with 
his neighbours at the same time. Apart from the socially beneficial character 
of shared facilities, they are also critical to achieving higher sustainability 
levels desired by many communities. The profit lies in limiting the number 
of appliances belonging to each household, with the aim of saving energy 
and lowering monthly bills.
e. Community garden
The benefits of community gardens are twofold: gardens increase the vegetal, 
permeable surface of the plot, making it more eco-friendly. Moreover, they 
add to the community’s independence, self-sustainability and productivity: 
the produce of the gardens can be both distributed among all residents and 
utilized in the communal kitchen, as well as sold at the community market. 
The latter is especially advantageous in creating bonds with outer neighbour-
hoods and thus merging cohousing with a wider urban context. Ultimately, 
collaborative gardening is a great tool for strengthening cohesion of the 
group.
Benefits of cohousing
Among numerous benefits of cohousing, one of the most important is its 
ability to generate a true sense of belonging to a community. They are mul-
ti-generational, often feature an ethnic and social mix of residents, providing 
a diversity enriching daily experiences. Although integrity of cohousing 
communities can be achieved in numerous ways, most of them are as simple, 
as daily cooperation. Residents point to self-management of cohousing as to 
another crucial factor of integrity.10 Due to the self-organized character of 
cohousing, residents feel equally responsible for the well-being of the com-
munity. Therefore, all activities, be it managing of the common areas, com-
mon meals, harvesting community gardens, excursions, etc., are performed 
together. What should also be noted is that the democratic character of 
cohousing fosters the decision-making skills, thus increasing one’s self-confi-
dence and the sense of being useful to a wider community. 
One of the biggest tangible benefits of cohousing is sustainability, which is 
easier to achieve in a collaborative eﬀort. Sustainable development is a core 
goal of most cohousing communities – they often point to ecological con-
cerns such as recycling, organic agriculture as to their main priorities. They 
claim they wish to “live lightly on the earth”,11 reduce their consumption of 
resources and live in a simple way. Thus, they often engage with green ar-
chitecture, renewable and alternative energy sources, water recuperation sys-
tems, sustainable building materials, etc. Accordingly, the policy of sharing 
adds greatly to the level of sustainability – limiting each household’s posses-
sions means consuming less energy, but also making economies on personal 
belongings – washing machines, lawnmowers, workshop equipment, some-
times even cars. Another important aspect is urban sustainability, achieved 
by the means of various re-use interventions, such as rehabilitation of old 
buildings, infill or adaptive reuse of post-industrial zones.
10 Michael La Fond, Cohousing 
Cultures. Handbook for self-or-
ganized, community-oriented 
and sustainable living (Berlin: 
JOVIS, 2013) p.43
11 Grace Kim, Cohousing Com-
mon House Design, 13/09/2012 
https://issuu.com/schematawork-
shop/docs/cohousing_com-
mon_house_design (accessed 
31/07/2017) p.91
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Who is cohousing for?
Benefits of living in a cohousing apply to all social groups: families with chil-
dren, single residents, the elderly, travellers seeking for true local experiences, 
finally migrants, asylum seekers and refugees, struggling to become a part of 
the new society. The inclusive model of dwelling allows for an integration of 
people of very diﬀerent social and ethnic backgrounds. There are numerous 
features of cohousing that make it relevant in the context of increased mo-
bility. According to a resident of one of American cohousing communities, 
being part of a community helps to fight social isolation, loneliness and the 
feeling of uselessness:
“(…) when you don’t know people, you want to be left alone. 
When you know them, you want to be included. It reminded me a 
little of high school – when you’re included, it’s more fun.”12
This might be a direct answer to the basic concerns linked with hyper-mobil-
ity – social anonymity. Moreover, the simple, task-oriented model of housing 
can provide suﬃcient reasons for an individual to be willing to participate in 
a community. The aspect of collaboration seems critical as a tool for integra-
tion of migrants – giving a newcomer clear tasks, along with an opportunity 
of direct shaping of their immediate environment, allows them to practice 
their social skills, teaches communication and self-organization and prepares 
them for a life as a part of urban societies. In order to facilitate this, there 
should be a mix of migrants and permanent settlers, who can act as “instruc-
tors” to the newcomers. Another strength of cohousing lies in its high level 
of cohesion. Thus, skills, free time, expertise, etc., can be easily shared and 
exchanged – something that a typical urban society doesn’t promote.
fig.43/ juxtaposition of spatial 
disposition of conventional 
housing and cohousing
The main difference between 
these 2 models is the careful 
managment of levels of privacy 
in cohousing - the boundaries 
between private/ group/ 
collective and public are clearly 
marked. Another advantage of 
cohousing is the maximization 
of the intermediate scale - the 
collective. Whereas a traditional 
urban block usually lacks 
collective spaces, cohousing 
models emphasize them, by 
extending their size and limiting 
the private space.
fig.42/ holarchy 
of home activities
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PRACTICE
Project: Nanterre Co-Housing
Location: Nanterre, France
Year: 2015
Architect: MaO Architects, Tectône
Residents: 15 units
The project comprises of 2 buildings (2 and 4 storeys) connected by a foot-
bridge. The project was realised in collaboration with the future residents, 
who had formed an association. Collective rooms on the ground floor take 
up 60 m². Functions include: a multipurpose hall, kitchen, laundry, DYI 
workshop, storage and play area. Outdoor amenities include a collective veg-
etable garden and a terrace. The upper floor comprises residential units that 
can be accessed from exterior landings, which are designed as large spaces for 
conviviality, where residents can meet and socialize. (fig.45) The footbridge 
connecting two parts of the building is supposed to act as a space of interac-
tion as well.
Advantages: 
- size (approximately 30-50 individuals)
- outdoor and indoor shared areas
- places for informal socializing – landings
Disadvantages: 
- no public function – weaker connection with the wider community
- little diversity of communal spaces 
- the footbridge, referred to as “one of the strong features of the project since 
it overhangs the garden and the common room, enabling residents to inter-
act in a very natural [way]”13 lacks spaces for actual interaction, it doesn’t 
encourage residents to stop by and spend more time there. (fig.46)
fig.44/ Nanterre co-housing 
front facade
fig.45/ section and ground floor 
plan
Communal areas of the building 
are highlighted with grey. 
DIY workshop
terrace
play area
common room
communal kitchen
laundry
storage
fig.46/ footbridge
The area marked with the 
black line was meant to act as 
communal spaces of the building. 
According to the architects, this 
is where interaction should take 
place. However, since it doesn’t 
feature any amenities, such as 
sitting, greenery, tables, etc., it 
feels more like a transit space, 
not an area for socializing.
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CASE STUDY II/ COMMUNITY GARDENING
THEORY 
“In prehistoric times, and probably well into the Middle Ages, 
the garden or farmyard played an important role in the life of 
the family: it was where vegetables were grown, […] but it also 
had a symbolic value: to plant a tree was a sign of settling down, 
of taking possession of a piece of land.  […] It was where the 
members of the family worked together and learned traditions and 
beliefs.”14
Overview
Urban agriculture is that it is deeply rooted in the urban system as its spatial 
context. Thus, it is integrated in the metabolism of the city, but also in its so-
cial, cultural and political life, encompassing such areas as economy, ecology, 
etc.15 Urban gardening may be performed on the ground, on roofs, facades, 
fences and boundaries and in general terms its main objective is production 
of fruit and vegetables.
Typologies
Urban agriculture is typically divided into 2 categories – gardening level, and 
farming level, each of which can be further subdivided into more specific 
areas. While the farming level is beyond direct interest from the point of 
view of this research, I will focus solely on the analysis of gardening. Thus, 
gardening level encompasses allotment and family gardens, which are indi-
vidually run; squatter gardens, which are a transitional form of gardening; 
educational and therapeutical gardens; and finally, community gardens, 
which are examples of collective production.
What unites all agricultural initiatives is the hands-on character of the prac-
tice. It is beneficial individual’s relationship with the matter (such as for 
example food harvesting), with the place (task-oriented activities foster the 
sense of belonging to a particular place) and with each other, which may 
help establish a greater sense of community among individuals sharing the 
same piece of land and goals linked with it.
Allotment gardens are pieces of plots, rented out to users on a tenancy 
agreement, that can be managed either by individuals, or by gardening as-
sociations. Although their sizes vary greatly, depending on the location, an 
average size of 250 square meters per plot can be assumed.16 Their major 
function is small-scale food production – a 250 sq. metres plot is believed 
to provide enough crop to feed a 4-person family. However, nowadays, their 
recreational potential is emphasized alongside the functional. Being in the 
heart of the city, allotments are paradoxical echoes of the countryside as it 
once was – yet more friendly, accessible and led by more natural laws than 
the real contemporary countryside, dominated by mass, highly specialized 
food production. Allotments are popular meeting places, especially among 
the elderly. Nowadays most major cities are experiencing a renaissance of the 
allotment movement, and the trend concerns urbanites of all ages alike.
Community gardens are bottom-up, collective initiatives, which main focus 
is to gather a group of people around the passion for gardening. Thus, the 
sense of community and the collective spirit are at the core of the philoso-
phy. Yet, this doesn’t preclude the productive function of community gar-
dens. They are made for and by communities, with all necessary rules being 
established in a democratic way. Another goal, apart from growing organic 
crops and establishing the sense of community, is to bring more awareness of 
healthy lifestyles, somewhat lost in contemporary urban areas. Hence, their 
localisation within a city’s area is crucial: they tend to be centrally-located, 
which maximises the range of cultural and educational activities that are 
held by them. They can take the form of small neighbourhood gardens on 
vacant plots, which main objective is to strengthen social resilience and to 
educate their neighbours in the matter of sustainable food growth. The gen-
eral idea behind community gardens is to establish inclusive groups of peo-
ple of all ages, and to welcome individuals with all sorts of ethnic and social 
backgrounds. (fig.47,48)
fig.47/ community activities in 
Tempelhof gardens, Berlin
fig.48/ pavilion in the community 
garden l’Espai Germanetes, 
Barcelona
These two images illustrate 
the complexity of communal 
gardening - it entails various 
forms of group activities.
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Benefits
“Food growing projects are a very practical form of urban 
community development - a way of involving people in an activity 
which can make a visible diﬀerence to the quality of city life. 
Often, the perceived ‘sameness’ of the urban environment can lead 
to a sense of placelessness and social isolation. Food growing projects 
can act as a focus for the community to come together, generate a 
sense of ‘can-do’, and also help create a sense of local distinctiveness 
- a sense that each particular place, however apparently ordinary, 
is unique and has value.”17
The quote comes from a 1996 report on urban agriculture in the UK. What 
is remarkable, is the variety of areas, upon which urban gardening can have 
beneficial impact. The profits are of ecological, economic, social, and finally 
psychological nature.
At the level of the city, gardening is beneficial at multiple levels, one of the 
most important of which is sustainable development. Urban gardens often 
emerge as temporary forms of occupation of vacant plots, which are thus 
rehabilitated. In many cases, the development of the site, the emergence of a 
strong community and other measurable benefits of such initiatives lead to 
their permanent residence in a place. This way community’s attachment to a 
particular place is boosted, and areas which hadn’t been considered to be of 
social value, become redefined. 
Economically speaking, although products of urban agriculture are often 
non-marketable, gardening creates several job opportunities, which may help 
to sustain small communities or families. Reports point out that “urban food 
production is capable of generating significant employment, especially for 
the urban poor. […] it has proved it can absorb high amounts of migrant 
labour, provide sustained income for up to 31% of workers, and create a 
secondary system of employment related to marketing and processing activ-
ities.”18 It is possible that a community reaches such a level of productivity 
that the surplus of produce can be actually traded or exchanges for other 
goods on a barter basis. This can in turn help to create bonds between com-
munities and foster collaboration.
Within a community, the notion of exchange is also an essential one. Nota-
bly non-monetary exchanges are often present in the context of gardening 
– people oﬀer their time, expertise, tools, etc. in return for concrete prod-
ucts, thus overlooking financial inequalities.19 Barter exchange is believed to 
be an asset in developing models of inclusive communities, where sharing 
other values than in the traditional markets strengthens interpersonal bonds. 
In a broader scope, such models of non-monetary exchange can also create 
opportunities for supporting disadvantaged social groups, making partici-
pation in a community more accessible, regardless of one’s financial status. 
The egalitarian, participatory character of communal gardening can help to 
fight discriminations – discriminated social groups not only become more 
economically stable, but can also reclaim their dignity. 
Urban agriculture can be an actual tool for bringing individuals closer to 
each other, strengthening community bonds and generating a sense of be-
longing to a particular place on Earth. Beyond functional goals, an implicit 
idea behind urban gardening is to establish a close relationship with the 
Earth and a physical connection with nature, whose lack is particularly se-
vere in cities. Through heightened sensual experiences within the realm of 
nature, awareness of humans’ interdependence with their environment can 
be raised. Accordingly, the potential to strengthen communities lies in the 
belief, that sharing experiences is more meaningful than accumulating goods 
– most of the experiences linked to the process of food growing are shared 
with other community members. 
Mobility
Among the benefits of gardening, some can be particularly advantageous 
in the context of migrations. One of them is the potential of integrating 
communities, empowering underprivileged social groups and fostering so-
cial cohesion. Participation in community gardening provides intercultural 
communication – it is possible beyond language and other initial cultural 
barriers. The task-oriented character of food production helps individuals to 
overcome this uneasiness and other fears inherent in being a newcomer by 
focusing on co-working and supporting one another. Another psychological 
profit of engaging with gardening is getting an opportunity of a relatively 
relaxing occupation. This may prove particularly useful at the initial stage, 
when newcomers often struggle to find work, lack meaningful friendships, 
don’t have a suﬃcient knowledge of the cultural codes, etc.
One more aspect, particularly important with regard to migrants’ well-being, 
is that urban food growing can be a valuable means of expression of ethnic 
identity, namely through growing culturally significant produce.20 This can 
also be viewed as a starting point for meaningful exchanges of skills and 
knowledge between newcomers and residents of a given place: considering 
every region of the world has developed its own food growing and cooking 
practices (depending on climatic, geological and ecologic conditions), there 
is a lot of potential for both teaching and learning. Essentially, such exchang-
es can foster pride of one’s origins on the one hand (through teaching the 
community his practices), and on the other, enhance the sense of belonging 
to a group and a place. 
Most importantly, however, increased mobility implies a physical disconnec-
tion from places. Conversely, gardening requires a high level of sensitivity to-
wards a place. For, in order to be able to manage gardening tasks, one must 
get to know the place in all its details; needs to be aware of various condi-
tions, such as climate, weather changes, potential dangers (violent rains, 
heavy freezing, etc.). Through acquiring practical knowledge about a specific 
place, he becomes a curator of his immediate environment, rather than a 
mere observer, or a “passer-by”. Thus, attachment to the place can emerge. 
The beneficial eﬀect of urban community gardening is twofold. Most impor-
tantly, it can be a powerful tool for engendering the lost sense of community. 
Furthermore, it helps to establish a genuine, physical contact with places. 
20 Viljoen, Bohn, Howe, Con-
tinuous Productive Urban Land-
scapes. …, p.57
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fig.49/ Can Masdeu view on the 
residence
fig.50/ Can Masdeu outdoor 
dining area
fig.50/ Can Masdeu community 
gardens
PRACTICE
Can Masdeu. Community house and gardens
Location: Collserola, Barcelona
Year: 2001
Members: the number varies; approx. 20-30
Can Masdeu is a squatter community garden, social centre and residence 
located in the urban fringe of Barcelona, in the Collserola valley. (fig.49) The 
valley covers a surface of 35 hectares, and is part of the Collserola Natural 
Park. The land is owned by Hospital de la Pau and was reclaimed as an agri-
cultural and social space by a group of activists in 2001. What used to be a 
leper colony, is now a living community of between 20 and 30 inhabitants – 
men, women and children, including foreigners. They speak of the initiative 
as “a creative act of disobedience to the world of money, smoke, noise and 
speed. A proposal for collective cooperation and coexistence between gener-
ations.”21
The community area comprises a common house, with a library, sitting 
room, and café. Adjacent to the café is the kitchen and an outdoors sitting 
area with a common table, trees and canopies. The café is one of the links 
between the community and visitors and neighbours – home-made goods 
are sold at fairly low prices, which helps to sustain the community’s budget 
and promotes the idea of home-grown, healthy and organic food. The com-
mon house is linked to the residential part. 
The outdoors space comprises community gardens, allotments, spaces 
for performances with DIY roofing structures, detached houses built in 
rammed-earth technique, a swimming pool and various informal meeting 
spaces. (fig.50,51)
Relations with the surrounding local population has been a focus of the 
eﬀorts of the residents of Can Masdeu. Right after the occupation, the 
community encouraged local gardeners to plant on their gardens. Currently 
the cultivated area of Can Masdeu is about 3 hectares of land and it is al-
ways open. It comprises the community’s own garden, where organic food is 
grown, and allotments, rented out to neighbours. The gardens are collabora-
tively managed at monthly meetings. The produce covers up to 80% of con-
sumption needs of the community – on average a plot of 20 per 30 metres is 
able to fully provide 8 people with vegetables.
In order to sustain the sense of community and foster cohesion, there are 
certain tasks and events that the whole group attends. These include: 
- Turns in the kitchen: each member is supposed to cook for the community 
twice a month. The food is usually vegetarian and harvested from their gar-
den.
- Meetings: Group meetings take place every three weeks, with a diﬀerent 
leader each time.
- Collective Work Days: Thursdays are work days – this is when renovation, 
cleaning and maintenance of the house, as well as food production is dealt 
with.
- Working Groups: Everyone is part of a working group, which cover tasks 
that require some specialization, related to the organisation of the communi-
ty or other social dimensions of the project. (fig.52)
- PIC (Interaction Point Collserola): Every Sunday the community is host to 
21 “Who are we”, Vall de Can 
Masdeu, http://www.canmasdeu.
net/who-are-we/?lang=en (accessed 
31/07/2017)
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free workshops, talks, screenings and performances, oﬀered by a wide range 
of workshop leaders, activists and artists, some of them members of the 
community. The PIC activities cover the fields of agro-ecology, permacul-
ture, crafts, self-management of health, DYI, dance, theatre, etc.
- Events: Together with other projects of the valley various events are organ-
ised. These include activities to defend the valley, parties, neighbourhood 
events, demonstrations, etc.
Members of the community highlight the importance of its collaborative, 
task-oriented character as the key element of cohesion. They point to the 
communal meals as one of the focal points of each day, when the whole 
community gets together at the table and the energy flows freely. What 
seems important is the close bonds they have managed to establish with their 
neighbours from Nou Barris – thanks to various activities, there is a constant 
flow of people from outside the community. Accordingly, many point to 
their outside jobs – some of them are teachers, municipality workers, NGOs 
members, etc. – as to their getaways from the intensity of communal living. 
In terms of spatial features of Can Masdeu what seems crucial is the gen-
erosity of communal areas – both indoor, and outdoor – and the variety of 
spaces suitable for informal meetings.
fig.52/ members of the 
community collaborating in the 
building of a roof structure in 
Can Masdeu
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CASE STUDY III/ PLACEMAKING
IN TEMPORARY SITUATIONS
REFUGEE CAMPS
Camps for refugees and the internally displaced are meant to provide spaces 
of security for individuals and communities at their most vulnerable – those, 
who “do not politically belong anywhere except the refugee camp”.22 The 
camp has become the most prevalent form of refugee architecture since the 
institutionalization of humanitarianism. Although meant as temporary shel-
tering structures, in most cases they become permanent settlements of mil-
lions of refugees. While reports vary, the number of years a refugee lives in a 
camp ranges from 7 to 17.23. The most radical thinkers conceptualise camps 
as non-places, which “fail to integrate other places, meanings, traditions”.24 
The interpretation has its roots in Giorgio Agamben’s theory of a refugee 
camp as a space of sovereign power, producing, what he called bare forms of 
life.25
Although Agamben’s theory has inspired many scholars and thinkers ever 
since, there are also those who argue, that living in a camp does not necessar-
ily rule out the sense of community. Kim Rygiel’s observes an emergence of 
community – although temporary, transitory and precarious – among ref-
ugees and asylum seekers in Calais.26 She sees irregular migratory processes 
as potentially heralding new forms of community and resistance, which are 
illustrated by cooperation and organisation, living, negotiating and resist-
ing together. This resistance is spatially manifested in the ways refugees are 
creatively accommodating themselves, trying to – even temporarily – appro-
priate a piece of territory. Yet, this need is never taken into account by insti-
tutions responsible for facilitating refugees’ life in exile. Nina Bassoli, who 
studied the Sahrawi camp in Algeria, points out that communal activities are 
entirely overlooked in emergency situations:
“Recreation and leisure are hardly ever dealt with in the context of 
refugee camps. When human life is reduced to bare life, and hence 
to its pure biological and physical existence and to the provision of 
food and medications, activities of enjoyment are disregarded, if 
not even shunned for being disrespectful in a situation of conflict. 
The oﬃcial planning strategy of refugee camps […] does not 
mention aspects of recreation or leisure anywhere.”27
Hence, this need for communal life is, paradoxically, best visible in the most 
dramatic situations, wherein people are almost entirely left by themselves – 
notably in unoﬃcial camps, such as the recently demolished Calais camp, 
know as the Jungle. When an Irish architect Gráinne Hassett first arrived in 
the Calais refugee camp in August 2015, what she saw was an unbelievably 
inhumane scene – the several thousand people28 camp had only cold-water 
standing pipes and 30 toilets between them, no paved roads, and no food 
distribution. The architect was struck by the misery, but essentially – by the 
city-like structure, emerging among the non-formalised, provisional shelter: 
“There was a kind of life there that UNHCR camps simply don’t have – the 
cafes and restaurants, churches and mosques, even a bookshop and a radio 
station – the stages for strong social and cultural structures had somehow 
been forged out of nothing. (…) a kind of urbanism which felt authentic, 
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very deeply rooted in their cultures.”29 Sudanese families arranged their 
shelters in groups around communal eating spaces, with spaces for cooking 
together. The Afghans set up restaurants along the most “social” area of the 
camp. A nightclub in a dome-shaped structure, which doubled as a theatre 
and gallery during the day was a result of the collaboration of the Eritrean 
community. 
In closer cooperation with the refugees in Calais, Hassett got involved, to-
gether with her architecture students, in an initiative seeking to develop these 
communal spaces of the Jungle. Following an analysis of the most urgent 
needs of the “community”, first a women and children’s centre was built, 
followed by a therapy and community space, a vaccination unit and a youth 
centre. The goal was to use a minimum of resources, and to act in collabora-
tion with the refugees themselves. According to Hasset, “The Jungle shows 
what can happen when people (…) are given the opportunity to build their 
own community in a way that gives them a sense of ownership.”30 Another 
architect, Shahed Saleem, who examined the camp, observed an emergence of 
“a (…) micro-society with its own economy, comprised of various communi-
ties.”31 Witnessing the forming of a certain permanence, counter to political 
plans for the camp, he concluded: “that says a lot about human beings (…) – 
that they find a way of organizing themselves.”32
Nina Bassoli witnessed a wide range of spaces for activities in the Sahrawi 
camp: “From the private spaces to the tea ceremony, via activities of a cele-
bratory nature like weddings in tents, to the distribution centres that become 
spaces for lingering, talking, meeting and playing. Sporting activities take 
place almost everywhere. Also, cultural activities such as youth theatre or 
painting are pursued.”33Activities, including those educational, are taken care 
of in a Turkish camp in Kilis. The activity centre, adjacent to the communal 
laundry, houses weaving and sewing workshops, with the Turks providing 
both the materials, and the lessons.34 
Catherine Shovlin, who visited the camp in Azraq, observed the diﬃcult 
situation of the camp’s female community. Women were isolated, often not 
leaving their shelters at all. Thus, the initiative to activate them wasn’t easy to 
launch – they were scared and embarrassed. Yet, as Shovlin emphasizes, even-
tually, the waking of the communal spirit in the camp, was an achievement 
of the female community – they attracted attention by blaring out songs by 
Syrian pop star Shahd Barmada at the camp’s supermarket and football pitch, 
where young men broke into spontaneous dance. The “pop-up party”, as 
the activity was called, has become a great tool for taking ownership of the 
place and fostering the sense of togetherness. “We’re 100% engaged with the 
pop-up party, (…) it has become a part of us. Now we’re all benefiting from 
that”35 – women of the camp claimed. 
In most cases, people in the camps, being deprived of all their rights and 
denied oﬃcial statuses, may feel that they’re not allowed to improve their 
living situations and engage in forms of life other than the “bare life” they 
are given. Yet, these cases, wherein the communal spirit has taken over, and 
physical manifestations of it were created, prove that the need of togetherness 
is immanent in being a human. The beneficial consequences of these initia-
tives have been widely acclaimed, and mentioned as one of the most powerful 
tools of resilience.  
fig.54/ Children from the 
community of refugees 
helping the architects with the 
construction of the playground
Apart from providing the 
community with a new facility, 
the goal of the architects was to 
activate the community members 
and empower the future users of 
the playground. 
fig.53/ Construction of the 
therapy pavilion in the Calais 
camp by community members
Alice’s Therapy and Community 
Centre, run by Alice Kerr is 
an important support space 
for families in the camp, 
offering food, therapies and 
general support. Collaborative 
construction of temporary 
structures is one of the most 
powerful tools for group cohesion 
in the difficult conditions of a 
refugee camp.
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fig.57/ Youth centre in the Calais 
camp
fig.55/ Finished playground
The structure of the playground is 
basic and easily assembled and 
disassembled. The austerity of 
the playground proves that many 
issues of communities cannot 
be simply addressed by formal 
solutions. Rather, the simplicity of 
form, which enables collaborative 
construction is an asset in these 
cases.
fig.56/ Provisional church 
constructed by the Ethiopian 
community in the Calais camp
The church in one of the 
most inhumane camps in 
Europe illustrates the need for 
communal spaces even in these 
thoughest conditions. For many 
communities places of worship 
and other rituals are particularly 
important for the group’s and 
individuals psychological well-
being.
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ATHENS CITY PLAZA
Opened on the 22nd of April 2016, Athens City Plaza was transformed 
from a three-star hotel that had been abandoned for eight years. Occupied 
by a group of activists, Athens City Plaza aims to create an alternative to the 
inhumane conditions of refugee camps. It is currently home to approximate-
ly 400 refugees, whom it provides with accommodation, food, medical sup-
port and education. Since the beginning the project has helped over 1500 
refugees from diﬀerent countries. The former hotel is located in the heart of 
Athens and it oﬀers its space for the refugees to live with dignity, safety, and 
at the level of privacy, that would be unattainable either in a camp, or in an 
institutionalized detention centre. The project is entirely supported by sol-
idarity from Greece and around the world – it does not receive any supple-
mentary funding from institutions, NGOs, nor the government. 
One of the central goals of the leaders of City Plaza is to fight against what 
I have called “invisibility” in the previous chapters – the physical and social 
isolation of refugees, placed either in camps, or in detention centres. Ac-
knowledging the biggest challenge that an asylum seeker is facing is the limi-
nal state of waiting, volunteers seek to facilitate this diﬃcult period and fill it 
with meaningful activities. They aim to address refugees’ needs beyond that 
of shelter – provide them with safety, wellbeing, and, as much as possible, 
create the sense of belonging. 
As of mid-2017, City Plaza houses mainly families, including 180 children. 
Amongst them are 22 single parent families and people with disabilities. 
Nationalities include Afghans, Kurds, Syrians, Palestinians, Iranians, Iraqis, 
Pakistanis and a few others. Each family lives in a separate room, but many 
daily activities are performed in a communal way. What is crucial is the 
self-organizational character of City Plaza. It functions through diﬀerent 
working groups – these include cleaning, cooking, security, logistics, edu-
cation and childcare, medical care, media-work, reception, etc.36 They are 
performed collaboratively by volunteers, and the inhabitants themselves. 
The leaders emphasize, that in order for City Plaza to function well, it’s very 
important that residents understand the community and how to participate. 
The principle behind this is as simple as “give a man a fish, and you feed 
him for a day. Teach a man to fish, and you feed him for a lifetime” – the 
same principles have been mentioned in numerous studies of refugee camps. 
(fig.58)
Essentially, Athens City Plaza is a collaborative work – it unites volunteers 
and facilitators, who help to manage the residence, organize outdoor and 
indoor activities, manage food provisions, give language and other skills 
lessons, etc. (fig.60) On the other hand, since one of the goals of the pro-
ject, is to integrate the refugees and provide them with urban life skills and 
competences, their input is just as important. (fig.61) Through common 
tasks they learn to connect with people of diﬀerent ethnicities and cultural 
backgrounds; being part of the community provides them with new forms of 
occupation – they feel useful, can share their experience, exchange skills, and 
spend informal together time. The self-management model is a great tool to 
create the sense of responsibility for the place, as if it was their real home, 
and, as a result – the sense of belonging. Working for the community may 
be considered the first step of the process of integration into the host society 
– before finding work, going to school etc. The period at the City Plaza acts 
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like a preparatory course, wherein refugees gain self-confidence in the un-
known environment, before settling permanently in a place: 
“We lived [and] struggled together. Cooking and 
protesting, learning languages and cleaning, hair cutting and 
discussing. Some of us for six months, some of us nine months or 
more. (…) But it worked. (…) Our home in transit. A place to 
build up our network.”37
The example of Athens City Plaza proves, that once the basic needs are 
satisfied (such as food, housing), people show the need to get together and 
to start leading a normal life – despite its temporary character and their un-
stable situations. The importance of the project is emphasized by all former 
inhabitants, for whom it was “not a hotel, [but] a home”, and a “big family 
of diﬀerent nationalities”.38
fig.58/ meal in Athens City Plaza
All daily tasks are performed 
collectively by the residents.
fig.59-61/ stills from a short film 
about City Plaza
The film stills illustrate how 
imporant the aspect of communal 
living was in the experience 
of the residents. An important 
aspect of living in a community 
is the self-management, an 
important practice before 
settling permanently in an urban 
environment.
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CONCLUSIONS
This chapter consists of:
1. Conclusions - answers to the research sub-questions;
2. Needs of people in motion - answer to the main research question
3. Specific design guidelines - needs translated into architectural language
4. Explanation of the strategy
(see p.22, fig.3, where the organization of conclusions is illustrated)
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6. From the point of view of spatial design there are 2 main areas of 
concern: 
a. level of the city – lack of communal spaces; not enough 
gradation between public – communal – semi-private 
and private; exclusive (closed) rather than inclusive (open, 
welcoming) urban design; not enough facilities responding 
to the increasing numbers of migrants; no participatory 
projects.
b. level of the residence: traditional housing scheme does not 
fully respond to the needs of strangers; it doesn’t provide 
suﬃcient gradation between private – group – communal 
– public; it doesn’t promote interactions with a wider 
community and strengthens one’s isolation; a conventional 
urban block doesn’t provide links with a wider public.
7. The typical way of catering for the needs of people in motion 
overlooks the need to belong to a community and place. What is 
usually viewed as “support” is limited to providing shelter and food 
(particularly in the case of asylum seekers and refugees). In most 
cases, no community facilities are provided. This strategy proves 
insuﬃcient – even though the primary needs are satisfied, the sense 
of isolation emerges, due to the lack of communal spaces where 
integration could happen.
8. Conversely, many bottom-up, community-led initiatives prove 
to be successful catalysts of community energy and generators of 
social cohesion. Provisional, DIY, often temporary architectural 
developments prove to be capable of bringing communities 
together, strengthening interpersonal bonds and regenerating 
neglected neighbourhoods. A clear advantage of bottom-up 
initiatives is that they are often tailored precisely to community’s 
needs.
9. In the context of increased mobility, the role of architecture should 
be to facilitate the integration of newcomers and locals at both 
levels – that of the city, and that of the residence: provide spaces 
for interactions and planned and spontaneous communal activities; 
provide links between communities and wider public; respect the 
gradation between public – communal – semi-private – private, and 
reinforce the levels of privacy with clear spatial demarcations.
*see chapter 1, p.19
CONCLUSIONS
Following my initial sub-questions*, I arrived at the following conclusions:
1. In traditional communities the sense of belonging to a group 
is reinforced by such group activities as: communal rituals, 
collaborative work, shared meals, but also by common values and 
views, shared sense of identity, etc. The sense of belonging to a place 
emerges in the course of time, as a result of group activities held in 
the place and is facilitated by the distinctiveness of the place.
 
2. The need to belong to a community and to a place exists also 
in temporary situations. It lies in the human nature to form 
communities/ groups and to work in a collaborative manner. 
While this is equally visible in transient situations, the forming 
of communities and creating bonds with a place is jeopardized by 
increased mobility.
          
3. Increased global mobility aﬀects not only migrants, but also local 
communities and host cities.
                 
4. In the case of migrants, the sense of detachment (from one’s culture, 
language, habits, known places) is the main concern. Some of the 
most urgent issues are of psychological nature and may include: 
sense of isolation, lack of meaningful occupations and relationships, 
cultural and linguistic barriers, the sense of being “invisible” in the 
host community. They occur regardless of the type and length of 
migration.
5. In the context of increased mobility, it is crucial to overcome the 
divisions between newcomers and locals – setting common goals is 
essential in the process. Some of the strategies for social cohesion 
might be: collaborative work; organised activities at the level of 
community; sharing daily tasks with a group; active participation 
in organising public activities; skills and talents exchanges; practices 
connected with the place, such as gardening, etc. The right size of 
a community is also crucial – if groups are too big, their cohesion 
may be weaker.
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NEEDS
The answers to the main research question** are synthesised in the form of 
the following table:
**see chapter 1, p.19
Level of the city:
NEEDSWHO? STRATEGIES ARCHITECTURAL 
SOLUTIONS
Acquiring social skills: 
learning how to live in a 
new society (language, 
culture, habits, etc.) 
The potential of newco-
mers to participate in the 
cultural, social, and 
economic life of the city
Being “visible” in the local 
community; 
feeling useful in the new 
environment; 
empowerment
Occupations that make 
“visible” – work and trade, 
artistic and cultural 
activities, production, 
organising public events, 
managing communal 
tasks and activities, 
exchanges
Spaces for activities: 
production, arts, 
workshops, community 
centres, markets. 
Meaningful occupations 
(may be temporary; may 
provide income)
- Participation in 
construction of commu-
nal spaces, buildings and 
structures;
- Tasks and responsibilities
- Spaces for activities: 
production, arts, 
workshops, community 
centres, markets. 
- DIY character of 
communal spaces
Creating bonds with the 
place 
Sense of dignity of one’s 
original culture; 
promoting one’s origins
Activities connected with 
the place – artistic and 
cultural events, gardening, 
production
Activities: skill exchanges, 
workshops, lessons, 
communal events, 
lectures, trade
Support from the host city Spaces: community/ 
information/ health/ 
daycare centres
Involvement of organiza-
tions, associations, NGOs
Spaces for activities: 
production, arts, 
workshops, gardens. 
Spaces for activities: 
production, arts, 
workshops, gardens. 
Group activities (sponta-
neous and organised); 
being part of social groups 
with locals and other 
newcomers
Spaces for communal 
activities and rituals
(both multi-purpose and 
with defined functions. 
Indoor and outdoor)
?
?
?
?
?
?
NEEDSWHO? STRATEGIES ARCHITECTURAL 
SOLUTIONS
Integration with other 
newcomers and with 
locals; 
more daily interactions at 
diﬀerent levels
Creating social bonds Right size of the group 
–max 50 individuals 
(see: chapter 4/ coho-
using)
Residential buildings that 
respect the 30-50 indivi-
duals size of the group 
(within one housing 
community)
Blurry boundaries 
between spaces (work/ho-
me/socialization
 (see: chapter 2/ Spatial 
redefinitions and new 
typologies)
- Flexibility of private 
spaces 
- Universal communal 
spaces (for work, leisure, 
studying, activities, etc.)
- Respecting levels of 
privacy
Limited material personal 
belongings
Acquiring social skills: 
(language, culture, habits, 
etc.) through residential 
practices
Fluency of the processes of 
migration; diﬀerent 
lenghts of stays; diﬀerent 
character of living; 
changing situations
Self-managed and 
self-organized character of 
housing
Such a spatial arrange-
ment that communal areas 
are equally accessible for 
all.
- More communal storage 
space
- Limited personal storage 
space 
- Flexible spaces allowing 
for future re-adjustments 
- Flexible interiors – 
allowing for renting out 
single rooms temporarily
Living with the locals; 
being part of the 
community 
(see: chapter 3: non-ho-
me; chapter 4: cohousing)
Focus on communal 
spaces in residentail 
buildings:
- More shared facilities 
(kitchen, leisure rooms, 
work& study rooms)
- Limited individual space
- Bigger communal areas
- Gradation of levels of 
privacy
Level of the residence:
?
?
?
?
?
?
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*see p.53, p.84
**see p.85
Some of the spaces for the community might include:
COMMUNITY
community centre   
SUPPORT
health/ daycare/ information/ transit/ women’s centre
FOOD
communal kitchen, cantine, cafe, workshop spaces
AGRICULTURE
community gardens, allotment gardens
PRODUCTION
manufacturing/ handicraft/ production workshops
EXCHANGE 
flexible multipurpose spaces (classrooms, outdoor spaces)
MARKET
stalls, roofing
EDUCATION 
classrooms, workshop spaces
 
 
OUTDOOR EVENTS
movie screenings, concerts, lectures, parties, discussions
ART
studios, workshops, galleries, temporary homes for artists, 
outdoor artistic production
INDOOR EVENTS
multipurpose space for exhibitions, lectures, parties
SPECIFIC DESIGN GUIDELINES
Level of the city:
The main objective of the transformation of the site is to create a genuinely 
welcoming environment for the whole community - make it equally im-
portant for the locals, and for the newcomers. The place needs to provide 
various spaces dedicated to collective activities which have been identified as 
one of the most powerful tools of integration. 
An important feature of the place is ibasho* - a place where one feels the sen-
se of belonging, feels at home. In order for this to be felt, the place must be 
collectively created and maintained by participants. The place that promotes 
integration should be a place “for people and by people” - all users should 
be involved from the very beginining of the transformation of the site. The 
notion of commons** describes this feature: an urban space that is co-cre-
ated by the community as a result of collective eﬀort. A place for everyone, 
which before belonged to no-one.  
Apart from catering for the needs of the community, every structure/ buil-
ding/ space should provide a link with the neighbourhood. Therefore, some 
entirely public functions must be included in the design. 
Ultimately, the utmost sustainability should be a goal of each phase of the 
development of the site. It is also crucial to remain low-cost, in order to 
ensure the development is not impeded by financial crises. 
i
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*see p.121
can be valuable meeting places.
At the scale of a neighbourhood, important guidelines are:
- Limiting the number of paths in order to increase chances of accidental 
meeting
- Providing a link with the neighbourhood - public functions, managed 
by the community of inhabitants, should be included in every residential 
building.
Ultimately, an inclusive residential model should welcome all types of people 
leading migratory lives. Considering diﬀerent residential needs of these gro-
ups*, the building should provide a range of conditions to suit all of them:
- refugees and asylum seekers
- migrant workers and short-term migrants
- immigrants
- tourists and travellers
Accordingly, diﬀerent stages in life, incomes, and lifestyles preferences of 
individuals should be taken into account. 
*see p.98, fig.42
Level of the residence:
At the level of residential architecture, the goal is to create such domestic 
environments that facilitate a greater inclusion of newcomers. Residence 
should act as a facilitator of collective activity, fostering interpersonal bonds 
and integration. The role of an inhabitant should reach beyond that of a pas-
sive resident - conversely, each member of the residential community should 
feel welcome to co-curate the inhabited environment. Spatial arrangement 
of the residence is more important, than surface appearances and formal 
solutions. Collective spaces play the critical role in such a building.
Thus, shared space is emphasized. The number of activities that can be 
performed collectively* is maximized in order to bring people closer to one 
another. Some of these spaces for collective use might include:
- community room/ house
- co-working space and study rooms
- communal kitchen and dining room
- communal outdoor spaces (terraces, etc.)
- shared living rooms
- workshops and utility rooms
- communal baths
- shared guest rooms
- facilities: laundry, storage
However, personal freedom should be viewed as the highest value of a 
residential building. Thus, a careful treatment of boundaries is key to the 
comfortable living in a residential building with extensive collective facilities. 
The levels of privacy should be clearly marked in order to avoid ambiguity 
when it comes to what is:
- entirely private
- group (closest neighbours, 4-8 people)
- collective (30-50)
- semi-public and public.
The maximization of the collective space entails a reduction of the personal 
space, which doesn’t need to cater for all domestic needs. However, it should 
be eﬃciently used, even though the size might seem basic. At the scale of a 
flat, some of the key principles are:
- Flexibility of space: providing a possibility of extending the flat in the 
future; 
- Adaptability of space: multi-purpose elements which can be used for vario-
us purposes, i.e. a window sill which doubles as a sitting space;
- Limited amount of necessary furniture - instead: mutli-purpose elements;
- Limited private appliances - instead: communal use of appliances.
- Maximum privacy for all the activities that require it
At the scale of a building, important principles are:
- Right size of the community of inhabitants (30-50 people)
- Providing more collective spaces (see above)
- Providing more spaces responding to current lifestyles: studies, libraries, 
co-working rooms, conference rooms, etc.
- Multipurpose/ flexible spaces: for example staircases can be part of living 
rooms, laundry can be a meeting place, etc.
- Careful treatment of in-between spaces - even spaces dedicated to transit 
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needs of newcomers
needs of 
local communities
interests
 of the host city
STRATEGYsocial potential
human potential
spatial potential
specific 
design 
guidelines
fig.62/ elements of the strategy
The strategy responds to:
1. the needs of newcomers
2. the needs of locals locals
3. the interests of the host city
It takes advantage of the 
potential:
1. spatial - what the site offers for 
immediate interventions
2. social - what is the character 
of the place, what functions are 
typical, etc.
3. human - members of 
newcomer and local communities 
are considered assets to 
the development of the site; 
their manual and intellectual 
skills are key elements of the 
transformative process
Needs of local communities:
 
1. more public/ communal spaces
2. get accustomed to living side-by-side with newcomers
Interests of the host city:
 
1. prevent vulnerable spaces from decay (obsolete buildings, vacant plots, 
underused public greenery, etc.)
2. prevent highly-marketable spaces from being monopolized by real estate 
developers; reclaim these areas for the public use
3. integrate newcomers (deal with the influx of newcomers)
Spatial potential:
1. vacant plots awaiting new development (temporary use of the sites)
2. vacant plots without a specific use (immediate interventions, temporary 
structures, community buildings, etc.)
3. underused urban greenery (urban gardening, communal open-air spaces)
4. obsolete buildings, post-industrial sites (temporary use)
5. blind walls (artistic installations, big-scale paintings, etc.)
6. rooftops (gardens/ terraces/ beehives/ temporary structures: community 
centre, public baths, artistic intallastions, etc.)
Social potential:
1. traditional functions of the site (take advantage of the existing traditions)
2. places of public interest already existing at the site – galleries, NGOs, culi-
nary venues, production sites, small businesses, etc.(to enter in partnership)
Human potential:
1. involvement of communities in the process of transformation of the site is 
beneficial both for the newcomers and for the locals (most important bene-
fits: empowerment of the future users, sense of place, collaboration leading 
to integration, meaningful occupation, etc.)
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COMMON GROUND STRATEGY
The aim of the strategy is to use spatial design as a means of creating syner-
gies between local communities and newcomers, and to facilitate the process 
of domesticating a new territory by the newcomers. It is based upon a belief, 
that architecture can enhance integration and fight social isolation – estab-
lish common ground between newcomers and locals. 
The elements, principles and objectives of the strategy result from the con-
clusions of the research and the subsequent specific architectural guidelines. 
The primary target of the strategy are the newcomers – architectural solu-
tions are tailored to their needs, identified in the course of the research. Sec-
ondly, the strategy also responds to the needs of local communities and to 
the interests of the host city. (fig.62)
The strategy proposes a series of spatial transformations and developments 
that will help to activate the place of intervention by creating spaces of inter-
action and integration. Thus, the “common ground” can be understood both 
metaphorically, – as a communal place of interaction between diverse indi-
viduals – but also literally, with reference to the concept of commons*. 
The main question that the strategy deals with is How to domesticate a new 
territory?. I believe that this issue should be approached in a similar way to 
furnishing a new house – as an ongoing process, dependent on many param-
eters and stretched over a long period. Furnishing a house deals with such 
questions as: 
What can you aﬀord? 
What are your most urgent needs? 
What objects can you reuse? 
What do you need to throw away? 
What pieces of furniture can be provided on a do-it-yourself (DIY) basis? 
What is indispensable for you to start feeling more at home? 
Furnishing a home is a process of constant adjustments and negotiations 
taken step by step. It requires time, means, creativity and involvement.
Similarly, the transformations – “furnishing” – at an urban scale should be 
viewed as an ongoing, complex process that cannot happen all at once. The 
domestication of a new territory and adjusting it, so that it becomes “com-
mon ground” is a sequence of transformative interventions that also require 
time. Thus, the key principle of the strategy is one of the main rules of place-
making – phasing – the process needs to be divided into stages.
PHASING
Considering the continuous character of the process, the sequence of trans-
formations needs to be designed in such a way, so that the most urgent needs 
of the communities are met at the very beginning, by the means of the most 
attainable spatial solutions. Subsequent steps of the strategy should respond 
to secondary and less urgent needs. According to the principles of placemak-
ing**, it is favourable to begin the process of transformations of a place with 
quick interventions, that can be tested and improved in the course of time. 
Knowing that the transformations cannot happen immediately, the main 
objective of the strategy is to provide meaningful and valuable communal 
spaces at every stage of the development. Thus, whenever the process shall be 
stopped or delayed at any stage, these communal spaces can keep serving the 
community and attract new members. Considering the uncertain character 
of transformative urban processes, it is essential to provide spaces of integra-
tion throughout the whole process.
This is also a way of making the process itself meaningful – a catalyst of syn-
ergies between community members, who get together to shape their envi-
ronment. Including future users in the process of construction empowers 
them, creates the sense of responsibility for the place, and strengthens bonds 
with it. Since the process is continuous, every phase may act as a catalyst for 
the next one – even if the strategy cannot be fully completed, the accom-
plished stages have been beneficial for the community.
Order
Since the project doesn’t aim to be a definite masterplan, but a “work in pro-
gress”, a sensible planning of the order of interventions is essential, so that 
the most urgent needs are satisfied at the initial stage. 
The goal of the strategy is to challenge the conventional order of develop-
ment. Following Jan Gehl’s statement, “first life, then spaces, then buildings 
– the other way round it never works”,1  the focal point of the strategy are 
the spaces of interaction. Their role is to establish community bonds and 
to bring communities closer together at the very beginning of the trans-
formation. Thus, the concept is to reverse the traditional order, wherein 
residential architecture is developed at the initial stage of a process, and is 
meant to satisfy most human needs. What is unsuccessful in this approach, 
is that residential buildings are very rarely followed by real communal spaces 
of integration. Conversely, in my proposal, these spaces are key elements, 
and therefore they need to be created immediately. They might even be of 
temporary or flexible character, might be self-built, provisional structures 
– whatever shall be attainable quickly and relatively easily produced. They 
should take advantage of the spatial potential of the chosen site and may be 
really ephemeral – urban greenery, walkways, paths, passages, provisional 
stages, spaces for movie screenings, temporary pavilions, etc. What is impor-
tant, is the way these spaces activate the communal spirit among their future 
users. Their function should respond directly to the most urgent needs of the 
location.
*see p.85
**see p.68-69
1 „Jan Gehl”, Project for Public 
Spaces, 1/01/2009, https://
www.pps.org/reference/jgehl/
[accessed 31/07/2017]
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The emergence of communities – creation of “common ground” – resulting 
from this initial stage, can lead to next steps: more permanent buildings and 
structures. The process should keep resembling that of furnishing a house – a 
constant evaluation of the needs and means is essential. The process might 
be topped oﬀ with the most permanent typology – residential buildings. 
However, the creation of those should follow the creation of community 
bonds, and not the other way round. What is crucial for the design at every 
stage of the strategy is the focus on communal spaces.
Interventions in order from the most ephemeral, to the most permanent, 
might include:
- greenery and water
- urban agriculture
- walkways, paths, passages
- roofing, canopies
- temporary stages, platforms 
- emergency housing (for instance for refugees)
- open-air spaces for performances, movie screenings, etc.
- temporary multipurpose pavilions
- small-scale permanent pavilions: community centres, etc.
- bigger community venues: communal kitchen, cafe, 
restaurant
- marketplace
- housing
The criteria for these interventions are: What interventions can take place 
quickly, making use of on site material and mostly amateur labour?
The most important principle of the strategy is the division into stages and 
the reversed order of development. Apart from the phasing, several more 
principles of the strategy are derived from the concept of placemaking.
INCLUSIVE DESIGN
 FOCUS ON COMMUNITIES
1. Transform the site by giving it back to the community – urban spaces that 
are currently appropriated by no one, can belong to communities and be 
co-managed by them.
2. Create democratic spaces of interaction and integration – to overcome 
diﬀerences and barriers and to facilitate intercultural dialogue. The character 
of these spaces should be such, so that people with various background can 
feel equally at home.
CONTEXTSPECIFIC 
DESIGN
1. Use the spatial potential of the site for immediate interventions.
2. Use the social potential to design functional program which fits in the 
cultural context of the place.
3. Explore the specific challenges of the place - these can be spatial or social 
issues to be addresed by the the transformation.
COLLABORATIVE
DEVELOPMENT
1. Use the process of urban transformations as a catalyst of engagement of 
individuals. 
2. Create spaces that are not only used, but co-managed and collaboratively 
curated by community members
3. Enter into partnerships – with NGOs, public associations and institutions, 
galleries, cultural centres, etc. They will help to establish links with the life of 
the whole city. They can also supervise transformations and co-curate initia-
tives. 
4. Use the human potential – both within the local and the newcomer com-
munities: identify talents, skills, knowledge, etc. that can be used at diﬀerent 
stages of the process. Building collaboratively enhances the sense of belonging 
to the community and place, gives meaningful occupation to those in need, 
strengthens social cohesion and promotes diversity.
5. The self-built scheme entails informal, low-tech architecture that can be 
created by non-professionals and with little supervision. The goal of the DIY 
scheme is to use what is already available at the site, recycle, reuse, and make 
use of simple tools that can be found in a basic hardware store. This not only 
empowers the users – who become architects of their communal spaces – but 
also helps to remain economical and eco-friendly. 
6. Function, not form - the success of the strategy builds upon social capital, 
not formal solutions. It is based upon a belief that issues of communities (lo-
cals and newcomers) cannot be addresed merely by formal answers. What is 
really important is the activities that may happen in the place, not the formal 
aspect of it.
CIRCLE OF LIFE
OF URBAN ELEMENTS
One of the most important principles of a continuous process of transforma-
tion is the circular thinkig: constantly evaluating the needs and adjusting the 
functions of spaces in such a way, so that they respond to the needs in the 
most precise way. This may mean that a building/space might in the course 
of time change its function. Jane Jacobs noted that such creative reuse and 
adaptative processes are markers of the vitality of a city:
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fig.64/ scheme of functioning of 
the „Common Ground” strategy
fig.63/ types of interventions
2 Jacobs, The Death and Life..., 
p.194-195
“Among the most admirable and enjoyable sights to be found 
along the sidewalks of big cities are the ingenious adaptations of 
old quarters to new uses. The town-house parlour that becomes 
a craftsman’s showroom, (…), the basement that becomes an 
immigrants’ club, the garage or brewery that becomes a theatre, 
(…): these are the kinds of minor changes forever occurring where 
city district have vitality and are responsive to human needs”2
Thus, it is essential to react to the use of each space, and, if necessary, consider 
turning it into another function, that may be more useful at the moment.
The strategy proposes spatial guidelines and an order of interventions, con-
ceived in response to the research problem of the thesis. It aims to be uni-
versal and adjustable to diﬀerent urban conditions. However, whereas the 
implementation of the strategy is possible in various locations and in diﬀerent 
situations, it is not meant to impose generic solutions to these settings. It 
should be viewed as a “toolkit”, that lays the groundwork for the following 
design. Therefore, the execution of the strategy must always take the form of a 
site-specific design – dealing with the place’s specific problems, and respond-
ing to the specific social needs. Thus, the design is one of the numerous possi-
ble interpretations of the strategy, rooted in a specific location and timeframe. 
It illustrates how the strategy can be implemented under particular condi-
tions. In the following chapter, an example of how to use the strategy will be 
demonstrated.
reclaimed& recycled 
materials
TEMPORARY 
INTERVENTIONS
USE
COMMUNITIES
PERMANENT
INTERVENTIONS
RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENTS DEMOLITIONS
architect
newcomers basic tools
strategy manual
localsNGOs, 
organizations
spatial 
potential
DEMOLITION
Demolition might be a productive process: this way materials 
can be reclaimed and recycled. If a building doesn’t qualify for 
regeneration, demolition might be beneficial.
TEMPORARY INTERVENTIONS
The first step of the strategy is creating temporary spaces - their 
adequacy should be tested in the course of time, when they are 
used by the community. They may later become permanent.
TEMPORARY USE 
OF EXISITING BUILDINGS
At some point, an obsolete building awaiting regeneration 
might be used as a temporary furniture manufacture, where 
members of the community produce furniture for residential 
buildings.
RENOVATION
If the condition of a building allows for a renovation, it is a 
good way of protecting the memory of the place.
PERMANENT INTERVENTIONS
Permanent developments should follow the emergence of com-
munities and not the other way round. They should be tailored 
to the needs of the community.
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CHAPTER 5
PROTOTYPE
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CONTEXT - POBLENOU
The location chosen as a laboratory is the urban fabric of El Poblenou, Bar-
celona – a neighbourhood in the industrial district of Sant Martí. It is lo-
cated in the northern part of the city, in the strip of land bordered by Avin-
guda Diagonal and the sea. Sant Martí has a population of approximately 
228,000, with 32,5 thousand living in the Poblenou area.
Past
Sant Martí began its life as a rural area filled with pastures and lagoons. 
House to a humble congregation of farmers and fishermen, the village de-
veloped in complete separation from its big, military neighbour – the city of 
Barcelona. It was a wetland zone which oﬀered favourable conditions for the 
setting up of factories and textile mills – with abundant water supplies, easy 
transportation by sea and cheap land, it was an attractive site to process and 
manufacture raw materials. In 1808, there were already 89 factories in Bar-
celona, 64 of which were to be found in Sant Martí. By the end of the 19th 
century there were already 800, with 
industrial workers accounting for over 60% of the city’s population, making 
it the most heavily industrialized neighbourhood of Spain. Poble Nou – the 
new village – was named the city’s newest barrio after the demolition of the 
city walls in 1859. Barcelona oﬃcially absorbed it as l’últim barri, the final 
neighbourhood, in the beginnings of the 20th century.
The industry was mostly based on textiles, but also included oil, wine, ma-
chinery, paint, plastics and food. There were factories of every kind: textile 
mills such as Ca l’Aranyó, and Can Felipa, engineering plants like Can Gi-
rona (of which the chimney has been preserved), flour mills, tanneries, choc-
olate factories, and liqueur distilleries. Apart from the factories, the main 
typology was working class housing, often built in a hasty, non-planned 
manner. 
By the mid 1900’s, it entered a slow process of decay and abandonment 
when industries started moving to the outskirts. Between 1963 and 1900 
Poblenou lost more than 1300 initiating a cycle of urban degradation. The 
area was left neglected, with many abandoned industrial buildings and lands.
Recently, 1992 Olympic Games were the main trigger for a massive transfor-
mation of Poblenou – it gave the area a new character. The traditional in-
dustries disappeared and were replaced by luxury hotels, high-rise buildings 
and oﬃce estates. Decaying post-factory areas were turned into upscale loft 
apartments and modern real estates.
Present
On one hand, Poblenou still retains its working-class character. Yet, what is 
being produced has changed a lot – with technology companies, design hubs 
and universities being the main occupants of the post-industrial buildings. 
many artists and young professionals have converted the former factories 
and warehouses into lofts, galleries, and shops. On the other hand, the trans-
formation that the district has undergone, produced a typical scenario of 
gentrification, with rents in the area drastically increasing, and local commu-
nities often being forced to leave due to the raising value of the area. The real 
estate pressure has resulted in an eviction of many local artists, craftsmen, 
small retailers, etc.
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Nevertheless, the neighbourhood houses a resilient local community, fight-
ing against further gentrification – plots and housing getting privatized and 
the introduction of fancy coﬀee bars and other fancy spaces.
Future
22@ District is an ambitious council plan to turn Poblenou into a techno-
logical and innovation district, as well as to increase leisure and residential 
spaces. Multiple parcels are bought at once to suit the new, big-scale devel-
opments. Although this may lead to further beneficial transformations in the 
area – renovations, etc. – the process will certainly aﬀect the locals, gentrify-
ing Poblenou to an even bigger extent. All those, who don’t meet the main 
criteria of the 22@ District plan – that of profitability – will need to look 
for new locations. This may include artists, freelancers, small businesses, and 
other community activities that take place in the abandoned post-industrial 
buildings. The major drawback of the 22@ plan is that it will irreversibly 
evict the cultural wealth of Poblenou, at the same time pretending to be 
protecting the industrial heritage – which is unfortunately often limited to 
superficial initiatives, such as preserving a factory chimney as an ornament. 
Thus, Poblenou seems to be destined for luxury apartments and oﬃce es-
tates, and the only way to slow down the process is to empower the local 
communities and make them more visible in the urban structure. 
On the positive side, such initiatives as the Poblenou superblock (which 
has generated four new squares and freed up 8,000 square metres) show the 
council’s interest in reclaiming the neighbourhood also for the community. 
This new public space is to be re-designed by 200 architecture students, 
collaborating with the locals – new street furniture is erected using recycled 
materials, and residents are welcome to assist. Proposals are flexible and their 
main focus is the community, meant to domesticate the area. For instance, 
the junction between Carrer de Ciutat de Granada and Carrer de Almog-
àvers is devoted to democracy and participation and various areas for de-
bate have been designed where the community can have a public debate. 
Urban structure
Urban fabric of Poblenou consists of 2 overlapping, historical layers: the 
original, rural grid, the Cerdà grid, both interleaved with industrial plots 
with factory buildings. These factories and their chimneys, 30 of which are 
still scattered around the district, are the most distinctive elements of the Po-
blenou skyline. The area features on of Barcelona’s most complex morpholo-
gies and the ambivalence of diﬀerent fabrics is still very tangible in Poblenou 
these days. 
The rural grid formed on the borders of Carrer Pere IV, a street which en-
sured the connection between Barcelona and France. The agricultural parcels 
were implemented perpendicularly. Then, the arrival of the new grid by 
Cerdà in 1859 imposed a tight, rational grid upon the previous tissue. Yet, 
the two grids have co-existed ever since, creating an interesting mix of typol-
ogies adjusted to the irregular plot divisions. In comparison with the rest of 
the city, this “disobedience” against the Cerdà plan is exceptional. Although 
this coexistence has survived until now, contemporary tendencies (namely 
the economic growth) are slowly erasing the tilted – traditional – grid, which 
is decreasingly visible. And so is the diversity of functions that has been 
shaping the image of the neighbourhood, now strongly pressured by the real 
estate businesses.
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Why Poblenou?
The post-industrial area of Poblenou appears as an ideal laboratory for re-
generative experimentation – there are numerous underused, abandoned or 
derelict sites scattered around the whole neighbourhood. 
Thus, there is a specific urban problem – that of creative re-use and regen-
eration of post-industrial heritage – to be addressed. It is therefore a perfect 
location for implementing the circular thinking – re-using existing buildings 
and plots so that they meet the needs of a community, and design new de-
velopments in such a way, that their function can be flexible in the course of 
time. 
Another issue to tackle is the rising land value in this area – considering the 
ambitious regeneration plans implemented by the council, Poblenou might 
be soon converted into housing and other building development and there-
by into money. This approach is particularly exclusive towards the locals 
and adds to the enclosed character of the neighbourhood. Thus, the goal is 
to protect some of the urban land from being entirely commercialized and 
to reclaim it for the communities. Alternative, speculative scenarios for this 
vulnerable area should be proposed. 
Finally, Poblenou’s complex urban tissue, with overlapping historical layers 
deserves to be highlighted. Since this is one of the last areas of Barcelona, 
where these historical roots are still visible, it seems crucial to preserve and 
empower all the layers equally. 
From the social point of view, Poblenou is already a melting pot, featuring 
high social contrasts. There are resilient local communities that can act as 
partners in the developments for newcomers. Thus, there is a strong social 
potential for diﬀerent bottom-up initiatives. The recent moves towards the 
communities’ well-being – such as the Superblock – show that there is a 
need for more communal spaces in the area.
fig.65/ location of Poblenou in 
Barcelona
fig.68/ anti-gentrification graffiti 
in Carrer de Pallars, Poblenou
fig.67/ one of Poblenou’s textile 
factories.
fig.66/ aerial view of Poblenou.
Overlapping urban fabrics: 
the shifted, industrial and pre-
industrial one, an the post-Cerda, 
regular, perpendicular block
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TYPOLOGICAL ELEMENTS
fig.69/ matrix of morphological 
elements of Poblenou architecture
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fig.70/ post-industrial urban 
fabric of Poblenou
fig.71/ site’s location in Poblenou
fig.72/ aerial view of the site
SITE ANALYSIS
The site chosen as the testing ground of the prototype is one of the very few 
remaining blocks, where the overlap of the 2 urban grids is so explicit. Limited 
by Carrer de Pere IV on the north-west, Carrer de Badajoz on the north-east, 
Carrer de Pujades on the south-east and Carrer d’Avila on the south-west, the 
block lies precisely where the axis of the historic grid – Carrer de Pere IV – 
intersects with the Cerda grid. The tension between the 2 fabrics is rendered 
even more apparent thanks to a well-preserved passage, an important structural 
element of the pre-Cerda grid – Passatge d’ Iglesias, perpendicular to Carrer de 
Pere IV. Another passage within the block is Passatge de Trullas, which is cur-
rently obsolete and it doesn’t provide any pedestrian connections.
Residential and industiral architecture coexists within the block. However, 
the condition of the latter is currently very poor - most of the post-industrial 
buildings are abandoned and in decay. Moreover, the ratio of vacant plots is 
quite high. Many of the residential buildings, although their general condition 
ranges fromgood to very good, have blind walls throughout the total of their 
height. One of the post-industrial buildings is classified as protected architec-
tural heritage.
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fig.73/ Northern facade of the 
biggest warehouse of the block. 
The remaining parts include 
mostly the roof structure. 
fig.74/ Southern facade of the 
warehouse, viewed from the art 
gallery’s garden. Currently the 
provisional facades of the ware-
house are made of corrugated 
steel sheets.
fig.75/ Abandoned smaller 
warehouse, facing Carrer de 
Badajoz. The biggest warehouse 
visible in the background.
fig.76/ One of the vacant plots 
of the block, limited by a provi-
sional wall. Currently a stage for 
semi-artistic interventions.
fig.77/ Facade of a well-pre-
served industrial building, curren-
tly abandoned
fig.78/ Blind facade of wareho-
uses and remainders of a former 
building.
fig.79/ Facade of the protected 
heritage - the Nau Industrial. The 
modernist, industrial building, 
designed by Manuel J. Raspall i 
Mayol, was completed in 1907. 
Despite the small scale of the 
building, it is representative for 
the industrial activity that domi-
nated 20th century Poblenou. It 
features characteristic materials: 
carved stone, red brick, iron stuc-
co, ceramic and wrought iron.
147146 PROTOTYPE 1
fig.80/ Aerial view of the blind 
wall of the residential building. 
Carrr de Pere IV/ Carrer de 
Badajoz.
fig.81/ Facades of the residen-
tial buildings at the corner of 
Carrer de Badajoz and Carrer de 
Pujades. The building on the left 
accommodates an art gallery on 
the ground floor.
fig.82/ Aerial view of the 
decaying sheds facing Passatge 
d’Iglesias.
fig.83/ Rear facade (viewed 
from the side of the Passatge) of 
a renovated warehouse, which 
presently houses a production 
studio.
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1. PROBLEMATIC AREAS:
1. Decaying post-industrial heritage.
2. Decreasing importance of the historic grid.
The domination of the modern grid, similar to that of other parts of post-
-Cerda Barcelona, is clearly visible in Poblenou. Yet, historic buildings still act 
as reminders of the pre-modern times of the neighbourhood - their orienta-
tion, perpendicular to the main axis of Pere IV is one of the last traces of the 
industrial character of the area. 
3. Insuﬃcient amount of public and collective spaces.
4. Little greenery in the neighbourhood.
5. Little permeability of blocks (fig.87).
6. Underused social and historic potential.
Just as in the case of the urban structure which is threatened to lose its me-
aning, the traditional occupations of Poblenou have also been long forgotten. 
Yet, traditional production, manufacturing and craftsmanship have a lot of 
social potential in the times of digitalized, mass production. Preserving them 
is an integral part of keeping the memory of the place alive.
7. Probable scenario for the area.
In the most probable scenario for the nearest future, Poblenou will be subject 
to even more gentrification than it currently experiences. The new develop-
ment plans do not provide communal spaces and are thoroughly market-o-
riented. Memory of the place is only superficially preserved.
2. EXISTING POTENTIAL
Both social and spatial potential of the site are currently underused. The so-
cial potential lies mainly in the still apparent collective spirit of Poblenou that 
should be enhanced. Strong pre-existing communities are key to the success 
of the Common Ground strategy. Moreover, the tradition of production, 
handicraft, manufacturing should be highlighted in future developments. 
In the immediate surroundings there are numerous workshops, art galleries, 
and other collaborative initiatives that should be included in the functional 
program of the transformation.
The spatial potential lies mainly in the numerous obsolete buildings and 
plots, which can be inhabited immediately. The condition of many of the 
abandoned buildings allows for regenerative interventions, which can lead 
to a transformation into real communal spaces. The block is also filled with 
blind walls and inhabitable roofs that can accommodate first, ad hoc in-
terventions. 
3. OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERVENTION
1. Preserve the memory of the place (both in terms of the structure of space 
and functional program).
2. Highlight the historically important industrial character (i.e.: buildings, 
typologies, passages, but also functional program).
3. Create more communal and public spaces and thereby protect the ne-
ighbourhood from further gentrification.
4. Increase the permeability of the block, allow for free pedestrian circulation 
across the block in order to highlight the historic grid, currently dominated 
by the modern fabric. One of the main goals in this regard is to bring back 
the structural importance of the Passage.
5. Challenge the prevalent „block” typology - use a variety of typologies, with 
respect to all layers of the neighbourhood.
fig.84 (p.147)/ Functional analy-
sis of the neighbourhood (plan)
On the previous page:
On the following pages:
fig.87 (p.152)/ Permeability 
analysis (plan)
fig.85 (p.150)/ Functional analy-
sis of the block (aerial view)
fig.86 (p.151)/ Existing potential 
of the site (aerial view)
PROTOTYPE 1
Target groups
The analysis of the general context - i.e. that of Spain and Barcelona - and 
the more specific conditions of Poblenou proved, that the groups of people 
in motion that the project should be concerned about the most are the 
following:
Migrants: the largest group of the mobile population of Barce-
lona. Migrants are usually voluntary members of the new socie-
ty, the lenght of their stay is generally long (or permanent), and 
they range from individuals to whole families. Migrants often 
work and their children go to local schools. Nevertheless, their 
integration within the host society is often very poor, as they 
tend to settle in mono-ethnical groups and thus have very few 
chances of genuine interaction.
Short-term migrants: another large group are short-term mi-
grants. They tend to travel for work or study reasons and the 
length of their stay may range from a few weeks to a year and 
more. Full integration with the host society is rarely their goal, 
due to the determined period of their stay. They also tend to 
stick together with other newcomers, with whom they often 
share flats. Their lifestyle is often work/study-oriented.
Tourists: Barcelona is definitely one of the European cities 
which are most strongly aﬀected by excessive tourism. Whi-
le most of the tourist industry functions in an entirely not 
sustainable way, the number of concious and sensible travellers 
tends to increase. Thus, as an alternative to Barcelona’s anti-to-
urism policies that have been recently put forward, the project 
proposes to treat tourists and travellers as valuable, hyper-shor-
t-term members of the communities, adding to their multi-eth-
nicity. 
Since at the time of the research the situation with refugees and asylum 
seekers was still not clear, it was diﬃcult to estimate their potential numbers 
and future needs. Thus, the project does acknowledge their future appearan-
ce in the social structure of Barcelona, and spaces for emergency shelters and 
temporary housing are provided in the design.
Project goals
The strategy does not put forward a definite solution, but rather a prototy-
pical method that can be implemented in various locations and with regard 
to diﬀerent conditions. Therefore, the use of the strategy should at all times 
follow a study of the specificity of the context, upon which the design sho-
uld be based.
Thus, along with considering the needs of people in motion, it is crucial to 
examine the following aspects of the site itself:
1. Problems to be tackled - both at the social and spatial level;
2. Existing potential - both at the social and spatial level.
As a result of such an analysis of the context, specific objectives of each 
intervention should be defined.
PROTOTYPE 1
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153152 PROTOTYPE 1
SCENARIO
The scenario begins in 2017 with the the most basic, quick interventions; 
since then it evolves, according to financial capacities, the city’s spatial poli-
cies, etc. When does it end? Is it going to be in 5 years? Or rather 15? Since 
there is no pre-defined end of the transformative process, the ending date 
also becomes irrelevant. It is an open-ended process that should result in a 
generation of spaces of communal activity at every stage of the development.
Most important features of the strategy are going to be implemented:
INCLUSIVE DESIGN  FOCUS ON COMMUNITIES
The aim of the transformation is to create spaces that gener-
ate interactions. Each space is designed in such a way, that 
the communal use is maximized. Many are flexible, without 
a clearly defined function, enabling the users to co-curate 
them. Boundaries between public, communal and private 
are clearly marked, so as to provide the maximum comfort.
PHASES
The process of transformation will be developped step by 
step. First steps will include quick, often temporary inter-
ventions that make use of material already available on site, 
and of the spatial potential - vacant plots, roofs, blind walls, 
etc. Next steps will include more permanent developments. 
At every stage there will be spaces of communal interaction.
CONTEXTSPECIFIC DESIGN
The project is informed by the tradition of the place - both 
at the social, and architectural level. Thus, formal and struc-
tural language of Poblenou is re-implemented and empha-
sized. The decaying heritage of the historic urban structure 
will be protected. The functional program of public and 
collective spaces is inspired by Poblenou’s traditions.
COLLABORATIVE DEVELOPMENT
In order to maximize the link with the immediate surround-
ings, the project should be developped in partnership with 
pre-existing organizations. Collaboration can be envisaged 
with: Plataforma Gallery, Nomad Coﬀee Roastery, the 
neighbouring UPC faculty, numerous production compa-
nies and artistic ateliers operating on site.
CIRCLE OF LIFE OF URBAN ELEMENTS
The site is filled with decaying warehouses of diﬀerent sizes, 
certain to be demolished soon. The project proposes a re-
genrative approach instead - based on a study of reusability 
of certain buildings as a whole, or parts of them. This also 
means a flexible design of all new developments. Once their 
function is no longer needed, they should easily transform.
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buildings 
to be demolished
Demolition
protected heritage
regeneration
Demolitionsbuildings to be renovated
Regeneration
protected heritage
buildings to be 
temporarily used
Temporary use
INTERVENTIONS ON EXISTING 
BUILDINGS
Renovations
Some of the warehouses are in such a 
condition, that restorative interventions 
can be envisaged. The goal of these 
interventions is to turn these decaying 
buildings into permeable, communal 
and public spaces. Their industrial cha-
racter will be preserved - their stucture, 
materiality and functional program will 
derive from their industrial past. One of 
the most important interventions will be 
to regenerate the Nave Industrial, listed 
as protected architectural heritage. 
Demolitions
Conversely, many of the post-industrial 
buildings are in such a state, that rege-
nerative interventions are not advisable. 
Thus, their demolition shall free space 
for new interventions that will better 
serve the community. Demolitions are 
not regarded as entirely destructive pro-
cesses in this case - the material collec-
ted this way will be restored and reused 
within new developments.
Temporary use
Considering the lenght of the regenera-
tive and construction processes, some of 
the buildings might be temporarily used, 
while other are undergoing transforma-
tions. The big warehouse, for instance 
might serve as a supplementary storage 
and manufacture of construction mate-
rial for other developments. Alternati-
vely, the interior can be used to accom-
modate emergency housing, should the 
refugee crisis continue to intesify. fig.90/ Diagram of temporary 
use of existing buildings
fig.89/ Diagram of demolitions
fig.88/ Diagram of renovations
157156 PROTOTYPE 1PROTOTYPE 1
Temporary buildings and structures
Again, considering the lenght of the 
transformation, temporary structures 
and simple buildings might appear in the 
meantime. The purpose of these spaces 
is to host communal activities long befo-
re the transformation of the site reaches 
its end. These basic structures can be 
assembled by the communities them-
selves, as their austere design doesn’t call 
for any professional skills, nor advanced 
tools. Their function shall derive from 
the most urgent needs of the community.
Permanent buildings and structures
Finally, as a result of the strenghtening of 
social capital, and once specific needs are 
determined, permanent buildings may 
begin to appear. These should always 
follow the principle of maximization of 
the collective use and the minimization 
of the private. Accordingly, they should 
be formally open and welcoming to the 
wider public.
Residential buildings
As opposed to the traditional order of 
urban development, residential archi-
tecture should arrive as one of the final 
steps of the transformation. (Since 
temporary/emergency housing can be 
easily fitted into pre-existing buildings 
whenever necessary). It is crucial that 
residential buildings  follow the same 
principle: the focal point should be the 
collective use, whereas private spaces 
should be limited.
INTERVENTIONS
 - NEW DEVELOPMENTS:
fig.91/ Diagram of potential 
spaces to be used for interven-
tions
159158 PROTOTYPE 1PROTOTYPE 1
1 2
9Order of interventions for communal use 
(from the most ephemeral 
to the most permanent):
1. Productiove gardens
2. Communal eating areas
3. Rest areas
4. Open-air cinema
5. Multi-purpose canopy
6. Community rooms - easily assembled 
structures
7. Temporary market stalls
8. Do-It-Yourself community kitchen and 
cantine
9. Residential developments
3
8
4
7
5
6
160 PROTOTYPE 1
Current situation
The block is dominated by residential architecture - including both pre- and 
post-Cerda buildings. The condition of the modern ones is good, whereas 
the older ones are decaying. Apart from few ground floor facilities (bars, 
cafes, restaurants), the block is poorly animated. The passage, one of the best 
preserved in the area is not lively either. There are no communal spaces and 
vacant plots are not being appropriated by collective activity. The block is 
dominated by an obsolete warehouse, currently inaccessible. At the same axis 
sits the Nave Industrial - a modernist building listed as architectural heritage. 
Phase 1
First interventions are ephemeral in order to maximize the use of spatial po-
tential. Productive gardens start to inhabit vacant plots and rooftops. Spaces 
of artistic production emerge on blind walls and on the rooftops. In some 
cases external staircases (scaﬀolding-like) are necessary to acces the roofs, in 
other, internal stairs of residential buildings can be used. A community centre 
arrives to one of the roofs, and a public bath to another. Emerging commu-
nities get a variety of spaces to use. First demolitions happen.
Phase 2
A passage is allowed through the Nave Industrial - without touching its sub-
stance, a bright polycarbonate „tunnel” is created to provide acces to the inner 
„patio”. An open-air screening area emerges in the patio. This way the protec-
ted building is included in the transformation at the very early stage, at the 
same time being treated with utmost respect. Meanwhile, the main warehouse 
can be temporarily used for instance as a woodwork workshop, temporary 
material storage or emergency housing for refugees. Next demolitions take 
place.
Phase 3
Community gardens begin to produce enough crops to share with a wider 
public. Communal eating areas emerge. Meanwhile the first regeneration pro-
cess is finished and the community gains a new pavilion - since it is an open 
structure, it can be used for a variety of puroposes, such as meetings, debates, 
etc. Demolitions continue to take place.
Phase 4
Next regeneration interventions come to an end. Thus, the protected building 
is transformed into an „urban oasis” which enables pedestrian access to the 
heart of the block. Its structure is entirely preserved, and only the outer shell 
is exchanged in order to allow for a maximum light penetration. At the end 
the building is „perforated” in order to allow also for perpendicular pedestrian 
flow. An external canopy for bigger events emerge in the heart of the block. As 
a result of the increase of vegetable and fruit production, temporary market 
stalls are transformed in a permanent market. Its structure is inspired by the 
neighbouring buildings along the Passatge de Iglesias.
Phase 5
Finally, after a long regeneration, the big warehouse is transformed into 
a community multi-purpose centre. Its open plan allows for a variety of 
activities to take place. The centre acts as a link with the neighbourhood - it 
allows for a free circulation across its interior. 
Phase 6
At this stage, residential architecture can finally conclude the development. 
vacant plots
Phase 1
interventions
open-air 
interventions
potential for 
interventions
next demolitions
i
vacant plots
Phase 4
interventions
open-air 
interventions
potential for 
interventions
next demolitions
interventions
Phase 6
open-air 
interventions
vacant plots
Phase 5
interventions
open-air 
interventions
vacant plots
Phase 2
interventions
open-air 
interventions
potential for 
interventions
next demolitions
temporary use
vacant plots
Phase 3
interventions
open-air 
interventions
potential for 
interventions
next demolitions
temporary use
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COMMUNITY CENTRE
1
From the very begining, the abandonded warehouse is 
used as a wood manufacture and storage of materials 
reclaimed from demolitions. This way it is included in the 
process of transformation from at the very first stage, 
before it undergoes a regeneration. The production of 
furniture acts as a generator of social interaction and helps 
to consolidate communities. Once no longer needed, the 
manufacture can be transformed into another function, 
for instance emergency housing for refugees.
2
Once renovated, the warehouse serves as the main 
community building. Thanks to its size and the free plan, 
it acts as a link with the neighbourhood - big parties, 
debates, shows, and concerts can happen here. The 
mezzanine is free to be used by the inhabitants - co-wor-
king spaces, gym, etc. can inhabit this space. The regenera-
tion of the building is limited to the minimum interven-
tions - perforation of the ground floor, provision of new 
access points and renovation of the corrugated metal 
cladding. The original structure is kept intact.
169PROTOTYPE 1
Northern elevation
COMMUNITY CENTRE
Located in the heart of the block, one of the functions of the communi-
ty centre is to provide free pedestrian flow across the block. Hence its 3 
entrances, one located on the main axis, perpendicular to Carrer de Pere IV, 
another on the side, liberated by demolition of existing buildings, and the 
last, opening to the main public area in the middle of the block. The centre 
can accommodate various communal and public events and as such acts as a 
real link between the community of residents and the neighbourhood.
170 PROTOTYPE 1
Community centre ground floor plan
COMMUNITY KITCHEN
1
Making use of the vacant plots in the heart of the block, 
the first interventions are the most ephemeral ones - 
community gardens, pedestrian paths, makeshift canopies, 
culinary equipment. All these initiatives are bottom-up 
and community-led, hence the austere charahcter of the 
space. While the gardens are growing bigger and the 
community members get closer to each other, more 
activities can take place: culinary workshops, shared meals, 
agricultural education events, etc. Basic structures, such as 
temporary market stalls or kitchen canopy might emerge.
2
Once the space is inhabited by activities related to garde-
ning, cooking and eating, the permanent intervention can 
take place. The regeneration of an post-industrial building 
includes a renovation of the corrugated steel roof and 
brick walls, which are now perforated to ensure a maxi-
mum openness. It houses a community kitchen and 
cantine, large enough to host workshops, lectures, and 
collective meals. The kitchen is surrounded by productive 
garden and orchard and in the near proximity a market is 
developped.
175PROTOTYPE 1
Northern elevation
COMMUNITY KITCHEN
The community kitchen is surrounded by productive gardens and orchards, 
but it is also spatially linked with the covered passage, created in the interior 
of the protected building. When necessary, the interior of the cantine can 
entirely open to the passage, welcoming wider public to step in. The passage 
surprises visitors with various atmospheres that emerge along its lenght. In 
general its function is to provide spaces of peaceful, urban retreat, where 
people can be on their own or in intimate groups. Thus, it is filled with 
greenery and relax areas. However, along the way through the building, 
diﬀerent spaces, such as an open-air cinema or a multipurpose classroom, 
occur as well.
177176 PROTOTYPE 1PROTOTYPE 1
Kitchen ground floor plan Section c-c
Section b-b
179178 PROTOTYPE 1PROTOTYPE 1
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Passage ground floor plan Section a-a
Section d-d
Section e-e
181180 PROTOTYPE 1PROTOTYPE 1
3
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1 2 5m
Ground floor plan
1 Passatge d’Iglesias
2 pedestrian access
3 stalls
4 orchard
5 sliding polycarbonate partitions
MARKET
The market is a simple, prefab CLT structure, that is easy and quick to 
assemble and has a minimal footprint. The market is entirely open-air, 
although, when necessary, smaller sections can be separated by the means of 
sliding, transparent polycarbonate partitions. The market acts as a covered 
path that leads to the heart of the block. It is located in the proximity of the 
kitchen in order to provide functional connections. It sits perpendicularly to 
the Passatge d’Iglesias, oﬀering new life and importance to this underused 
path. It is designed both as a functional space of trade, and a welcoming, 
informal space of encounter.
cross section
eastern elevation
RESIDENTIAL 1
1
The first interventions make use of the immediate poten-
tial of the site - they arrive to vacant plots, blind walls and 
inhabitable roofs. A vertical urban farm emerges, adjacent 
to one of the blind walls. At the same time it provides 
access to the rooftop, where a temporary art gallery 
develops.
2
Once the space is appropriated by the communities, first 
building-like structures emerge. The rooftop is a perfect 
location for a communal bath with a southern exposition 
terrace and a direct access from the street. Once it is no 
longer necessary, the structure can transform into a new 
function, for instance an information point or a micro 
cinema.
3
Finally, at the very last stage of the transformation, a 
residential building concludes the development of the site. 
All the previous structures are included in the building. 
Thus, the bath and rooftop gallery are still accessibile both 
to the wider public, and to the inhabitants of the residen-
tial building. 
185PROTOTYPE 1
1 2 5m
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Residential floor plan
1 entrance
2 communal living room
3 flat
4 flat
5 communal terrace
6 vegetable garden
RESIDENTIAL 1
Maximization of the communal functions lies at the core of both residential 
buildings designed for the site. The limited surface of private space is com-
pensated by its flexibility and adaptability to diﬀerent life conditions that 
occur as a result of mobility. The boundaries between privvate, group, com-
munal and public are clearly marked so as to protect every resident’s need 
for intimacy. The publicly accessible spaces of the building include a co-wor-
king space, cafe and laundry on the ground floor, and a public bath and art 
gallery on the rooftop. In order to maximize the self-sustainability of the 
community of residents, the building is surrounded by vegetable gardens.
187186 PROTOTYPE 1PROTOTYPE 1
1 2 5m
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1st floor plan
1 entrance
2 communal kitchen
3 communal dining room
4 communal living room
5 terrace
6 vegetable garden
1 2 5m
1
2
5
4
3
6
7
Ground floor plan
1 co-working space
2 cafe
3 entrance
4 laundry
5 terrace
6 1st floor access
189188 PROTOTYPE 1PROTOTYPE 1
1: couple + 1 child with a study
2: single/couple of tourists/ 
short-term migrants/  immi-
grants
1: single/ couple of work 
migrants (with a conference 
room and aprivate study)
Possible flat layouts
2: single/couple of tourists/ 
short-term migrants/  immi-
grants
1: family with 2 children
2: autonomous teenager/ single 
migrant/ single refugee
family with 2 children/ shared 
flat for single migrants
1 2
1 2
1 2
?
?
?
collective
collective with public access
group
private
191190 PROTOTYPE 1PROTOTYPE 1
1
2
3
4
5
collective
collective with public access
public
private
RESIDENTIAL 2
Key feature of the second residential building is its opennes to public. 
Each floor comprises a publicly accessible space that can accommodate a 
workshop, an atelier, a small manufacture, etc. This space is always adjacent 
to the communal area, so that the flow of visitors can be supervised by the 
residents. The upper floor of the building, occupied by productive gardens 
on the southern side, and by a gym on the northern, is also entirely accessi-
ble.
Ground floor plan
1 communal kitchen/ dining room
2 communal terrace
3 vegetable garden
4 classroom/ daycare room
5 store
193192 PROTOTYPE 1
ENDNOTES
While organising my work at the beginning, I was motivated to structu-
re the thesis in such a way, that the strategy can be illustrated by multiple 
examples of implementation. It was my goal to work on various prototypes 
in diﬀerent locations and under multiple conditions imposed by mobility. 
This would allow for a more varied spectrum of solutions, tailored to specific 
issues of each of the locations. Thus, I envisioned working upon my ho-
metown, Warsaw, whose relationship with migrations has recently become 
rather complicated. I was also tempted to research an entirely diﬀerent loca-
tion, namely a Scandinavian city which is experiencing an increased influx of 
newcomers. Yet, I didn’t manage to make this endeavour come true, mostly 
due to the amount of theoretical research, of which I hadn’t been aware prior 
to constituting the topic of the thesis. After finishing the project I regret 
not being able to fully demonstrate my initial intentions. On the positive 
side, I used this time to better understand the singular context which I had 
eventually chosen - that of Barcelona. This enabled me to push my project 
to a context-specific level, which might not have been possible in the case of 
multiple locations.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Residential floor plan
1 entrance
2 communal living room
3 mezzanine access
4 communal terrace
5 workshop/ showroom
6 terrace
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